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Abstract 
This thesis investigates the hydrodynamic behaviour of fracture and karst networks with a 
specific focus on a major carbonate aquifer north of Montpellier, southern France. The study is 
based on an extensive database including fracture measurements collected on outcrops at 
various scales and hydrodynamic data recorded in boreholes at the Terrieu experimental site.  
A novel method was developed to predict the type and preferential location of incipient 
karst in layered joint networks. Results indicate that the aperture ratio between the bedding 
plane and joints controls the magnitude of flow localisation in the networks. The aperture ratio 
range for various karst types was also quantified.  
A 3D local-scale conceptual model of the field site was developed by integrating a detailed 
structural characterisation of fracture networks at multi-scale outcrops with a dynamic 
examination of flow path networks using borehole logging and well test data. Numerical flow 
simulations devised by an experimental design technique were used to systematically assess the 
feasibility of the conceptual model and quantify the effects of geometrical and hydraulic 
properties on the hydrodynamic behaviour. Results indicate that the borehole connectivity to 
different flow features dominates the borehole transient responses. The hierarchical flow 
behaviour observed in the field site can to some extent be captured by the predictive flow model; 
however, a complete match between the real and simulated data may require an improved 
characterisation of the highly heterogeneous and anisotropic transmissivity field.  
This issue was further addressed using inverse modelling approaches. A quasi-Newton 
approach was firstly applied to jointly invert the steady-state cross-hole pumping test data. 
From the inversions, distributions of flow channels in the Terrieu site were obtained. Results 
show that the flow anisotropy is consistent with the fracture anisotropy mapped from outcrops 
close to the test site. The manner of using the multiple dynamic datasets controls emergent local 
transmissivity contrast. In addition, bounds for local and regional transmissivities in the studied 
system were determined.  
A novel stochastic quasi-Newton algorithm was then applied to infer the local-scale spatial 
transmissivity field and to quantify the uncertainty associated with the inverse analyses. Results 
indicate that preconditioning the transmissivity field using rock type and borehole connection 
data is the key to finding a rational solution for high-dimensional inverse problems.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 General background of fluid flow in fractured rocks 
Fractured and karstified limestone aquifers contain an important proportion of world’s 
freshwater and hydrocarbon resources. These reservoirs are known to be highly heterogeneous, 
as the main flow paths correspond to various flow features (matrix, fracture and karst; White, 
2002) with distinct hydraulic properties. Contrasts in hydraulic transmissivity between these 
flow components can be up to 5~10 orders of magnitude (Younger, 1993; Kuniansky et al., 
2012). The spatial distribution and organisation of the flow features within the volume of a 
fractured/karstified limestone reservoir are commonly complex, which leads to significant flow 
anisotropy in the system. Furthermore, due to the strong spatial variability of flow properties, 
fractured/karstified limestone reservoirs often exhibit complex, multi-scale flow behaviour 
(Adler and Thovert, 1999; Berkowitz, 2002; Neuman, 2005).  For all of these reasons, 
characterising fluid flow in fractured and karstic reservoirs remains a challenge. 
A typical workflow for fractured reservoir characterisation starts by constructing a static 
geological model, which requires the geometrical and hydraulic properties of the studied 
fracture network to be defined. Such a static model is often difficult to build, because the 
available subsurface measurements (mainly from borehole logs) are often very limited. 
Therefore, fracture data from outcrop analogues are used to enhance the understanding 
regarding the key characteristics of the fracture network. With a thorough fracture 
characterisation, the emergent geological model may provide a good geometrical representation 
of the studied fracture system, even though it may fail completely to reproduce the system’s 
hydrodynamic behaviour. This failure arises from the difficulties in relating surface 
characterisation to subsurface fracture network properties, due to resolution limits of 
geophysical tools. Moreover, it has been widely observed in fractured and karstic reservoirs 
that the contribution of individual fractures in the network to the total flow is not equal (Hsieh 
et al., 1985; Abelin and Birgersson, 1987; Abelin et al., 1987 a & b; Tsang and Tsang, 1987 & 
1989). Instead, the Pareto Principle, i.e. some 20% of entire fracture population conduct 80% 
of the total flow, is applicable in characterising flow distribution in fracture networks. 
Consequently, in order to predict the hydrodynamic behaviour in these systems, it is crucial to 
understand the impact of conductive individual fractures and fracture clusters on fluid flow, 
and to accurately characterise the location, distribution and connectivity of the flow-dominate 
features.  
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1.2  Overview of methods for characterising fractured reservoirs  
Naturally fractured reservoirs (NFRs) are particularly challenging to characterise because 
of their very heterogeneous nature. These reservoirs are characterised by a system of coexisting 
discrete fractures with background rock matrix. Four types of fractured reservoirs were 
classified by Nelson (2001). In Type-I fractured reservoirs, fractures provide the essential 
reservoir porosity and permeability. In Type-II fractured reservoirs, fractures provide the 
essential permeability while matrix provides the essential porosity. In Type-III fractured 
reservoirs, the matrix permeability is relatively high and fractures provide a permeability 
assistance. In Type-IV fractured reservoirs, the fractures are filled with minerals and provide 
no additional porosity nor permeability. In this thesis, I am concerned with the development of 
2D/3D flow models for the Lez aquifer, which is considered as a Type-I and/or Type-II 
reservoir. 
Almost all of the world’s freshwater and hydrocarbon reservoirs are, to some extent, 
influenced by natural fractures. However, the effects of these fractures are poorly realised and 
severely underestimated (Bratton et al., 2006). Fractures within formation beds can have a 
significant impact on the management and economics of subsurface fractured reservoirs. In 
carbonate reservoirs, natural fractures create secondary porosity and improve the productivity 
of the background matrix. Thus, they can be a crucial factor in determining the recoverable 
resources (Nelson, 2001; Narr, 2006). On the other hand, natural fractures could be used as 
preferential pathways to deliver injected fluids rapidly throughout the reservoir, leading to an 
ineffective secondary-recovery since the injected water or gas may simply channel through the 
fractures without sweeping the matrix (Casabianca et al., 2007). The success of secondary-
recovery projects in fractured reservoirs largely depend on the connectivity of fracture network, 
well placement, fluid and matrix rock properties and a good understanding of the recovery 
mechanisms (appropriate production rates are crucial to favour spontaneous flows rather than 
forced ones). The possible recoveries may lie in an exceptionally broad range. This leads to a 
fact that NFRs are difficult to characterise, and their performance is difficult to predict without 
proper simulation studies. 
 
1.2.1 Numerical approaches to modelling fractured reservoirs 
To quantify fluid flow and solute transport behaviours in fractured media, several 
modelling approaches have been developed. These modelling approaches generally fall into 
three main categories: nonuniform continuum models, discrete fracture models and hybrid 
models (Berkowitz 2002; Neuman 2005). The continuum models are based on either equivalent 
porous medium (EPM) assumptions (Long et al., 1982; Bear 1993; Panda and Kulatilake, 1995) 
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or dual-/triple-medium approximations (Warren and Root, 1963; Kazemi, 1969; Zimmerman 
et al., 1993; Wu et al., 2004). The discrete fracture models include discrete fracture network 
(DFN) models (Long 1983; Long et al., 1985; Dershowitz et al., 1998) and discrete fracture 
network and matrix (DFM) models (Taylor et al., 1999; Geiger et al., 2004; Matthäi et al., 2005; 
Belayneh et al., 2006), depending on whether flow and transport in rock matrix, and between 
fractures and matrix, are considered. The hybrid models combine the elements of discrete 
fracture and continuum models, and can integrate the advantages of the discrete fracture and 
continuum approaches (Dershowitz et al., 2000; Berkowitz 2002; Singhal and Gupta, 2010). 
These different approaches are briefly reviewed below. 
1.2.1.1 Equivalent porous medium model 
The equivalent porous medium (EPM) model is conceptually simple and commonly used 
approach in modelling flow and transport in fractured media (Fig. 1.1a). Instead of modelling 
individual fractures explicitly, EPM models address the hydraulic contributions of the fractures 
by means of equivalent hydraulic properties averaged on some consistent ‘support’ scale 
(Berkowitz, 2002; Neuman 2005). The EPM approximation tend to be valid when either the 
fracture density is high, or the size of the tested sample (or support size) is large (Long et al., 
1982); however, the support size does not necessarily correspond to the representative 
elementary volume, defined by Bear (1972; Neuman 2005). Also, the chance for a fractured 
medium to behave like an equivalent porous medium is found to increase when fracture sets 
are intersecting at high angles (Panda and Kulatilake, 1995).  
Although the EPM models may seem to be oversimplified and less appropriate to 
conceptually represent fractured rocks, when coupled with geostatistical methods they can quite 
successfully capture the spatial variability of flow properties and the connectivity of preferential 
flow paths (Gomez-Hernandez et al., 1997; Kitanids 1997; Dagan and Neuman, 1997; Zhang 
2001). In fact, because of their simplicity in having no pre-assumption about the location and 
geometry of the fractures, they can be employed and coupled with inversion algorithms to 
optimise the spatial geometry, connectivity and production properties of the flow paths in 
fractured systems (Scanlon et al., 2003; Bodin et al., 2012; Revil and Jardani, 2013; Illman, 
2014). 
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Figure 1.1. Three main approaches for modelling fluid flow in fractured reservoirs. From Li et 
al., 2015. 
 
1.2.1.2 Dual-porosity and dual-porosity/dual-permeability models 
The most commonly used technique for practical full field simulations in the oil and gas 
industry is the equivalent continuum approach based on a dual-porosity or dual-porosity/dual 
permeability concept. With this approach, instead of representing fracture explicitly and 
discretely, equivalent properties are assigned to model cells representing the combined effects 
of fractures and matrix blocks. In this model, most fluid storage is in the matrix, while the bulk 
flow occurs through the fractures. The flow between the matrix and fractures is represented by 
a transfer function. Dual-porosity models allow bulk flow only through the fracture system, and 
between fracture and matrix, whereas dual-porosity/dual-permeability models allow flow from 
matrix block to matrix block as well as fracture-to-matrix and matrix-to-fracture flow (Hill and 
Thomas, 1985; Gilman and Kazemi,1988; Gong, 2007). 
The dual-porosity model was first introduced by Barenblatt et al. (1960) in which equations 
for single-phase flow were derived for both the factures and matrix, and transfer between them 
was assumed to occur at pseudo-steady state. The fractured rock mass is then described by to 
dimensionless parameters: the inter-porosity flow coefficient and the storativity ratio (Warren 
and Root, 1963). The inter-porosity flow coefficient, , describes the fluid exchange between 
the two media (i.e. the matrix and fractures) that constitutes a dual-porosity system and is 
defined as  
 = α𝑟𝑤
2 𝑘𝑚
𝑘𝑓
,                                                                     (1) 
where km and kf are the permeability of the matrix and fractures, α is the shape factor depending 
on the shape of matrix blocks, and rw is the wellbore diameter. The shape factor α is equal to 
3𝜋2 𝐿2⁄  for a cubical block of length L (Figure 1.2). Values of the shape factor for other matrix 
block geometries can be found in deSwann (1990), Zimmerman et al. (1993) and Zimmerman 
and Bodvarsson, 1995. 
The storativity ratio relates the storativity of the two media and is defined as 
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𝜔 =
𝜑𝑓𝑐𝑓
𝜑𝑓𝑐𝑓+𝜑𝑚𝑐𝑚
 ,                                                             (3) 
where φf, cf, φm and cm are the fracture and matrix porosity and compressibility, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 1.2. Simple matrix geometries (slab, square column and cube) considered in dual-
porosity models. Modified after Kazemi, 1969. 
 
The two parameters are sufficiently to characterise the deviation of pressure behaviour in 
fractured medium from the behaviour of a homogeneous medium and can be calculated from 
pressure transient analysis (Kazemi, 1969; Gringarten, 1984). This model has been used as a 
framework and subsequent research focused on extending it to multi-phase flow through 
various evaluation of the transfer function and consideration of complex production mechanism 
(e.g. Kazemi et al., 1976; Thomas et al., 1983, Quandalle and Sabathier, 1989; Zimmerman et 
al., 1993). One decade ago, new studies have revisited the definition of the so-called transfer 
function governing the exchanges between matrix/stagnant domain and fracture/flowing 
domain in dual-medium models, and new formulations were proposed, to move away from the 
Warren and Root representations, and beyond the solely focus on the shape factor (Gong et al., 
2008; Lu et al., 2008; Abushaikha and Gosselin, 2009; Schmid and Geiger, 2012; Geiger et al., 
2013).Today, the flow simulations of large NFRs are only possible with dual-medium models. 
1.2.1.3 Discrete fracture network and matrix model (DFM) 
Unlike a dual porosity model, which simplifies fracture geometries and interaction between 
fracture and matrix, a discrete fracture model (DFM) represents each fracture explicitly and 
individually as a geometric item (Fig. 1.1b). As a result, DFMs can be expected to capture 
complex flow behaviours that occur in NFRs better. This approach is believed to be the most 
geologically realistic approach among present modelling methods for investigating flow 
phenomena within a fracture system (Narr et al, 2006; Hui et al, 2007).  
The discrete fracture model was first introduced in the late 1970s, and has been studied by 
many investigators via using both finite-element and finite-difference approaches. Within the 
finite-element framework, Baca et al. (1984) developed a two dimensional DFM to evaluate 
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single-phase flow with heat and solute transport within fracture systems. Along similar lines, 
Juanes et al. (2002) presented a set of single-phase flow simulations using a 3D discrete fracture 
model. More recently, Matthäi et al. (2005) formulated a 3D DFM for simulating single-phase 
flow by applying a control volume finite element approach. Within the finite difference context, 
Sarda et al. (2002) proposed a workflow for systematic discretization of fractures. This method 
includes local grid refinement in both fracture and matrix, and consequently of high flexibility 
in modelling fractured reservoirs via specifying fracture distribution. 
In spite of which discretization approach is adopted, the following pressure diffusion 
equation is solved to calculate flow: 
𝑆
𝜕ℎ
𝜕𝑡
− 𝑇∇2ℎ = 𝑞,                                                                   (4) 
where S is the storativity (-), h is the hydraulic head (m), t is the time (s), T is the transmissivity 
(m2/s), ∇2 is the two-dimensional Laplace operator and q is a source/sink term (m/s). The above 
pressure diffusion equation assumes that the flow is laminar (i.e. Darcy flow) and the influences 
of fluid temperature, salinity and density on flow are constant. In typical fracture flow 
modelling studies, the idealised parallel plate model and the cubic law are commonly adopted 
to define the transmissivity, T, in equation (4), 
𝑇 =
𝑎3𝜌𝑓𝑔
12𝜇𝑓
 ,                                                               (5) 
where ρf is the density of the fluid (kg/m3), μf is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (kg/m·s); g 
is the gravitational term (m/s2), and a is the fracture aperture (m). In reality, rock fractures are 
rough-walled and are rarely fulfil the assumption of the parallel plate model. The aperture that 
is derived from the cubic law is therefore not the true aperture, but rather the equivalent 
hydraulic aperture (Witherspoon et al., 1980). The hydraulic aperture is usually smaller than 
the mechanical aperture that may be measured in the field (Tsang, 1992).  
Strictly speaking, the assumption of Darcy’s flow in open fractures is not appropriate. 
However, by adopting the concept of hydraulic aperture and the cubic law, rock fractures can 
be treated as thin but laterally extensive porous media within the host rock. In this context, 
individual fractures are considered as the representative elementary volume (REV) of the 
fractured media. Consequently, it is conceptually reasonable to construct fracture networks 
models where the diffusivity equation can be solved (Matthäi et al., 1998; Paluszny et al., 2007).    
Although it is possible to solve the full pressure diffusion equation in a realistic fracture 
geometry, which involves a number of parameters, due to the limitation of current 
computational power it is common practise to make further simplifications in some of the 
following aspects: the fracture network geometry (Wei and Pringle, 1998; and Leckenby et al., 
2007) and the distribution of fluid and rock properties involved in the fluid flow equations 
(Matthäi et al., 1998; Jourde et al., 2002b).  
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A discrete fracture network (DFN) model is one type of DFM (Fig. 1.1c). Unlike a complete 
DFM, a DFN model only accounts for a discrete representation of the fracture and does not 
include an explicit realization of the fracture-matrix and matrix-matrix flow. The DFN model 
is sufficient for modelling fractured media where flow is restricted in fractures only and matrix 
remains stagnant; the flow regime occurs when the fracture to matrix permeability ratio is larger 
than 105 to 106 (Matthäi and Belayneh, 2004).  
Even through geologically realistic DFM and DFN approaches are of most accuracy 
relative to the classic equivalent continuum models, these models are computationally 
expensive and unwieldly for large scale studies. Consequently, an upscaling methodology, 
which can significantly decrease computational demands by generating a simpler model which 
approximates the flow behaviour of the DFM, is required (Karimi-Fard et al., 2004; Gong et 
al., 2006; Hui et al., 2007). To this end, in practical application, DFM models are often 
constructed first based on available fracture data to compute equivalent fracture network 
permeability to be used in a dual-medium flow model (Lang et al., 2014). These upscaling 
techniques are realised by combining DFM/DFN and dual-medium modelling ideas. 
1.2.1.4 Hybrid model 
Due to the resolution limits of current geophysical tools and scarcity of sampling wellbores, 
in situ characterisation of fracture networks often only enables a small portion of the discrete 
fractures (e.g. those directly intersecting wellbores) contained in the fractured medium to be 
fully quantified. However, the fractures that are distant from the wellbores can only be 
characterised in bulk by means of hydraulic tests (e.g. single well pumping tests or interference 
tests). In such a case, flow and transport behaviours may be appropriately modelled by ‘hybrid’ 
continuum models. These models can take the computational advantages of the dual-medium 
models without losing the realistic complex fracture geometry and the important connectivity 
between discrete fractures (Dershowitz et al., 2000). The advantage of hybrid models is 
highlighted particularly in highly fractured reservoirs where flow is dominated by a few discrete 
fractures or channels. It has been shown that, by taking into account the discrete features, the 
hybrid models can be better calibrated to hydraulic test data, and hence outperform the 
conventional dual-medium models (Carrera and Martinez-Landa, 2000).  
 
1.2.2 Methods for characterising heterogeneity in fractured rocks 
The hydrodynamic prediction of fluid flow and tracer transport in subsurface aquifers 
requires the spatial distributions of hydraulic properties, e.g. hydraulic transmissivity (T) and 
storativity (S), to be accurately defined. The traditional approach for identifying the subsurface 
heterogeneity relies on direct sampling of transmissivity and storativity in boreholes. 
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Considering the technological advances in well logging and in situ testing, a detailed, 
continuous, characterisation of the distribution of both physical properties along the borehole 
(i.e. the transmissivity and storativity) is possible (Fig. 1.3a; Berg and Illman, 2011). However, 
such an analysis is often time consuming and very expensive to perform. Even if a large number 
of direct measurements is achievable, the resulting data are largely limited to one-dimensional 
and only within the regions adjacent to the observation boreholes. Because of the large spacing 
between boreholes, obtaining a spatial distribution of the hydraulic properties in the lateral 
direction remains challenging.  
On the other hand, pressure transient data in single boreholes are routinely available in 
many water and hydrocarbon reservoirs. These data can be used as inputs to an inverse problem 
to infer the hydraulic properties of the reservoir (Gringarten et al., 1974; Horne, 1995). Unlike 
well logs or outcrop analogues, well testing samples the hydrodynamic behaviour of the fracture 
network away from the monitoring well (Gringarten, 1985). Since the 1960’s, a considerable 
amount of work on developing mathematical models to interpret transient pressure data has 
been published. The relevance of the transient data to complex fracture systems has been well 
established after the introduction of the derivative of pressure by Bourdet et al. (1983, 1989; 
Fig. 1.3b). However, limitations of this method rely in the fact that due to the diffusive nature 
of pressure, a large amount of details can be seen in the vicinity of the well but with increasing 
distance from the well, less information about the subsurface system can be distinguished. Even 
though it has been demonstrated that the complex behaviour of fractured media can be, to some 
extent, captured from well test analysis, only bulk reservoir properties can be evaluated, and 
the fine-scale features existing in the field of hydraulic properties are generally not obtainable 
(Wei et al., 1998; Rawnsley and Wei, 2001; Leckenby et al., 2007). In addition, the reservoir 
properties that are derived from well test analysis are usually products of different variables. 
This significantly increases the uncertainty of the analysis.  
Recently, hydraulic tomography (HT) has been proven to be a more efficient technique for 
characterising site-specific, spatial distributions of transmissivities (Gottlieb and Dietrich, 1995; 
Butler et al., 1999; Yin and Illman, 2009; Castagna et al., 2011; Klepikova et al., 2013). The 
method has been demonstrated by numerical and lab experiments as well as field applications 
as an efficient approach in detecting the connectivity between main flow paths and imaging 
fracture zones in fractured rocks (Hao et al., 2008; Sharmeen et al., 2012; Straface et al., 2007; 
Illman et al., 2009). 
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Figure 1.3. (a) Well logging. The physical properties of the formations are recorded as a 
function of depth, while the logging tools are pulled out of the well. (b) Well testing. A typical 
transient pressure behaviour of fractured reservoirs.   
 
A hydraulic tomography experiment involves the following steps: (1) collecting a series of 
hydraulic head responses, measured at a number of locations, generated by a sequence of 
pumping tests conducted in different portions of a reservoir (i.e. to obtain the system responses); 
(2) building a geological model with parameters defined by the a priori information gained 
from site investigation; (3) simulating fluid flow in the geological model to generate model 
responses to the imposed pumping events; (4) adjust the model parameters and re-run the flow 
simulation; (5) calculating the sensitivity matrix that describes the changes in model responses 
to the change of model parameters; (6) using an inverse algorithm to calculate a new set of 
model parameters based on the sensitivity matrix; (7) repeat steps 4 to 6 until the model and 
system responses are identical. An example of the results from a laboratory-scale hydraulic 
tomography application in a fractured rock block is shown in Fig. 1.4.  
Because the hydraulic tomography technique described above jointly uses two or more sets 
of sequential cross-hole pumping tests data, compared to single-well tests, this method 
integrates more hydraulic information contained in the recorded data. Even though hydraulic 
tomography has been shown to be an efficient method for field characterisation, its inherent 
limitations must be recognised. The problem lies in that the solution is non-unique because of 
the underdetermined nature of the inverse problem, and because that uncertainties inevitably 
exist in the processes of data collection, processing and modelling (Bohling and Butler, 2010).   
Previous applications of hydraulic tomography are largely fall into the following two main 
categories, depending on which type of inverse algorithm is used: the deterministic inversion 
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and the stochastic inversion. The former approach, which formulates the problem as an 
optimization, is efficient for high-dimensional problems whereas generates only one solution 
per simulation (Yeh and Liu, 2000; Zhu and Yeh. 2005; Straface et al., 2007; Illman et al., 
2009; Soueid Ahmed et al., 2014). In contrast, the latter approach addresses the uncertainties 
involved in sampling and modelling by formulating the problem as a Bayesian inference (Xiu, 
2007; Mondal et al., 2010; Irving and Singha, 2010; Laloy et al., 2013). However, the 
applicability of the stochastic approaches to large-scale inversions that involves a large number 
of parameters and data remains to be assessed (Martin et al., 2012). 
 
 
Figure 1.4. A laboratory hydraulic tomography experiment. (a) Setup of the experiment on the 
fractured rock block; four fractures are indicated by the bold black lines while the circles are 
locations of measurement ports. (b) Inverted transmissivity field from the joint analysis of 
multiple pumping test data. Modified after Sharmeen et al., 2012. 
 
1.3 Aims and objectives of this thesis 
This thesis aims to obtain an enhanced understanding of fluid flow through fracture and 
karst networks. Specifically, the study is concerned with an integrated characterisation of a field 
experimental site using both static and dynamic data. To achieve the major aim, a number of 
specific objectives were investigated.  
One of the objectives is to establish a method to quantify the relationship between 
fracturation and karstification. To this end, the bed-normal fluid flow in a series of synthetic 
fracture model was investigated. A multi-fractal approach was used to identify various flow 
regimes and to quantify the magnitude of flow localisation in the layered joint networks with 
aperture contrast in hydraulic aperture of joints and bedding planes. The results of this work 
relates different flow regimes to various types of incipient karst in different subregions in the 
network. 
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Geological and hydrogeological data collected at the Terrieu experimental site indicate that 
the fluid flow at the site is highly complex, and is conducted by an intricate network of fractures 
and karst conduits.  To address the complexity, the main objective of the thesis is to develop a 
feasible workflow for building improved numerical models by systematically integrating 
available static and dynamic data. The fracture and karst characterisations at outcrops aim to 
provide insights into fracture geometry (e.g. orientation and intensity as well as their variations 
of the main fracture sets) of subsurface fracture networks. The dynamic data (e.g. well logs and 
pressure test from and between boreholes), on the other hand, are instrumental to understanding 
which fractures contribute to flow in the reservoir. Therefore, the integration of both provides 
a conceptual flow-network model where the hierarchical and spatial organizations of dominant 
flow features are quantified.  
Because the subsurface data are spatially limited (mainly well logs), hydraulic properties 
of subsurface fractures can only be estimated based on results from outcrop characterisations 
and borehole hydraulic tests. However, two outstanding issues emerge when applying the 
results from the two sources to the subsurface. The first is that the range of hydraulic properties 
derived from the studies was very large, e.g. the transmissivities derived from well tests spread 
over more than three orders of magnitudes (Jazayeri Noushabadi, 2009; Dausse, 2015). This 
poses a significant issue on examining the feasibility of the hydrogeological conceptual model 
which evolves a large number of fractures, even in the case that the spatial structure of the 
fracture network can be adequately captured using discrete fracture network models. The 
second is that the results are either local estimations of fracture aperture (i.e. those based on 
outcrop data) or bulk estimations of transmissivity in zones around wells. The required 
information by improved hydraulic characterisation, such as the location and hydraulic 
properties of each flow channel, cannot be inferred from outcrops and well tests. These 
challenges may lead to significant uncertainties in the flow simulation results.   
To overcome the first challenge, in this thesis an experimental design approach was used 
to design flow simulations which were then used to verify the conceptual flow model and to 
systematically investigate the influence on fluid flow of both the geometrical and hydraulic 
properties of fracture networks.  
The second challenge is further addressed by history matching the simulation dynamic 
response to the measured data. A previous study at the same site have attempted to solve this 
problem using a dual-porosity flow simulation model (Jazayeri Noushabadi, 2009). This 
modelling demonstrated that although the characteristics of the well tests can be reproduced, 
no direct pressure matching was achieved. Therefore, one main objective of this thesis is to 
achieve an explicit match between simulated and real observational pressure data. This goal 
was achieved by using two inverse approaches. These inversion methods allow the spatially 
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varying transmissivity fields, in which the location of main flow conduits is explicitly captured, 
to be reconstructed. 
 
1.4 Thesis outline 
Chapter 2 presents a series of numerical flow simulations in layered synthetic fracture 
networks, and describes the new method developed for the characterisation of flow localization 
and for the prediction of the type and preferential location of karst in layered fracture limestone 
rocks.  
In Chapter 3 describes the geological and hydrogeological backgrounds of the study area 
as well as catalogues the main datasets used in the thesis.  
Chapter 4 presents a fracture and karst characterisation conducted on multiple scales. Based 
on the key results of the fracture analysis, some useful implications for subsequent fracture 
modelling are offered. 
Chapter 5 contains two parts. The first part describes the development of hydrogeological 
conceptual model for the Terrieu site by integrating the existing dynamic data with the new 
fracture and karst characterisation discussed in Chapter 4. In the second part, the feasibility and 
efficiency of the conceptual model is firstly explored by simulating two key cross-hole pumping 
tests in a discrete network and matrix (DFM) numerical model. This is followed by a study of 
dynamics of fluid flow in the field site. The impact of the geometrical and hydrodynamic 
parameters on transient pressure responses is systematically explored using an experimental 
design technique. 
Chapter 6 contains a study of characterising the spatially varying transmissivity field of the 
Terrieu site based on a quasi-Newton (deterministic) inverse modelling approach. The study 
investigates the influence on the inverted transmissivity distributions of the following 
parameters: 
 Initial transmissivity model, 
 Local hydraulic transmissivity bounds, 
 Regional hydraulic transmissivity bounds, 
 Size of discretization grid,  
 Strategy of using the multiple interference test data (sequential vs. combined). 
Chapter 7 extends the inverse modelling presented in Chapter 6 to further address the 
uncertainties in the inversion models by implementing a new stochastic quasi-Newton inverse 
algorithm. The method is applied to both synthetic cases and real data collected at the field site. 
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Finally, Chapter 8 offers a summary of the thesis, lists the key findings, and provides some 
general suggestions for future work.  
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Chapter 2: Heterogeneous fluid flow in fractured layered carbonates 
and its implication for generation of karst 
2.1 Introduction 
Fractured and karstified carbonates often form major aquifers and hydrocarbon reservoirs. 
However, because of the complexity of these systems, significant uncertainties remain in 
predicting their hydrodynamic behaviour. Previous studies of limestones (e.g. Narr et al., 2004; 
Leckenby et al., 2005; Casabianca et al., 2007; Leckenby et al., 2007; Rogers et al., 2007; Kurz 
et al., 2008; Micarelli and Benedicto, 2008; Geiger and Matthäi, 2012; Lei et al., 2014; Lei and 
Wang, 2016) have focused on evaluating the effects of individual faults and/or interconnected 
fracture networks on the bulk hydrological or geomechanical properties of geological 
formations, whereas the effect of these properties on the development of karstic features and 
the relationship between structural and diagenetic heterogeneities have seldom been addressed 
(Rauch and White, 1970; Filipponi et al., 2009). In the early stage of the karstification process, 
open fractures form the main porosity of the system, and particularly so when the matrix of the 
carbonate rock has a very low permeability. It follows that the connected fracture network may 
then serve as a major pathway for the migration of karstifying solution fluids. It is therefore 
important to have a better understanding of the effect of pre-existing fractures on the incipient 
formation of karst, which is the focus of this chapter. 
Limestones are commonly stratified into beds, and layered limestones very frequently have 
strata-bound, bed-normal joint sets, separated by bedding planes (e.g. McQuillan, 1973; Wu 
and Pollard, 1995; Odling et al., 1999; Belayneh and Cosgrove, 2004; Hooker et al., 2013 
amongst many others). Often, the change of lithology along a bedding plane interface or the 
effect of unloading as layered rocks are uplifted means that bedding planes can also have 
apertures, and therefore can be modelled as a set of horizontal fractures. Extensive studies have 
been done to investigate fluid flow though such a complex discontinuity system in the bed-
parallel direction (Fig. 2.1a) (e.g. Taylor et al. 1999; Bai et al., 2000a; Matthäi and Belayneh, 
2004; Belayneh et al., 2006; Jourde et al., 2007). However, only a few studies have considered 
fluid flow in the bed-normal direction of the layered system (Fig. 2.1b; Morin et al., 2007; 
Jourde et al., 2007). Doolin and Mauldon (2001) developed an analytical solution for 2D, 
multilayer, fracture systems and demonstrated that the bed-normal permeability depends on the 
spacing and aperture of both joints and bedding planes. Jourde et al. (2007) conducted 
numerical simulations of fluid flow in 3D fractured layers and concluded that the spacing and 
vertical persistence of bed-normal joints play an important role in controlling the fluid flow 
through the layers. A recent field study by Jacquemyn et al. (2012) investigated the relationship 
between natural fractures and karstification in a layered carbonate rock in southern Italy. They 
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suggested that in layered rocks containing strata-bound joint networks, intensive karstification 
tends to occur selectively along the bedding boundaries between mechanical units that show a 
contrast in fracture intensity (Fig. 2.2). This clustering behaviour of karst cavities on the major 
mechanical boundaries has also been found in other studies (e.g. Palmer, 1974 and 1975; Lowe, 
1992 and 2000; Filipponi et al., 2009; Castagna et al., 2011; Bodin et al., 2012; Wang et al., 
2016). These mechanical boundaries are thus referred to as the inception horizons for 
karstification. In addition, it is widely recognised that on a mechanical boundary with intensive 
karstification, the distribution of the karst cavities is not pervasively distributed nor 
continuously developed over the entire bedding plane (Rauch and White, 1970; Palmer, 1989; 
Ford and William, 1989). Instead, karst tends to be localized and forms pipe-like features at 
some intersections between the bed-normal joints and bedding planes (Ford and Cullingford, 
1976; Knez, 1998; Jacquemyn et al., 2012). Interestingly, karst also seems to preferentially 
develop along the joints in beds that have a lower fracture intensity (Fig. 2.2). This suggests 
that at the early stage of karst generation, the discharge magnitude of the solution fluids may 
not be evenly distributed, but is highly heterogeneous. Such heterogeneous fluid flow behaviour 
may be related to the structural complexity of the layered geological systems, which in turn will 
lead to intricate karst development.  
 
 
Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram illustrating research objective of two main classes of fracture 
flow modeling in multi-layer fracture networks. (a) Bed-parallel flow. (b) Bed-normal flow. 
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Figure 2.2. Photo of an outcrop of an extensively karstified carbonate rock in southern Italy 
(Jacquemyn et al., 2012). Intensive karstification has developed preferentially at an important 
mechanical boundary across which a large contrast in fracture intensity occurs. Black lines are 
sub-vertical joints. Grey lines are the sub-horizontal, continuous bedding surfaces. The red solid 
and dotted lines with arrows represent the interpreted fluid flow paths in this multilayer joint 
system. 
This chapter aims to provide an explanation for why the occurrence of the karst cavities is 
highly localised in layered jointed systems, and to determine the important parameters 
controlling the generation of different types of karst. It will focus the influence of the aperture 
contrast between the different types of discontinuity (i.e. joints and bedding plane) on the fluid 
flow through fractured multilayers under a bed-normal, constant pressure gradient. In all the 
flow models, the matrix is assumed to be impermeable km = 8.33 ×10-20 m2. The effect of matrix 
properties on flow localisation and hence on karst generation is out of the scope of the presented 
investigation. Section 2.2 describes numerical solution in 3D of single phase flow within a 
discrete fracture network and matrix (DFM) model, where the fractures have been generated 
under a realistic stress shadow-zone criterion. The setup of numerical experiments and the 
results of numerical simulations is described in section 2.3. The numerical simulation results 
are presented in section 2.4. In section 2.5, the influence of the aperture ratio between joints 
and the bedding plane on the heterogeneous fluid flow on the bedding plane is discussed, 
together with its implications for the generation of different types of karst during early 
diagenesis. Section 2.6 provides a summary of the chapter. 
2.2 Numerical methods 
2.2.1 Discrete fracture network modelling 
The intensity of fracturing in a rock is generally determined by the fracture length and 
spacing distributions. In sedimentary rocks, many outcrop studies have shown that the lengths 
of a joint set often exhibit a lognormal distribution (Hudson and Priest, 1983; Einstein and 
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Baecher, 1983). Thus, in this work, a lognormal distribution is adopted to describe the lengths 
of each joint set. Laboratory experiments (Rive et al., 1992; Wu and Pollard, 1995) and field 
observations (Renshaw and Park, 1997) have shown that the evolution of joint spacing is 
governed by the mechanical interaction between the joints. To simulate the interaction of 
fractures statistically, the concept of a stress shadow (or relaxation) zone around pre-existing 
joints, as observed in laboratory and numerical experiments (Rives et al., 1992; Renshaw and 
Pollard, 1994; Wu and Pollard. 1995; Bai et al., 2000b), is implemented in our discrete fracture 
network (DFN) model (Jourde, 1999; Josnin et al., 2002). The continued propagation and/or 
initiation of new fractures are inhibited within the shadow zone defined in the simulation. Under 
the stress shielding effect, as the fracture intensity increases, the spacing distribution of a joint 
set tends to evolve from a negative exponential distribution, through a log-normal distribution, 
and finally to a normal-like distribution (Rives et al. 1992). A normal distribution indicates that 
the development of a joint set has reached a ‘saturated’ state. The actual stress shadow zone 
may have complex shapes (Ackermann and Schlische, 1997) depending on the rock properties 
and lithological layering conditions (McQuillan, 1973; Bai and Pollard, 1999; Bai et al., 2000b; 
Bai and Pollard, 2001). Here, for simplicity, we assume a shadow zone around a joint which 
comes to a point head at the fracture tip and is parallel to the fracture along its length as shown 
in Fig. 2.3a (Jourde, 1999; Josnin et al., 2002). By integrating the shadow zone model into the 
random fracture network generation process, the self-organized geometries and topologies of 
natural joint systems can be more realistically represented. A 2D DFN model with a single joint 
set can be created by the following steps: (1) Randomly choose a point as the mid-point of a 
new fracture; if the seed is located within a shadow zone of an existing fracture, remove it and 
generate a new one (Fig. 2.3b). (2) Assign a random length value drawn from the lognormal 
distribution for the new fracture, while the orientation of the new fracture is determined 
according to the pre-defined set orientation. If the fracture enters into the shadow zone of any 
existing fractures, it is truncated (Fig. 2.3c). (3) A new stress shadow zone is assigned to the 
most recently generated fracture. The procedure is iterated until the fracture network reaches 
the target intensity. The joint spacing is not constrained by any pre-defined statistical 
distribution, but the minimal possible spacing between two joints is defined by the half width 
(𝑤𝑒) of the fracture shadow zone (Fig 2.3a). Reasonable values for the shadow zone geometric 
parameter (i.e. 𝑙𝑓 and 𝑤𝑒) can be derived statistically from outcrop fracture data (Josnin et al., 
2002; Darcel et al., 2003). In fracture networks with two orthogonal joint sets, the fracture 
shadow zones of the early set will not affect the growth of fractures in the late joint set. An 
example of the 2D joint patterns is shown generated by the numerical model in Fig. 2.4a. The 
lognormal spacing distribution of this synthetic fracture network indicates that this is a well-
developed joint set (Fig. 2.4b). A 3D single layer can be built by extruding a 2D geometry, and 
a two-layer system with strata-bound joints can be further constructed by combining two 
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different single layer realisations with a horizontal bedding plane separating the two layers (Fig. 
2.4c). Information regarding the employed DFN generation tool can be found in Appendix I. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3. Demonstration of the DFN generation model. (a) A stress shadow zone around a 
joint. we and lf are the geometrical parameters that define the shadow zone (b) If a randomly 
sampled mid-point of a new joint falls into the shadow zone of a pre-existing fracture, the point 
is removed and the new joint will not be generated. (c) The new joint that enters into the shadow 
zone of a pre-existing fracture is truncated. The spacing of the joint set is controlled by the 
shadow zone parameter we. 
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Figure 2.4. Model configuration. (a) A 2D pattern of a joint set generated using the process demonstrated in Figure 2.3. (b) The spacing distribution of the joint 
set shown in (a). (c) The configuration of the 3D two-layer joint network models. A 3D joint set within a single bed are generated by extruding a 2D patterns 
as shown in (a).  
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2.2.2 Fluid flow modelling based on the finite element-finite volume method (FEFVM) 
The two-layer jointed rock models are discretized using an unstructured mesh that allows 
important local 3D topological features (e.g. truncation, intersection and termination) of the 
complex discontinuity system to be modelled (Paluszny et al., 2007). Tetrahedral elements are 
used to represent the 3D rock matrix domain, while the discontinuities (i.e. joints and the 
bedding plane) are represented by 2D surfaces (i.e. lower-dimensional representation) 
associated with prescribed apertures for laminar flow calculation based on the cubic law 
(Witherspoon et al., 1980).  
Single-phase, steady-state flow of incompressible fluids in the absence of sources and sinks 
is governed by a Laplace equation, which is derived by combing the mass conservation equation 
and Darcy’s law, as given by 
0 ）（ pk                                                           (1) 
where k is the intrinsic permeability of the porous media, which is considered as a tensor 
globally, but an isotropic property in each element; and p is the fluid pressure at the nodes of 
unstructured finite element grids based on the standard Galerkin method. Once the solution of 
the pressure field is obtained, the element-wise constant velocities at the element barycentres 
can be calculated using Darcy’s law: 
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where ue is the vector field of element piecewise constant velocities, ke represents the local 
element permeability for either fractures or matrix, pe is the local element pressure fields and 
μ  is the constant fluid viscosity. The vertical equivalent permeability of a layered system is 
derived from the flow simulation under a macroscopic pressure differential between the top and 
bottom boundaries of the model domain, while no-flow conditions are imposed for the 
remaining ones. Different boundary conditions (type and magnitude of the applied pressure 
gradient) can lead to different estimates of equivalent permeability (Renard and Marsily, 1997; 
Farmer, 2002). The equivalent permeability in the presented approach is calculated by using 
element volume weighted averaging of pressure gradients and fluxes for all elements within a 
restricted sub-volume V away from the borders to eliminate boundary effects (Lang et al, 2014).  
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2.3 Numerical model set-up 
2.3.1 Layer configurations  
A series of two-layer models are constructed: 1) with single joint set or 2) two orthogonal 
joint sets constrained in each discrete layer (top or bottom). All the models have a fixed domain 
of 20 m (length) × 20 m (width) × 2 m (height). The top and bottom layers are assumed to have 
the same thickness, i.e. T = 1 m. In the single joint set scenario, the effect of fracture intensity 
contrast between the top and bottom layers is analysed by simulating a range of contrasts from 
1:1 to 4:1 (Fig. 2.4c). In the study of two orthogonal joint sets, the fracture intensity values of 
the two layers are defined to be identical.  
2.3.2 Aperture distribution 
In addition to the geometry of the layered system, the transmissivity of individual fractures 
governed by their hydraulic apertures also controls the flow heterogeneity in fractured rock 
(Doolin and Mauldon, 2001; de Dreuzy et al., 2001, Zhang and Sanderson, 2001; Leckenby et 
al., 2005). Likewise, we know that the aperture distribution in a 3D fracture system will be 
variable as a function of fracture wall roughness and heterogeneous stress fields (de Dreuzy et 
al., 2012; Lei et al., 2015b). However, for simplification, we assume that each discontinuity 
(joint or bedding plane) has a uniform aperture field. Joints of the same set have an identical 
aperture value, while the aperture of the bedding plane is defined separately.  In general, under 
overburden stresses, bedding planes at depth tend to have smaller apertures than those of the 
joints. However, bedding plane aperture may exceed the joint aperture in some shallow 
formations where the maximum horizontal stress is larger than the vertical stress. We fix the 
joint aperture ajoint in our model while varying the bedding plane aperture abed to explore a range 
of aperture contrast ratios of the bedding plane to joint sets, i.e. abed/ajoint, from 0.01 to 10. 
For the second scenario with two orthogonal joint sets (Fig. 2.5a), we also consider different 
aperture contrast ratios between the two sets in addition to the aperture contrast between the 
joints and the bedding plane. It is assumed that joint set that trends E-W (Set 1) has a larger 
aperture than that of the N-S trending joints (Set 2), and the aperture ratio ranges from 1 to 10 
between the two sets (Fig. 2.5b). 
2.3.4 Flow simulation 
A macroscopic fluid pressure gradient (i.e. 10 kPa) is applied from the top to the bottom 
boundaries of the modelling domain while no-flow conditions are imposed on the four 
remaining ones (Fig. 2.6a). The resolved fluid pressure field of a two-layer model is presented 
in Fig. 2.6b. The applied boundary conditions may mimic the infiltration process of meteoric 
water through fractured multilayer systems in nature (Figs 2.6c & 2.6d), but it should be noted 
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that in the case of fluid expulsion due to overburden effects, the largest pressure will be at the 
bottom. Since the rock matrix is assumed to be almost impervious (matrix permeability km = 
8.33×10-20 m2) compared to the joints or the bedding plane (kjoint or kbed varies between 8.33×10-
14 m2 to 8.33×10-8 m2), the migration of meteoric water that causes dissolution in the carbonate 
rocks is mainly restricted to the discontinuities. Water first passes through the vertical joints of 
the top layer before reaching the horizontal bedding plane, where flow redistribution occurs, 
and the fluid is then transferred to the bottom layer joints. Depending on the relative spatial 
locations of the joints of the two adjacent layers and the transmissivity of the bedding plane, 
flow on the bedding plane may exhibit a homogeneous or heterogeneous velocity field that 
might potentially lead to different karst development.  
2.4 Results 
2.4.1 Single set model 
The fracture intensity contrast between the two joint layers and the aperture ratio between 
the joints and the bedding plane are likely to have an important influence on the bed-normal 
fluid flow. To quantify the effects of the two parameters, the distribution of horizontal flow 
along the bedding plane and the bed-normal equivalent permeability are computed. Four 
different models are considered each with a different fracture intensity contrast (1:1, 2:1, 3:1 
and 4:1). Each model is examined for a variety of bedding plane-to-joints aperture ratios 
abed/ajoint (0.01 to 10). The models having the same fracture intensity contrast but different 
abed/ajoint values are compared.  
 
 
Figure 2.5. (a) Model configuration for the two layer models that are made up of two 
orthogonal joint sets. (b) Illustration of the aperture assignments to the two joint sets (plan view). 
Joint set 1 has a larger fracture aperture. 
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Figure 2.6. (a) Flow boundary condition used in the flow simulations. (b) Distribution of fluid 
pressure (in Pascal) in an example simulation model. (c) Distribution of nodal flow velocity, 
corresponding to the pressure field as shown in (b), in the example simulation model. (d) A 
zoom view of the distribution of nodal flow velocity in the numerical model. 
 
2.4.1.1 Flow localisation on bedding plane 
The heterogeneity of horizontal fluid flow on the bedding plane is characterised by a metric 
of local flow intensity calculated as follows. We first discretize the bedding plane using a 12 × 
12 grid. For each sub-box of the grid, the fluxes of all the finite element nodes that are located 
within each sub-box are summed regardless of the flow direction. This gives a scalar 
measurement of the intensity of local fluid transfer on the bedding plane, which is potentially 
related to the dissolution process in carbonate rocks. Flow histograms are plotted to visualize 
the heterogeneity of fluid flow on the bedding plane. Normalization (i.e. dividing the flow rate 
of each sub-box by the maximum bedding plane flow rate) is applied by for all the presented 
plots, and hence the flow histograms can be used only to compare the degree of flow 
heterogeneity but not the absolute magnitude of flow rate. The flow histograms of four models 
with different bedding plane-to-joints aperture ratios, but with the same fracture intensity 
contrast of 4:1, are shown in Fig. 2.7. It is very clear that when the bedding aperture is small 
(e.g. a low aperture ratio abed/ajoint = 1:100), the distribution of the horizontal flow rate on the 
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bedding plane is highly variable, and a very localized flow pattern forms (Fig. 2.7a). However, 
as abed/ajoint increases, the flow rate distribution becomes progressively less localized and more 
uniform (Fig. 2.7b~d). These different models are further quantitatively compared in Fig. 2.8. 
Fig. 2.8a presents a log-log plot of the cumulative frequency of flow rates of all the bedding 
plane elements. Curves A~D correspond to the four flow histograms in Fig. 2.7 (from left to 
right), respectively. Curve A for the model with the lowest abed/ajoint ratio exhibits a power-law-
like form, implying a large variation in the flow rate distribution and that high velocities are 
only concentrated in a few local areas, giving high heterogeneity and localization of fluid flow. 
The averaged slope of Curve A, obtained by calculating the geometric mean of the curve 
segment gradients, is -1.04 (Table 2.1). As abed/ajoint increases, the distribution curves B~D shift 
towards the right-hand side of the graph; the magnitude of the curve slope increases (Table 2.1). 
These results indicate an increase of the total flow and an attenuation of the flow heterogeneity. 
More interestingly, if abed/ajoint further increases, the trend of the flow curves is reversed after 
abed/ajoint is larger than a critical value (i.e. 0.1 for this study case). The reason for this reversal 
behaviour is that the flow transfer metric is dependent not only on the aperture of the bedding 
plane but also on the local hydraulic gradient (Fig. 2.9). As the bedding plane aperture abed 
increases, so does its hydraulic conductivity. However, in contrast, the magnitude of local 
hydraulic gradient decreases (e.g. from point A to point B on Fig. 2.9a). Due to the competing 
effect of the two processes, the resulting hydraulic response of the horizontal flow rate along 
the bedding plane exhibits a non-linear behaviour (Fig. 2.9b).  
The localization of fluid flow can be further quantified by applying multifractal techniques 
(Cowie et al., 1995; Bonnet et al., 2001; Giaquint et al., 1999; Sanderson and Zhang, 1999, 
2004). The q-th order, generalized fractal dimension, Dq, can defined as: 
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where Pi is the proportion of the total horizontal flow in the i-th sub-region of size r. The 
capacity dimension (D0), the information dimension (D1), and the correlation dimension (D2) 
tend to be parameters most widely used (Bonnet et al., 2001). Figure. 2.8b shows a plot of Dq 
versus q for the flow distributions presented in Fig. 2.7. When q = 0, the capacity dimension D0 
= 2, implying that the bedding plane is completely wet. As q increases, the evolution of Dq 
becomes to be controlled by the sub-regions with high flow rate; consequently, Dq decreases 
with increasing q (Fig. 2.8b). When the bedding plane has a small aperture such as between 
1×10-6 m and 1×10-5 m (corresponding to a range of abed/ajoint from 1:100 to 1:10), a rapid 
decrease of Dq is predicted. However, with the increase of the bedding plane aperture ab, the 
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rate of the reduction becomes much smaller. For instance, in Fig. 2.8b at q = 2, a value of D2 = 
1.21 for the model with a bedding plane aperture of 1×10-6 m (abed/ajoint = 1:100), suggesting a 
highly heterogeneous flow field. In contrast, a value of D2 = 1.97 is obtained for the model with 
a bedding plane aperture of 1×10-4 m (abed/ajoint = 1:1), implying a more homogeneous flow 
pattern. In addition, as the bedding plane aperture ab increases, the curves of Dq against q appear 
to converge towards an asymptote given by the curve obtained for larger apertures (Fig. 2.8b).  
The above analysis was conducted for the system having a fracture intensity contrast of 4:1 
between the two joint layers. Similar results have also been obtained for other systems with 
various fracture intensity contrasts (Fig. 2.10). It can be seen from the results that when the 
bedding plane-to-joints aperture ratio abed/ajoint is small (abed/ajoint < 0.1), the system exhibits a 
localized flow regime characterized by smaller D2. In contrast, at higher abed/ajoint values, D2 is 
very close to D1 and D0, indicating that the fluid flow becomes evenly distributed on the bedding 
plane. The threshold value of abed/ajoint for the transition of flow regimes seems to occur at 0.1 
for the two-layer models studied. 
2.4.1.2 Equivalent bed-normal permeability 
The vertical component of the equivalent permeability tensor for the two-layer models was 
calculated using the method described in section 2.2.2 (Fig. 2.11). In all cases, the aperture of 
the joints is kept the same at 1×10-4 m, whereas scenarios with different bedding plane aperture 
and fracture intensity contrasts were considered. As shown in Figure 2.11, as the fracture 
intensity contrast increases, a systematic decrease of bed-normal permeabilities, Keff_z, occurs. 
This is consistent with the results reported by Jourde et al. (2007); an increase of the fracture 
set spacing or a decrease of the fracture intensity leads to a reduction of the bed-normal 
permeability. It can also be seen that when the bedding plane aperture is small (ab < 1×10-5 m), 
Keff_z seems to be independent of the value of ab. Keff_z also tends to approach a plateau when 
the bedding plane aperture is prescribed with high values (ab > 1×10-4 m). However, between 
these values, a rapid change of Keff_z can be seen. This result corresponds to the earlier 
discussion of the transition of flow regimes for various abed/ajoint values (section 2.4.1.1). When 
the bedding plane aperture is small, the fluid flow seems to be controlled by the joints. Due to 
the small bedding plane aperture, the magnitude of hydraulic connection between the joints is 
low, and hence the system as a whole shows a small Keff_z, because the equivalent permeability 
of a system is controlled by the least conductive features within the system (Doolin and 
Mauldon, 2001). This marked trend seems to be widely applicable for layered systems having 
different fracture intensity contrasts.  It is known that the calculated equivalent permeability 
depends on the boundary conditions used in the upscaling (Renard and de Marsily, 1997). To 
quantify the effect of boundary conditions, two other calculations were performed, for the 
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model with abed/ajoint = 0.01, by applying different macroscopic pressure gradients. The relative 
error with respect to the smallest equivalent permeability value is O(10-3). The value is quite 
small in contrast to the variation of equivalent permeabilities calculated for the models with 
different abed/ajoint, which is O(100). The numerical results justify that the equivalent 
permeability evolution with increasing abed/ajoint is a nature phenomenon of the hydrodynamic 
system rather than some artefacts caused by numerical errors.  
2.4.2 Two orthogonal fracture sets models 
For the two fracture sets scenario, the interaction between the two joint sets as well as the 
bedding plane may have significant impact on the heterogeneity and anisotropy of the fluid 
flow field. For simplicity, only fracture networks formed by two orthogonal fracture sets are 
considered here, although we know that non-orthogonal fracture sets also commonly exist in 
nature. To focus on the joint effects, the fracture intensity of the top and bottom layers is 
assumed to be identical.  
2.4.2.1 Flow localisation on bedding plane 
Fig. 2.12a displays a log-log plot of the cumulative frequency distribution of the flow rates 
(based on a 12×12 square grid) on the bedding plane. In this model, the joint aperture of both 
joint sets is set identical (i.e. 1×10-4 m). A significant reversal trend of the flow rate curves, 
similar to that of the singe joint set models is observed: as the bedding plane aperture ab 
increases, the flow rate curve shifts to the right; however, after abed/ajoint exceeds a critical value, 
the trend is reversed. By comparing Fig 2.12a with Fig. 2.8a, it can be noted that the shape 
change of the cumulative curves is less significant in the two fracture sets models (i.e. similar 
mean slope; see column 3 in Table 2.1), implying a lower degree of variation in flow 
heterogeneity. This is potentially attributed to the enhanced connectivity of the joint network 
as the result of introducing a second set. However, the critical aperture value that defines the 
transition of flow regimes seems to have a similar value of abed =1×10-5 m (corresponding to 
abed/ajoint = 0.1) in the two cases, which can be seen from the evolution of D1 and D2 in Fig. 
2.12b. 
2.4.2.2 Joint aperture contrast 
The effect of the aperture contrast between the two joint sets on the fluid flow distribution 
along the bedding plane is further studied. Fig. 2.13 shows the evolution of correlation 
dimension (D2) with respect to the variation of aperture ratio of the joint sets (aset1/aset2) under 
different bedding-plane-to-joint aperture ratios. Here, the aperture for joint set 1, aset1, is fixed 
to be 1×10-4 m and the aperture for joint set 2 aset2 is varied to produce three ratios of 1:1, 1:5, 
and 1:10. As shown in Fig. 2.13, when the two sets have the same aperture value, the correlation 
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dimensions D2 of different abed/ajoint cases are all high (quite close to 2), implying that the 
distribution of flow rate on the bedding plane is quite uniform. As the joint set aperture contrast 
aset1/aset2 increases, D2 of the model with abed = 1×10-3 m or 1×10-4 m only exhibits a slight 
variation, whereas D2 of the model with abed = 1×10-5 m decreases dramatically. This 
phenomenon indicates that when the bedding plane is less conductive, the aperture contrast of 
the joint sets tends to dominate the flow heterogeneity on the bedding plane. However, when 
the bedding plane has a larger aperture, the dominance of the joints is diminished, and thus the 
influence of the joint aperture ratio aset1/aset2 on the bedding plane flow heterogeneity is 
attenuated (D2 remains close to 2, regardless of the variation of aset1/aset2). 
2.5. Discussion 
2.5.1 Transition of flow regimes 
Based on the results from the numerical simulations, we found that the bedding plane-
to-joint aperture ratio, abed/ajoint, dominates the behaviour of fluid flow on the bedding plane. 
However, the fracture intensity contrast between the two layers appears to have only a second 
order effect. The flow regime along the bedding plane changes at a critical state which is 
characterized by the bedding plane to joint aperture ratio, abed/ajoint = 0.1 (Figs 2.9, 2.10 and 
2.11b): (1) when abed/ajoint is smaller than 0.1, a joint-dominated flow regime with a small 
correlation dimension forms; (2) when abed/ajoint is larger than 0.1, a bedding plane-dominated 
flow regime with a high correlation dimension occurs. This empirical rule of flow regime 
characterisation is widely applicable to the two classes of layered fracture networks studied in 
this paper: one joint set in each layer (Fig. 2.4) and two orthogonal joint sets in each layer (Fig. 
2.5). In addition, it is found that the intersection between the two joint sets reduces the threshold 
separating the bedding-dominated and joint-dominated flow regimes: the degree of flow 
localization achieved by a single joint set model with a value of abed/ajoint = 0.01 can be exceeded 
by a two joint sets model with a joint aperture ratio of 1:5 at abed/ajoint = 0.1 (Figs 2.10 & 2.13). 
The flow heterogeneity characterisation based on the multifractal technique presented 
above may be used to guide the interpretation of well-test data in layered fracture systems, 
particularly in the case where detailed mapping of variation in flow properties of the fractured 
systems is not available (Flodin et al., 2004; Leckenby et al., 2007). This approach may also 
be used to assist the assessment of the successive flow dimensions during the transient flow 
phase related to pumping and to verify that distinct flow phase associated to non-integer flow 
dimension occurs in fractured media (Barker, 1998; Jourde et al., 2002). The degree of flow 
localization along conductive bedding planes can be predicted using the simple model of this 
work with much less efforts as long as the average apertures of the bedding planes and the joints 
can be estimated.  
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Figure 2.7. Flow histograms demonstrating the influence of the bedding plane to joint aperture ratio on the distribution of absolute magnitude of the horizontal 
flow rate on the bedding plane. It is noted that when the bedding plane aperture is small, the flow is highly localized. As the aperture of the bedding plane 
increases, the flow distribution becomes more homogeneous. 
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Figure 2.8. (a) The graphical expression of the flow histograms which are shown in Fig. 2.7. It 
is noted that as increasing the bedding plane aperture, the total flow curves shows a steady 
increasing trend. If the bedding plane aperture continues to increase, the trend is reversed. (b) 
Multi-fractal analysis of the same flow data in (a). The curves for the models converge as the 
bedding plane aperture is increased.  
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Figure 2.9. (a) Different distributions of fluid pressure on the bedding plane when different bedding plane apertures are modelled. The apertures for all the 
joints in the three models are kept the same. (b) As abed increases, the bedding plane hydraulic conductivity (K) increases, but the local pressure gradient (∆𝑃; 
for instance, between points A and B in a) decreases, see text. (c) Because flow rate depends on both hydraulic conductivity and local pressure gradient, a non-
linear relationship between the local flow rate (Q) and the bedding plane aperture (abed) forms. 
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Figure 2.10. The influence of bedding plane to joint aperture ratio on the second-order fractal 
dimension, D2, of the distribution of horizontal flow on the bedding plane. 
 
 
Figure 2.11. The influence of the bedding plane aperture on the bed-normal effective 
permeability. 
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Figure 2.12. (a) Plot of cumulative frequency of flow rate. A reversed trend similar to the single 
joint set model is obtained. (b) Plot of variation of the zero, first and second order fracture 
dimensions as a function of bedding plane aperture. 
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Figure 2.13. Plot of the variation of the second order fractal dimension as a function of the 
bedding plane aperture and the aperture ratio between the two joint sets.  
 
 
 
Table 2.1. The calculated mean slopes of the cumulative frequency curves that correspond to 
different abed/ajoint value for the single joint set and two joint sets models. 
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-2.57
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2.5.2 Implications for the generation of incipient karst in meteoric systems 
Here, we consider that in the early stage of karst development, the dissolution processes 
are mainly related to infiltration of meteoric water with a dominant constant vertical pressure 
gradient (Dreybrodt, 1990). The dissolution phenomena in limestone fractures depend strongly 
on the fluid transport and mineral dissolution rates (Fredd and Fogler, 1998; Szymczak and 
Ladd, 2009). The relative magnitude of mean flow rate, ?̅?, and surface reaction rate, Dr, can be 
quantified by the dimensionless Damköhler number: 
vDDa r .                                                                    (5) 
The Damköhler number was calculated for simulations with different bedding plane to joint 
aperture ratios, abed/ajoint, on the 12 × 12 grid. The results corresponding to simulations of Figure 
2.7 are shown in Figure 2.14. A typical value of Dr = 5 × 10-7 m/s for the dissolution rate for 
limestone was used in the calculation (Palmer, 1991; Dreybrodt, 1996). Overall, the calculated 
Damköhler numbers are in the range of 10-3 ˂ Da ˂ 1, which in agreement with the typical 
Damköhler number range for limestone fractures reported in Szymczak and Ladd (2011). 
Because the mean flow velocity first increase and then decrease with increasing abed/ajoint (see 
Figures 2.8 and 2.9), the evolution of the mean Damköhler number exhibits an opposite trend 
(Figure 2.14).   
For the models with small abed/ajoint, the most Damköhler numbers are within the range of 
10-2 ˂  Da ˂  1 (Figures 2.14a and 2.14b). Under this condition, pore-scale numerical simulations 
have shown that the reactive infiltration instability mechanism (see e.g. Orteleva et al., 1987a 
& b; Hanna and Rajaram, 1998) plays a decisive role in the dissolution process (Szymczak and 
Ladd, 2009). Faster dissolution preferentially takes place in channels carrying enhanced flow 
caused by structural and/or hydraulic heterogeneity, triggering accelerated enlargement in these 
channels. Accordingly, the permeability of the channels become higher and, by Darcy’s law, 
so will the discharge of dissolutional water through these channels. This faster flow will in turn 
promote further channel dissolutional enlargements, completing a positive reactive infiltration 
feedback loop. The reactive infiltration feedback mechanism implies that the regions where 
initial high discharge of dissolution fluid occurs tend to evolve into sites of enhanced 
karstification. For the models with large abed/ajoint (i.e. Figures 2.14c and 2.14d), the surface 
reaction rate is sufficiently slow relative to the flow velocity (Da < 10-2). In this case, 
unsaturated dissolution fluid can penetrate deeper and distribute more evenly along the bedding 
plane. Hence, the dissolving potential at different locations in the bedding plane tend to be equal 
(Szymczak and Ladd, 2009).  
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Consequently, the simulation results of this work suggest that there might be an inherent 
relationship between abed/ajoint and the inception pattern of karst development in layered 
fractured limestones (Figures 2.15 & 2.16). Indeed, the key findings from this study is that 
different aperture contrasts between the horizontal bedding planes and the bed-normal joints, 
abed/ajoint, result in different degrees of localization of fluid flow on the bedding plane.  
Fig. 2.15 shows the distributions of nodal flow velocity for three single-joint-set models 
with different abed/ajoint values but the same fracture intensity contrast of 4:1 between the top 
and bottom layers. The flow velocity distributions on the bedding planes (the top row) and in 
the joints of the lower layer (the bottom row) are shown separately. Due to the fracture intensity 
contrast, in all the simulations, the maximum flow velocities in joints of the upper layer are 
observed to be over four orders of magnitude smaller than that on the bedding plane and that in 
the lower layer. This implies the potential for karst development in the joints of the upper layer 
(higher fracture intensity) tends to be quite low compared to that in the bedding planes, or in 
the joints of the lower layers (lower fracture intensity).  
When abed/ajoint is less than 0.1, the Damköhler numbers fall in the range (10-2 ˂ Da ˂ 1), 
where the nonlinear feedback controls the dissolution (Figures 2.14a and 2.14b). The flow on 
the bedding plane is controlled by the joints and is highly heterogeneous, with high flow 
velocities localized around some intersections between the bedding plane and joints (Figures 
2.7a, 2.7b and 2.15a). These positions tend to be the preferential site for generating karsts that 
exhibit ‘pipe-shaped’ features (see Fig. 2.15a and left column in Fig. 2.16). As abed/ajoint  
increases, the flow rate along the bedding planes becomes more distributed, but not yet 
homogeneous (i.e. in the transition zone), which favours a more diffusive pattern of karst 
development. In this case, more ‘sheet-like’ karst (a stripe rather than a pipe) is likely to form 
on the bedding plane (see Fig. 2.15b and middle column in Fig. 2.16). When abed/ajoint is larger 
than 1, a homogeneous distribution of flow along the bedding planes tends to occur. Because 
the calcite-water surface reaction rate (Dr = 5 × 10-7 m/s) is sufficiently smaller than the mean 
flow velocity (i.e. Da < 10-2), unsaturated dissolution fluid tends to uniformly distribute over 
the entire bedding plane.  
Consequently, the probabilities for karst development at any location on the bedding planes 
are approximately equal, i.e. the development of sheet karst pervasively over the entire surface 
of the bedding planes would occur (Fig. 2.15c; right column in Fig. 2.16). However, because 
the flow velocity is reduced as a result of the reduced local hydraulic gradients (Figs. 2.8, 2.9 
& 2.15) on the bedding plane, the potential for karst development is also reduced. In addition 
to controlling the dissolution pattern on the bedding plane, abed/ajoint also influences the 
development of karst in the layer with lower fracture density. It can be seen from the bottom 
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row of Fig. 2.15 that when abed/ajoint is small (Fig. 2.15d), flow is constrained in only a few 
joints. For a specific joint that carries enhanced flow, the flow is localized rather than evenly 
distributed over the entire joint plane. This would result in a localized dissolution pattern. When 
abed/ajoint has an intermediate value (Fig. 2.15e), the flow is more distributed in the joints and 
the magnitude of flow velocity increases. This implies the potential for karst initiation is 
enhanced and is more equally probable along all the joints. When the value of abed/ajoint is large 
(Fig. 2.15f), the flow is more evenly distributed in all the joints, implying the probability of 
developing karst within each individual joint located in the layer with a lower fracture density 
tends to be equal. Because of the increase of the magnitude of flow velocity, the potential for 
karst development in the joint layer with lower fracture intensity may also be increased.  
The simple predictive model for incipient karst type and preferential location is based on 
heterogeneous flow fields calculated from steady-state, single-phase flow simulations whereas 
reactive transport is not simulated. The predicted and actual incipient karst geometries are only 
qualitatively similar. Because the Damköhler number characterizing the flow and reaction rates 
is varying throughout the course of dissolution, the proposed predictions only validate for the 
state where the distribution of Damköhler numbers was calculated (Darccord et al., 1993). In 
addition, our investigation is based on an assumption of a laminar regime which occurs in the 
initiation phase of meteoric karst system development. However, to achieve a quantitative 
characterization of the extent to which heterogeneity influences the evolution of karst conduits, 
e.g. determining breakthrough time (time before turbulent flow first occurs in the system), 
under both meteoric and hypogene environments, more advanced numerical models based on 
coupled process simulations (e.g. Sanford and Konikow, 1989; Dreybrodt, 1990; Groves and 
Howard, 1994a & b; Dreybrodt, 1996; Kaufmann and Braun, 1999 & 2000; Gabrovšek and 
Dreybrodt, 2000; Andre and Rajaram, 2005; Szymczak and Ladd, 2006; Detwiler and Rajaram, 
2007) and more sophisticated transport-reaction relationships (e.g. Neuman and Orr, 1993; 
Chaudhuri et al., 2009; Rajaram et al., 2009) are required. These are, however, out of the scope 
of current investigation.     
In this chapter, uniform apertures have been assumed for the bedding planes and joints 
to explore the fundamental mechanism that leads to heterogeneous fluid flow fields without too 
much complexities involved. In reality, however, variation in aperture exists in individual 
fractures, depending on the intrinsic morphological roughness (Renshaw, 1995; Hakami and 
Larsson, 1996; Hanna and Rajaram, 1998; Detwiler and Rajaram, 2007; Detwiler 2008; de 
Dreuzy et al., 2012) and the stress field (Barton et al., 1995; Zhang and Sanderson, 1997; Lei 
et al., 2014, 2015a, 2015b). Therefore, we would expect that various types of karst may develop 
and co-exist in complex natural systems, as has already been observed by many field studies 
(Ford and William, 1989; Palmer, 1989; Knez, 1998; Filipponi et al., 2009). We may still 
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suggest that the karst mechanisms derived from this study may be applicable for analyzing sub-
regions of large scale bedding planes, where specific configuration of abed/ajoint dominate locally.  
The relationship between abed/ajoint and different types of incipient karst is derived based 
on simplified geometrical models of fractures. These simple joint network models may differ 
considerably from real fracture networks due to the complexity of natural systems. For instance, 
bedding planes in nature commonly dip and are not horizontal; and fracture networks with two 
non-orthogonal joint sets are also common (Leckenby et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2012). Insights 
into the effect of more complicated fracture geometries on the onset of incipient karstic features 
remain to be explored. 
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Figure 2.14. Distributions of Damköhler numbers for models shown in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.15. Distributions of nodal flow velocity on the bedding planes (top row) and in the joints of the lower layer (bottom row) for three models with the 
same fracture intensity contrast (4:1), but with varying bedding plane to joint aperture ratios, abed/ajoint.
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Figure 2.16. Summary of bedding plane flow regimes and the corresponding incipient karst type with field examples (stripe karst photo was taken from 
Prades-le-Lez quarry, Southern France; sheet karst photo was taken from the Terrieu hydrological experimental site, Saint-Mathieu-de-Tréviers, Southern 
France). 
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2.6. Concluding remarks 
Fluid flow in fractured layered rock masses that are subjected to a bed-normal potential 
gradient has been studied using a 3D discrete fracture network conditioned by a stress shadow 
zone criterion. The influence of the aperture contrast 1) between the horizontal bedding planes 
and joints, and 2) between two orthogonal joint sets, on the localization of horizontal flow along 
the bedding planes and on bed-normal equivalent permeabilities has been investigated. The 
synthetic networks used in this work are made up of two jointed layers separated by a horizontal 
bedding plane. They are generated using a pseudo-genetic DFN code that takes into account 
the concept of mechanical interaction between the bed-normal joints during their propagation. 
The aperture contrast between joints and bedding planes was found to be the most important 
factor in controlling the behaviour of fluid flow on the bedding planes. Depending on the 
significance of the aperture contrast, three different flow regimes may occur, i.e. the joint-
dominated flow (pipe flow), transition flow (stripe flow) and bedding-plane-dominated flow 
(sheet flow). These flow regimes may govern the initiation of three different types of karst 
morphologies i.e. pipe karst, stripe karst and sheet karst, on the bedding surfaces in layered, 
fractured carbonate rocks. 
2.7. Nomenclature 
ajoint joint aperture 
abed  bedding plane aperture 
aset1  aperture of joint set 1 
aset2  aperture of joint set 2 
k  permeability 
km matrix permeability 
kjoint    joint permeability 
kbed bedding plane permeability 
 p   pressure gradient 
u Darcy velocity 
μ  fluid viscosity 
 𝑤𝑒  half width of the fracture stress  
shadow zone 
Dq generalized fractal dimension 
D0 capacity dimension 
D1 information dimension 
D2 correlation dimension 
Pi proportion of the total flow 
r  grid size 
Keff_z  bed-normal effective permeability 
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Chapter 3:  Geological and hydrogeological setting of the study area:  
the Lez aquifer and the Terrieu experimental site 
3.1 Introduction 
The main study area of this project is situated in the Lez karstic system, which is located in 
the Languedoc region of southern France. The geology of the Lez aquifer is complicated, and 
the aquifer units have been deformed by faulting and folding as well as having been fractured 
and karstified in response to a series of tectonic events that have affected the area through 
geological time (Fig. 3.1). From an understanding of the tectonic history of the Languedoc 
region, the sequence of superimposition of stress fields that have affected the study area can be 
predicted and used, to assist in predicting the consequent fracture pattern that will be employed 
for the construction of a geological model of the Lez aquifer.  
Eight detailed geological cross-sections through the Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary 
basins of the Languedoc region have been reported by the Bureau de Recherches Géologiques 
et Minières (BRGM, Jourde et al., 2011). These cross-sections reveal the subsurface structure 
in this region in three dimensions. Two of the sections in Jourde et al. (2011) that are oriented 
NW-SE, perpendicular to the main strike of the structures, are located within the study area 
(Fig. 3.1). These cross-sections provide a basis for the analysis of the subsurface geometry and 
understanding of the tectonic history and evolution of the stress field in the study area.  
3.2 Tectonic settings of the Languedoc region, Southeast Basin, France 
The sedimentary basins of SE France contain Mesozoic-Eocene sediments, which are 
characterized by both extensional and compressional tectonic styles (Séranne et al. 1995; Figs. 
3.1, 3.2 & 3.3). These tectonic events generated a fault system consisting of many large, NE-
trending, regional normal faults and E-W thrust faults.  
It has been suggested that these faults may be related to the major strike-slip faults generated 
in Palaeozoic times and related to the post-collisional collapse of the Hercynian structures 
(Mascle and Vially, 1999; Figs 3.2 & 3.3), which were later reactivated during tectonism in the 
Mesozoic and Tertiary. Thus, the initial geometry and development of the Southeast Basin was 
controlled by the previous, Hercynian, strike-slip faults with a trend of NE-SW to ENE-WSW. 
These structures were reactivated in Jurassic to Cretaceous times in association with the 
Tethyian rifting and the opening of the Bay of Biscay. The central area of the Southeast basin 
underwent significant subsidence during Jurassic-Cretaceous stretching (Arthaud and Matte, 
1975; Benedicto et al., 1996). 
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Figure 3.1. Regional and geological settings of Languedoc region, Montpellier; modified after Roure et al., 1992; Petit and Mattauer, 1995; and Watkinson and 
Ward, 2006. 
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Figure 3.2. Cross-section (AB in Figure 3.1) cuts through the Lez area. Colour legend see Fig. 3.3. From Jourde et al., 2011.  
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Figure 3.3. Tectonic events affected the study area. 
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During the Late Cretaceous to Eocene, the stress regime in the area changed from NW-SE 
extension to N-S compression as a result of the Pyrenean Orogeny. The southern part of the 
region was affected by folds and pre-existing E-W structures were reactivated as north-verging 
reverse faults (see Figs 3.2 & 3.3). To the north, the NE-trending normal faults, such as the Les 
Matelles-Corconne fault (Fig. 3.1), were inverted with a sinistral oblique motion (considerable 
field evidence of strike-slip faulting in the form of slickensides has been obtained from the Les 
Matelles site; see Petit & Mattaeur, 1995) and the Mesozoic cover detached on a major 
décollement in the Triassic sediments (Roure et al., 1991; Benedicto et al., 1999). The 
propagation of reverse structures, particularly in the southern part of the Southeast basin, is 
strongly controlled by the NE trending faults. Basement thrust ramps also developed close to 
the present Montpellier shoreline during Pyrenean shortening (Benedicto et al., 1996; Jourde 
et al. 2011). 
Oligocene-Miocene rifting and the opening of the Gulf of Lion was the latest major tectonic 
event to have affected the SE Basin (Figs 3.2 & 3.3). The timing of the rift-related extension is 
poorly constrained as the syn-rift fill found in the area varies both spatially and temporally 
variations, although it is generally older in the north and younger to the south (Benedicto et al., 
1999). Oligocene extension is characterized by dip-slip movements along the NE-trending 
regional faults and the formation of the smaller-scale, sub-parallel, normal faults. An example 
of these faults is found in the Lez aquifer fault block in the hanging-wall of the Matelles fault 
(Figs 3.1, 3.2 & 3.3). 
Knowledge of the present day stress field can be of practical importance for modelling of a 
naturally fractured reservoir (NFR). Field-wide permeability anisotropy in most NFRs tends to 
be oriented preferentially along the direction of the maximum horizontal principal stress. (Bell 
1990; Heffer and Lean, 1991; Narr, 2007) Information about the current stress field in the upper 
crust of our study area is obtained from the world stress map project (Heidbach et al., 2008). 
The present day in situ stress field orientation in the study area is shown in the Fig. 3.4. It 
indicates a NE-SW compressional stress regime that is generally stable and consistent over the 
wide Languedoc region. It is therefore likely that faults and extensional fractures formed during 
Oligocene extensions would be kept conductive (open), whereas other fractures in this area 
would be closed and are not conductive at depth. 
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Figure 3.4. World stress map of France indicates a NE-SW trending compressive contemporary 
stress field in the wide Languedoc region in southern France (Heidbach et al., 2008).  
 
3.3 Geological and hydrogeological context of the study area 
This project focuses on an area of 15 km by 20 km in which the main Lez aquifer is found 
(Fig. 3.1). Several localities have been selected as outcrop analogues from where static and 
dynamic data were collected for fracture modelling and flow simulation (Fig. 3.5). In the 
following sections, the geological and hydrogeological context of these localities is described 
in more detail. Fig. 3.6 summarizes the geological context of the Lez aquifer and its structure, 
and locates sites mentioned in the text.  
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Figure 3.5. Geological map of the study area (Lez aquifer) and locations are indicated for the visited outcrops.  
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Figure 3.6. 3D sketch of the Lez aquifer. Modified after Drogue et al., 1964 and Jazayeri Noushabadi 2009. 
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3.3.1 Lez aquifer 
The Lez aquifer forms a major water reservoir in the Montpellier area. It is formed of Late 
Jurassic - Early Cretaceous limestones, with a total thickness of 300 m. The Lez aquifer is 
intensely fractured and karstified, especially within late Jurassic limestone part of the aquifer. 
The upper boundary of the Lez aquifer is comprised of marly-limestone of early Cretaceous 
age (Berriasian to Valanginian); the main part of the aquifer is made of massive, thick-bedded 
limestone, while marly-limestone of the late Jurassic (Oxfordian to Callovian) forms its lower 
boundary (Fig. 3.7). The upper parts of the aquifer and the overlying early Cretaceous rocks 
outcrop in the area. These are the units J8-J9 and n1 (aquifer) and n2 (non-aquifer). Their 
distribution is shown on the geological map in Fig. 3.5. Geographically, this aquifer is partly 
confined in the west by the NE-SW trending Matelles-Corconne fault. The size of this 
hydrogeological catchment, which has been determined by tracer tests and analysis of 
groundwater levels in piezometers, is about 380 km2 (Thiery and Bérard, 1983). Most of the 
recharge occurs where the formation rock crops out in the area.  
The Lez aquifer is ideal for the study of flow fluid on multiple scales. Water is extracted 
from the Lez aquifer spring at high pumping rates (up to 1700 l/s) for the Montpellier urban 
area water supply (Jazayeri Noushabadi et al., 2011). This generates pressure changes at a 
regional scale of about 10 km, that are detected at all the boreholes on the Terrieu site (detailed 
in following section 3.3.2) as well as in another 15 boreholes distributed regionally. The Lez 
aquifer database contains data related to the hydrodynamic response of the reservoir at both 
local and regional scales, thus the fluid flow on the two scales can be studied. 
3.3.2 Terrieu site 
The Terrieu experimental site, which is situated approximately 15 km north of the city of 
Montpellier (France), has been set up for the investigation of groundwater hydrodynamic 
behaviour in the Lez aquifer. The site is located between two major faults in the Lez aquifer 
(Figs 3.1 & 3.5).  The site is about 1500 m2 (50 m × 30 m) in size (Fig. 3.8), and it is located 
on a NE-SW-trending monocline, which is gently dipping at 15 to 20 degrees towards the NW 
(Jazayeri Noushabadi, 2011). The boreholes at the site are vertical, and only intersect the upper 
part of the aquifer. The geology at the site comprises two major rock units. The upper unit is 
composed of inter-bedded, low-permeability marls and marly limestone layers. This unit 
extends vertically to about 30 - 40 metres and acts as an upper boundary that confines the 
aquifer. The lithology in the lower unit corresponds to more uniform and more massive 
limestone beds. The total thickness of the unit is unknown because of the maximum drilled 
depth (60 m) of the boreholes. 
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Figure 3.7. Summary stratigraphic section for the Lez unit. Two major aquifer bodies are 
displayed in blue. These aquifers are separated by the impermeable Oxfordian-Callovian series 
that is shown in brown. Here, only the upper Lez aquifer, which is referred to as the “Lez aquifer” 
in this study, is considered. Grey units are fine-grained carbonate mudstones of either Jurassic 
or Cretaceous age. Letter number code in third column is numbering used on geological map 
in Figure 3.5. 
 
Twenty-two vertical boreholes have been drilled into the aquifer. These boreholes are 
relatively evenly spaced over the test site area, with an average spacing of about 5 m (Fig. 3.8). 
This allows detailed investigation of groundwater flow on a fine scale. All of the boreholes are 
uncased; among these boreholes P0, P8, and P22 have a diameter of 0.33 m and all others have 
a diameter of 0.22 m. 
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3.4 Review of existing geological and hydrodynamic data of the study area  
The three types of data available for fracture modelling and flow simulation are 1) fracture 
data from outcrops at the local-scale experimental site, 2) borehole videos, and 3) dynamic data 
from multiple single-borehole and cross-borehole well tests.  
3.4.1 Fracture data 
This is a substantial database of fractures at the Terrieu site. Drogue and Gillot (1976) 
interpreted the aerial photographs that were acquired at a regional scale (1: 200) and that 
covered the Terrieu site and the extent of about several hundred metres to both north and south 
of the site (Fig. 3.8). Their result reveals that the highest intensity of fracturing occurs within 
the interval of orientation between N0 to N40. A more recent study focused on the direct 
mapping of the fractures on the rock exposure of the Terrieu site pavement (Fig. 3.9; Jazayeri 
Noushabadi, 2009). In the work, the experimental site was subdivided into regular 2m by 2m 
squares and fracture data, such as fracture orientation and fracture intensity, was analysed and 
presented for both the entire area and local squares that contain a borehole. Despite the fact that 
the effective sampling area is limited (260 m2) compared to the size of the site (about 1500 m2), 
and the poor quality of the exposures on pavement, the results of this high-resolution mapping 
not only validated the presence of the orientation interval of high fracture intensity as reported 
by Drogue and Gillot (1976) but also indicated the existence of an another important but smaller 
scale E-W trending fracture set that was missing on the scale of aerial imagery. Furthermore, 
Jazayeri Noushabadi (2009) also attempted to use the borehole video data to validate his 
fracture measurements on the site pavement and to provide an estimation of the hydrological 
properties of the two major fracture sets. However, he provided only a qualitative description, 
rather than a quantitative characterisation of the depth constraints on the fracture network using 
the valuable borehole video data. 
3.4.2 Well logging data 
During last two decades, extensive hydrogeophysical studies have been conducted at the 
Terrieu site using temperature, electrical conductivity, borehole video loggings and straddle 
packer tests (Figs 3.10 and 3.11). Temperature and conductivity logs were recorded in all the 
boreholes; videos were only recorded in 10 boreholes; packer tests were only performed in 5 
boreholes.  Borehole video data provides a direct identification of fracture and karst information 
from wells. An example of borehole video images is shown in the Fig. 3.11. This dataset 
provides solid evidence of fracture characteristics such as orientation, dip, height, and aperture 
of fractures, which can be used to validate the accuracy of fracture data collected from outcrops 
and to confirm which fracture sets are open to flow in depth. Furthermore, it offers a unique 
opportunity to observe information about the orientation and dip of bedding and the secondary 
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modification on bedding and fractures by circulation of formation fluid. This helps in 
understanding the development of karst in the Lez aquifer.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.8. Fracture pattern and well location of Terrieu sites; the black lines indicate regional 
fractures (including faults and joints) mapped from aerial photos, the red dots represent well 
locations, and the blue dash lines indicate the seasonal Terrieu river that flow across the study 
area from Drogue et al. (1976) and Jazayeri Noushabadi (2009). 
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Figure 3.9. Fracture map of the Terrieu site pavement exposure, from Jazayeri Noushabadi 
(2009).  
 
3.4.3 Well test data 
Information from well tests is critically important for the fracture network modelling and 
flow simulation. It provides reference to the actual effective permeability of the zones around 
boreholes, as well as to directional conductance of the formations. Well test data is normally 
used in the calibration step of a reservoir modelling project. In this step, an interpreter usually 
alters fracture system parameters such as fracture length, transmissivity and storativity in order 
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to match the well-test results. This step allows a reservoir model evolve in the constraints of all 
the data to construct a more realistic DFN model. There exists a series of permeability 
measurements (Fig. 3.12; presented in terms of well productivity) based on single well tests 
and several sets of steady-state (Fig. 3.13) and transient (Fig. 3.14) interference pumping tests 
from the Terrieu boreholes. The obtained permeabilities range from ~0.03 to ~50 Darcies 
(Jazayeri Noushabadi et al., 2011). The pumping rate for each test ranges from 0.2 to 53 m3/h 
depending on the well diameter, productivity of the well and pumping power limits (Jazayeri 
Noushabadi et al., 2011).  
 
Figure 3.10. (a) Temperature log profiles measured in boreholes P2, P8, P11, P12, P15, P20. 
(b) Conductivity log profiles measured in boreholes P2, P8, P11, P12, P15, P20. Modified after 
Jazayeri Noushabadi et al., 2011. 
 
3.5 Previous understanding of flow network in the Terrieu site 
3.5.1 Main fracture sets and structural anisotropy 
Two major fracture sets, trending E-W and N-S, have been identified at the Terrieu 
pavement outcrops (Jazayeri Noushabadi, 2011). Borehole video logs further supports this 
observation (Jazayeri Noushabadi, 2009). Both the cumulative length and average length of the 
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E-W set are higher than those of the N-S set. In addition, a qualitative examination of the 
borehole videos indicates that the N-S fracture set is largely filled with minerals while some 
large karstified conduits were found along the intersection between sub-horizontal bedding 
planes and E-W trending fractures (Jazayeri Noushabadi, 2011). This implies that fluid may 
preferentially flow in the E-W direction. 
 
Figure 3.11. Examples of the borehole video data. Note that the aperture of the karstic features 
up to about 20cm as shown in (b).  
 
 
 
Figure 3.12. Distribution of productivity index (PI) calculated for each borehole at the Terrieu 
site Modified after Jazayeri Noushabadi et al., 2011. 
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Figure 3.13. Connectivity maps inferred from the affected zones during different cross-hole 
pumping tests (modified after Jazayeri Noushabadi et al., 2011). 
 
3.5.2 Flow heterogeneity and anisotropy 
The high contrast of the productivity index (three orders of magnitude) over a small surface 
area (1500 m2) indicates a high heterogeneity of productivity induced by fractures and variable 
development of karst. If a borehole intersects a large conductive fracture, it will show a high 
productivity; however, a nearby well, just few meters away, may show a low productivity if it 
does not intersect any fractures or karsts. The steady-state head data also clearly reveal the 
highly heterogeneous nature of the study area (Fig. 3.13). Firstly, pumping in one borehole does 
not generate drawdowns in all other observation boreholes, even at high pumping rate. For 
instance, the registered pumping rate in P0 was 53 m3/h; however, no obvious drawdown was 
recorded in other boreholes such as P1, P6, P7, P18 and P19. The recorded drawdowns during 
a pumping test are not evenly distributed with respect to the distance between the pumping and 
observation wells. For example, although P2 and P7 are located approximately at the same 
distance to P0, their hydrodynamic response differs greatly: a large drawdown was recorded in 
P2 (2.2m) but no drawdown was monitored in P7. It is also found that pumping in different 
boreholes, i.e. at different locations in the aquifer, generates significantly different drawdown 
distributions. In particular, when pumping in P0, many boreholes exhibit large drawdown, 
regardless of the distance from the pumping well. However, when pumping in P10, the water 
table drawdown is only observed in a few boreholes close to the pumping well. Moreover, the 
piezometric maps of water table level highlight a NE-SW trending permeability anisotropy (Fig. 
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3.13). It is clear that the flow anisotropy is related to the structural anisotropy (the open fractures 
and karstic conduit in the E-W direction). 
3.5.3 Main flow path and hierarchy of the local-scale flow network 
When borehole video data are used in conjunction with the temperature and conductivity 
logs, it is found that the preferential flow paths are strongly restricted within a limited member 
of karstified fractures and karst conduits developed along an important, gently tilted, bedding 
plane. Its depth is variable between 25 and 40 m from the site surface in different boreholes 
(Jazayeri Noushabadi et al., 2011; Fig. 3.10). Straddle packer tests further indicate that this 
open bedding plane (Dausse, 2015) is the most conductive feature that intersects the boreholes 
over the entire penetrated interval, and its transmissivity is found to be more than 3 orders of 
magnitude higher than that of the other tested intervals. During the tests, injection of water into 
the intervals that are made up of only matrix was almost impossible, confirming that flow in 
the matrix is negligible.  In addition, no evidence of vertical flow has been found on the 
borehole videos and during packer tests. Similar phenomena regarding the development of main 
flow pathways in limestone aquifers have been previously reported by Filipponi et al. (2009), 
Castagna et al. (2011), Bodin et al. (2012) and many others in the karst community. The 
observations from the well logging and packer test data indicate that fluid flow in the vertical 
direction is highly localised. 
Similarly, the lateral distribution of fluid flow along the karstified bedding plane is not 
uniform, but is clearly a hierarchically organized. This is reflected by the distinct transient 
drawdown curves of different boreholes (Fig. 3.14). Transient curves of the two pumping tests 
were found to cluster into three main groups, indicating three levels of flow paths. The 
hierarchical behaviour may be related to the fact that the testing boreholes intersect different 
flow features whose hydraulic opening can be orders of magnitude different. For instance, on 
one hand it was observed from the borehole videos that P8 intersects a karst conduit with an 
opening of about 10 cm; P21 intersects an open fracture with an aperture of about 1 cm; P17 
intersects an intact part (i.e. not karstified) of the important bedding plane. On the other hand, 
the transient drawdown curves differ from each other significantly and belong to each of the 
three groups. All of these observations reflect the complex interconnection of the fracture and 
karst system and highlight the challenges in the prediction of groundwater flow in the fractured 
and karstic aquifer. 
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Figure 3.14. Measured drawdown responses to two pumping events: (a) pumping in borehole 
P8 which intersects the karst channel; (b) pumping in borehole P0 which is located close to but 
not directly intersect the karst channel. The dashed lines indicate the start of steady-state flow 
regime.  Three types of drawdown behaviour were observed in both tests, and they are denoted 
in the figures.  
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3.6 Concluding remarks 
This chapter has presented the structural and hydrogeological background of the study area. 
It is apparent from this summary that the major hydrodynamic behaviour of the Terrieu site is 
relatively well observed, but that modelling these behaviours remains challenging. Jazayeri 
Noushabadi (2009) used a simplified fracture model based on the Terrieu fracture dataset to 
model the subsurface hydrodynamics (Jazayeri Noushabadi, 2009). He reproduced the main 
characteristics of the well tests, although no explicit flow matching was achieved.   
In the subsequent chapters of the thesis, new numerical models are constructed to achieve 
an enhanced modelling of the local-scale fluid flow in the Terrieu experimental site. The models 
include both improved fracture models and pressure drawdown matching. In particular, the 
thesis aims to explore the extent to which can the observed flow behaviours be reproduced 
using state-of-the-art numerical models. The answer to this question would enhance our ability 
in predicting the hydrodynamic behaviours, and in managing, fractured and karstic aquifers.  
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Chapter 4: Characterisation of fracture networks based on data from 
outcrop analogues and borehole videos 
4.1 Introduction 
The most challenging issue in characterising natural fracture networks is that the 
geometrical and hydraulic parameters of fracture networks are difficult to evaluate in the 
subsurface. The previous chapter presented the existing outcrop and borehole data for 
characterising the fracture network in the Terrieu site. The borehole data are valuable, as they 
provide a direct assessment of properties of the fracture network in the subsurface. However, 
the obtained fracture information is only restricted to individual fractures or fracture clusters 
intersecting the well, and it is difficult to extrapolate these data to the scale of the fracture 
network. For these reasons, the data collected from outcrop analogues can help to construct 
numerical models of the fracture network (e.g. Matthäi et al. 1998a, 1998b; Jourde et al. 2002b; 
Flodin et al. 2004).  
In the Terrieu site, the existing dataset for fracture modelling were collected only from the 
region of the experimental site, where the sampling area is small and the quality of outcrops is 
poor (68% of the recorded area was covered by vegetation). In addition, the fracture data is 
limited to the early Cretaceous marly limestones that outcrop in the pavement of the 
experimental site. Therefore, in order for the fracture network models to be representative for 
the real subsurface system, it is important to widen the scope of investigation and to sample 
new fracture data in various lithology. 
In this chapter, the methods for collecting, processing and synthesizing the new fracture data 
collected from outcrops and borehole videos are first discussed. Information about the scripts 
for interpreting the fracture data can be found in Appendix I. This is followed by a discussion 
about how to realistically model the natural fracture networks on the basis of the collected 
fracture data. These implications were adopted as guidelines in the local-scale flow models of 
the Terrieu site, which are presented in subsequent chapters.  
4.2 Analysis of fracture data from outcrops 
4.2.1 Fracture networks at a local scale 
A series of locations with extending about 100-200m both upstream and downstream of the 
Terrieu were examined to characterise the structure of the area around the experimental site 
(Fig 4.1) The surface structural of the area is relatively simple. A single mesoscale anticline 
affects the area, and its NNW-SSE trending axis is located about 45 meters to the south of the 
experimental site (Fig. 4.1b). A series of bedding plane measurements across the anticline 
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indicated that the hinge of this fold trends N337° and plunges 15° (Fig. 4.2). The Terrieu site 
itself is located on the NE dipping limb of the fold where the strata dip at ~20° to the ENE. The 
anticline may have formed in response to the Pyrenean Orogeny during Paleocene to Eocene 
times (see Fig. 3.3 in Chapter 3). 
4.2.1.1 Terrieu site pavement 
The fracture sets on the limestone pavement at the Terrieu site itself were measured by 
Jazayeri Noushabadi (2009); however, on careful examination by the present author, an error 
was found in his data. It seems that his fracture map was made by drawing the fracture traces 
seen in the field using the locations of boreholes as a spatial reference. However, the locations 
of boreholes were not correct. An anticlockwise rotation of the overall pattern of the well 
locations by approximately 25 degrees is needed to match fracture patterns with the well 
locations. Following this correction, two major fracture sets at the Terrieu site trend ENE-WSW 
(N70) and NW-SE (N140), respectively. The corrected fracture map of the Terrieu pavement 
is shown in the inset of Fig. 4.1b.  
From the corrected fracture map of the field site, 902 fractures with a total cumulative length 
of 418.8 m were recorded in an area of 380 m2, of which, about 68% was covered by vegetation. 
Two main fracture sets oriented along N070 and N140 can be clearly identified in the rose 
diagrams (Fig. 4.3). The N070 fractures have a mean length of 0.75m and are generally longer 
than the N140 fractures with a mean length of 0.48m, but the N140 set are more numerous. The 
data relating to the two main sets were then fitted to Gaussian distribution models to determine 
the distribution density function parameters (Fig. 4.4; also see Table 4.1).  
4.2.1.2 Upstream and downstream exposures of the Terrieu site 
In total, 12 exposures in the river bed (6 from upstream side and 6 from downstream side of 
the Terrieu site) covering a total area of 123.1 m2 were mapped to derive the statistical 
information about the geometrical parameters which are typically used to generate discrete 
fracture network models. 8386 fractures with a total cumulative length of 1267.08 meters were 
interpreted from the digitized outcrops in the study area. Four examples (two from each side of 
the Terrieu site) of the digitized outcrops are given in Fig. 4.5; see the Appendix II for all 
another mapped fracture patterns. 
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Figure 4.1. (a) Structural settings of the Lez aquifer. (b) Structural settings of the Terrieu area 
(the location is indicated on Figure 4.1a). The fracture data collected by Drogue et al. (1976) 
were superimposed on a local satellite image extracted from Google earth. The well pattern of 
the Terrieu site and fractures mapped on the field site pavement (Jazayeri Noushabadi, 2009) 
are shown in the inset; blue dots indicate boreholes where borehole video logs are available. 
The locations of the observed anticline structure near the site and the outcrops in the upstream 
and downstream sides of the site where new fractures were collected are also shown. 
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Figure 4.2. The trend and plunge of the anticline structure were determined from the 
stereographic projection of 17 bedding measurements at Terrieu site and downstream exposures.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.3. Rose diagrams for fracture analysis on Terrieu pavement: fracture frequency and 
cumulative fracture length (in metres); corrected from Jazayeri Noushabadi (2009). 
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Figure 4.4. Fracture length distribution of the two main sets, i.e. N70 set (a) and N140 set (b) 
at the Terrieu site.  
 
Occurrence of the fractures 
The fractures are observed to be perpendicular to the beds and constrained by bedding planes, 
i.e. are strata-bound. In several places the fracture planes were observed to contain plumose 
structures. The majority of the fractures are mode-I extensional fractures; no indications of 
shear movement along fracture planes was found. A first visual impression from the bedding 
surfaces suggests that the mapped fracture system is well-connected (Fig. 4.5). In addition, most 
of the fractures are affected by dissolution and as a result, the apparent aperture of the fractures 
is enlarged and no longer represents the in situ true fracture aperture. Calcite cement is also 
commonly observed in the aperture of the fractures. This indicates that at a certain time during 
the evolution of the fracture network, the fractures have been the major conduits for fluid 
circulation in the subsurface. Because most of the fractures are only partly cemented, they can 
still be conductive at the present day but flow within each individual fractures is more likely to 
be highly localized (i.e. channelized) within a limited portion of the fracture plane rather than 
pervasively distributed among the entire fracture. It follows that the flow paths tend to be 
tortuous and channel-like.  
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Figure 4.5. Examples show mapped fracture network in irregular polygonal areas at the upstream and downstream sides of the Terrieu site. Three main fracture 
sets can be defined and marked using three different colours.  
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Fracture sets 
Because of the intimate relationship between the orientation of fractures and the causative 
stress field, fractures formed in response to the same stress field, i.e. the same origin, tend to 
have a similar orientation. Hence, the delineated fracture traces from the photographs of the 
outcrops were subdivided into fracture sets on the basis of their orientation. Because the fracture 
traces are often deflected, the orientation of each fracture is determined by calculating the 
averaged value of the orientation-weighted segments. The fracture sets are color-coded as 
shown in Fig. 4.5. Taken one fracture pattern shown in Fig. 4.5a as example, three main sets 
are recognized. The longest set (in green) trends ENE-WSW; a second set (in blue) trending 
NW-SE is approximately perpendicular to and tends to abut the green set; the third set includes 
fractures trend all other directions, which are minor in the outcrop. To characterize the 
variability of the two main fracture sets in the mapped outcrops, both frequency and cumulative 
length distributions were employed. Rose diagrams of the two distribution types are plotted for 
the fracture data observed in the exposures from the upstream and downstream of the Terrieu 
site as well as for the combined fracture population (Fig. 4.6~4.8). Rose diagrams for each 
mapped local-scale fracture pattern can be found in Appendix II.  
Examinations of the rose diagrams indicates that the two main sets are observable in all 
upstream and downstream outcrops; however, the degree to which the main sets have developed 
and their timing relationship differ from location to location. In the downstream outcrops (Figs. 
4.5a & b), the ENE-WSW set dominates the fracture population (Fig. 4.6). The minor NW-SE 
set abuts the ENE-WSW set indicating the ENE-WSW set potentially predates the NW-SE set. 
In contrast, in the upstream outcrops (Figs. 4.5c & d), the two main sets appear to be equally 
developed overall (Fig. 4.7), although the relative density for the two sets varies spatially. In 
addition, a clear and consistent chronological sequence of the two main sets is difficult to 
determine in the upstream outcrops. For instance, in the east part of upstream exposure 1 (Fig. 
4.5d), the development of the NW-SE set is persistent and the ENE-WSW trending fractures 
are only poorly developed; predominately, the secondary ENE-WSW set abuts the abundant 
NW-SE set. However, from the centre to the west end of the outcrop (Fig. 4.5d), the number of 
the ENE-WSW trending fractures exceeds that of the NW-SE set and the NW-SE set generally 
abuts the ENE-WSW set. The mutual abutting geometry indicates that the two main fracture 
sets may have been formed at the same time.  
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Figure 4.6. Rose diagrams of the Terrieu downstream exposures. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.7. Rose diagrams of the Terrieu upstream exposures. 
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Figure 4.8. Rose diagrams of the total fracture population from all mapped exposures. 
 
Fracture length 
The fractures in the areas upstream and downstream of the Terrieu site range from a few 
centimetres up to approximately 2 meters in length with the majority of fractures not exceeding 
0.5 m in length (Fig. 4.5). However, it is noted that the length of long fractures may be under-
represented in this data set due to the censoring effect caused by the limited area of the 
exposures. This issue need to be taken into account and compensated for at the DFN modelling 
stage. The total number and total cumulative length for the entire fracture population are 9288 
and 1685.88m, respectively (Fig. 4.8). The ENE-WSW set accounts for about 63% in number 
and about 64% in cumulative length of the entire population while the NW-SE set holds 37% 
in number and 36% in cumulative length of the whole dataset. The two main fracture sets show 
log-normal length distributions at the mapped exposures (Figs. 4.9 and 4.10). In general, the 
ENE-WSW set is longer than the NW-SE set. The mean length and standard deviation of the 
distributions are determined for each main set in the upstream and downstream exposures 
(Table 4.1). In the table, the fracture length and distribution parameters derived from the two 
localities are compared to the regression results from the characterisation of the Terrieu 
pavement fracture data reported by Jazayeri Noushabadi (2009). Despite the use of different 
type of distribution to fit the data, i.e. log-normal distributions in the present work and Gaussian 
distributions in Jazayeri Noushabadi (2009), it is clear that the mean length of the new fracture 
data collected upstream and downstream of the Terrieu site is significantly smaller than that of 
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data mapped at the pumping site pavement. This inconsistency may be caused partly by the 
poor quality of the rock exposures at the pavement of the Terrieu site, and partly by the limited 
resolution of the photographs collected by Jazayeri Noushabadi (2009). In fact, his outcrop 
photographs were taken by elevating a camera to a height of about 5m using a bundle of 
balloons. In contrast, the outcrop photos used in this study were taken by elevating a camera 
above the rock exposures to a height of only 1m using a tripod.  As a result, the small-sized 
fractures tend to be under-sampled by Jazayeri Noushabadi (2009). 
 
Figure 4.9. Fracture length distributions of N70 (a) and N140 (b) sets at the upstream exposures. 
 
  
Figure 4.10. Fracture length distributions of N70 (a) and N140 (b) sets at the downstream 
exposures. 
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Table 4.1. Summary of fracture length data at different localities. Note that the data for the 
Terrieu site pavement in this table is from Jazayeri Noushabadi (2009) to compare with the new 
dataset 
 
  
Fracture spacing and intensity 
Fracture spacing and intensity were quantitatively assessed using two methods: the line 
sampling method and the area sampling method. The line sampling method is used only in 
locations where the exposures are laterally continuous to the extent that allows systematic 
sampling of a large amount of spacing data for multiple fracture sets. When using this method, 
geometrical bias introduced by the directional sampling process is eliminated by placing scan-
lines perpendicular to the average orientation of fracture set. Multiple scan-lines (10 in this 
study) were laid at several stations on the exposures to further reduce the influence of the 
sampling bias.  This method is generally time consuming however it allows the degree of 
clustering of fractures to be examined. The area sampling method (Underwood, 1972; Rives et 
al., 1992; Wu and Pollard, 1995) was employed to analyse fracture networks in all mapped 
exposures. This method allows a constant, average spacing to be determined for a given 
exposed area and is independent of scale and sampling location. When applying this method 
for a specific fracture set, only the area of the outcrop under study and the cumulative length of 
traces that belongs to the set within the sampling area need to be measured. The ratio between 
the sampling area and the cumulative length of the fracture traces gives the mean spacing of the 
set in the exposure, as given by (Wu and Pollard, 1995):  
S = A/L                       (1) 
where S is the spacing of the fracture set; A is the area of the sampling domain; L is the 
cumulative trace length of the fracture set. This method is also valid for exposures that consist 
of several discrete, irregular-shaped sub-regions, provided that the total fracture length in each 
sub-region is larger than the mean length of the sub-regions in the direction that is parallel to 
Number of 
fractures
Cumulative 
length (m)
Distribution 
type
Mean 
(m)
Stdv 
(m)
Number of 
fractures
Cumulative 
length (m)
Distribution 
type
Mean 
(m)
Stdv 
(m)
Terrieu site 336 212.13 log-normal 0.752 0.515 371 186.65 log-normal 0.525 0.497
Upstream 
exposures
1347 155.5 log-normal 0.124 0.122 1944 167 log-normal 0.085 0.0056
Downstream 
exposures
1240 318.4 log-normal 0.257 0.245 481 122.4 log-normal 0.215 0.239
ENE-WSW (N70) set NW-SE (N140) set
Localities
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the orientation of the fracture set. In such a case, the sampling area, A, in Eq. 1 corresponds to 
the total area of the irregular polygons that defines the sampled sub-domains.  
Results show that for a specific outcrop, the mean spacing values calculated by using the 
line method and the area method may have a considerable difference (Table 4.2). For instance, 
the line method gave a mean spacing of 1.025 m for the ENE-WSW set at outcrop TD2 while 
the value from the area method was 1.430 m. The difference between the two values (i.e. 1.430 
m - 1.025 m = 0.405 m) is approximately 40% of the smaller value (i.e. 1.025 m). The big 
discrepancy maybe attributed to the high-dependency on the sampling location of the line 
method (Wu and Pollard, 1995). However, when taking the data from all sampled outcrops into 
account, the averaged mean spacing values from the line and area methods are similar (Table 
4.2). The fracture spacing varies from outcrop to outcrop for both the main sets. On average, 
the NW-SE set is more closely spaced and has a spacing of about 0.27 m, whereas the average 
spacing for ENE-WSW set is ~ 0.65 m. 
The fracture intensity (FI) is defined as the cumulative length of fractures in a set per unit 
area. It is clear from Eq. 1 that fracture intensity is the reciprocal value of the average spacing, 
S. The fracture intensity is computed for each main fracture set, i.e. NW-SE and ENE-WSW, 
in the upstream and downstream exposures. The fracture intensities of the NW-SE set in the 
upstream and downstream exposures are similar, whereas the fracture intensity of the ENE-
WSW set at the two locations shows a significant difference, i.e. fracture intensity of the ENE-
WSW set in the upstream is much higher than that in the downstream (Fig. 4.11). It is also clear 
from Fig. 4.11 that both the NW-SE and ENE-WSW sets have higher fracture intensity in the 
upstream exposures than those in the downstream exposures. The level to which the NW-SE 
and ENE-WSW sets have developed is approximately equal in the upstream exposures. 
However, the NW-SE set appears to be more developed than the ENE-WSW set in the 
downstream exposures. Clearly, the variation in NW-SE of the fracture sets is the result of 
inhomogeneous distribution of strain at different structural positions of the anticline structure 
at the stage when the fractures are formed. Note that the upstream exposures are located in the 
NE limb of the fold while the downstream exposures are located in the SW limb of the fold.  
The degree of clustering of individual fracture set can be assessed by calculating the ratio 
between the standard deviation of the spacing, Dstd, and the mean of the spacing, Dmean. When 
the ratio approximates 0, the fracture spacing is evenly distributed and the fracture pattern is 
regular; if the ratio is equal to or above 1, it means the fracture spacing is randomly distributed. 
In another word, the degree of randomness in the fracture spacing distribution, i.e. clustering, 
increases as the ratio increases. The Dstd/Dmean for the upstream and downstream outcrops range 
from 0.45 to 1.14, indicating a moderately even to clustered distribution of fractures. Both the 
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main orientation sets have a log-normal distribution suggesting a poorly developed fracture 
pattern at the upstream and downstream exposures. 
 
Table 4.2. Summary of fracture spacing data for different outcrops. The highest and lowest 
values for mean spacing and stdv/mean ratio are highlighted for each fracture set at up- and 
down-stream outcrops. 
  
 
 
 
Figure 4.11. Comparison of average fracture intensities determined for upstream and 
downstream exposures. 
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4.2.1.3 Les Matelles exposure 
The Lez aquifer is bounded by the Les Matelles fault to the north. To assess the potential 
variability of the fractures away from the test site and close to the bounding fault, a location 
along this fault was studied. The Les Matelles exposure (Fig. 4.1a) is located in the vicinity of 
a splay fault at a bend in the trend of the Les Matelles fault trace, and 20-30 cm thick, gently 
titled, late Jurassic limestone beds are found at outcrop. This exposure provides data on 
mesoscale brittle structures such as faults, stylolite seams and associated tension gashes, 
extensional and contractional jogs, and zones with branching features. These structures have 
been very well studied in previous work and their formation is attributed to the Pyrenean 
compressive stress regime in the Eocene (Rispoli, 1981; Etchecopar et al., 1981; Seagall and 
Pollard, 1985; Petit and Mattauer, 1995; Watkinson and Ward, 2006). The small-scale 
structures were formed in response to the reactivation of the Les Matelles normal fault with 
sinistral strike-slip movements (Rispoli, 1981; Etchecopar et al., 1981; Petit and Mattauer, 1995; 
Watkinson and Ward, 2006). Petit and Mattauer (1995) mapped the entire Les Matelles 
exposure at a scale of 1:30 using photomosaics, and provided a more comprehensive and 
detailed study of the brittle structures. By deducing the local stress trajectories from the 
orientations of the centimetre-scale structures (stylolite seams, tension gashes, and kink bands) 
and investigating the relationship between these features and the faults of various sizes, they 
identified three local sub-phases of the Pyrenean shortening deformation stage that have 
affected the sedimentary rocks in the Les Matelles area. In addition, their analysis demonstrates 
that the orientation and magnitude of a stress field which is present on the regional scale can be 
deviated and disturbed at various scales by structures of various sizes. This implies that a 
prediction of regional fracture network pattern based on extrapolations of local observations of 
mesoscale structures without a thorough study of influence of larger scale structures close to 
which the local measurements has been conducted is unreliable.  
Fig. 4.12 shows the orientation distribution of the new fracture data collected by the present 
author at the Les Matelles exposure. The measured fractures can be grouped into three major 
sets, based on their directions. The orientation of these main sets is readily identified from this 
figure, i.e. they trend N30°, N60° and N130°. The N30° and N60° sets are most likely formed 
during the Pyrenean shortening phase, while the N130° set of extensional fractures has been 
attributed by Petit and Mattauer (1995) to an early extensional phase during the Cretaceous 
time, which is not well documented in the Languedoc region. Note that the large dispersion in 
the orientation of the NE trending fractures, i.e. the N30° and N60° sets, can be related to a 
strong deviation of the regional N-S compressive stress because of the presence of the Matelles 
fault and other smaller faults near the exposure.  
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Figure 4.12. Rose diagrams of Les Matelles fracture data. 
 
4.2.2 Fracture networks on the intermediate and regional scales  
4.2.2.1 Prades-le-Lez quarry 
To get a better understanding of the development and spatial distribution of the main fracture 
sets over the Lez aquifer region, a quarry near the Prades-le-Lez town was examined. The sub-
vertical quarry exposures also provide additional estimation of fracture spacing, which is 
limited based on the one-dimensional borehole measurements. The Prades-le-Lez quarry (Figs. 
4.1a and 4.13) is situated close to one of the N30° trending regional faults to the south of the 
Terrieu site, which is referred to as the Prades fault (Fig. 4.1a). The Prades fault is thought to 
have formed as a result of Mesozoic extension and may also have been reactivated during 
Oligocene extension (Benedicto et al., 1999). The tectonic history of the Prades fault during 
Pyrenean shortening event is not well documented. On the west side, the Prades-le-Lez quarry 
is bounded by another, smaller-scale NE- trending normal fault, downthrown to the east, which 
may have formed during the Oligocene. The sedimentary layers seen in the quarry dip towards 
the WSW at about 10 degrees.  
The quarry (Fig. 4.13) has a working area of ~150 m × 100 m and a height of ~ 15 m. The 
three major vertical outcrop surfaces, which trend ESE-WNW (north wall), NNE-SSW (east 
wall) and ENE-WSW (south wall), provide a unique 3D view of the fracture system affecting 
this part of the study area. Both the marly Early Cretaceous limestone unit and the massive Late 
Jurassic limestone which together make up the Lez aquifer, are present in the quarry. This 
provides a unique opportunity to investigate the variation of fracture properties such as size, 
spacing and pattern in the different lithological units of the aquifer. 
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Figure 4.13. Three outcrop sections displayed in the Prades-le-Lez quarry.  
 
The north wall of the quarry is formed by a sequence of early Cretaceous marly limestones 
(i.e. mudstones; Fig. 4.13a). They are thin-bedded marly limestones with bed thickness between 
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0.1 and 0.8 m, sometimes separated by thin beds of shale, several centimetres thick. The 
Cretaceous limestones are intensively fractured. Most of the fractures are extensional in nature 
and perpendicular to bedding planes. The mode-1 fractures are dominantly constrained within 
individual layers, but a set of through-going fractures extending vertically over the entire wall 
and cutting through several beds was also identified. The average spacing is estimated to be 
less than 30 cm for the bed-confined small fractures and to be several meters for the set of 
through-going fractures. On the east wall (Fig. 4.13b), the more homogeneous massive late 
Jurassic limestones are present. The stratigraphy is made up of only three or four thick beds. A 
set of large, closely-spaced, sub-vertical, N70° trending fractures cutting across the entire 
outcrop surface is observed on this quarry wall (Fig. 4.14). These fractures are normal to 
bedding planes. Some of the fractures have an aperture greater than 3cm. In addition, a duplex 
thrust structure is clearly exposed on this wall (Fig. 4.13c). The south wall of the quarry is 
formed by the surface of one of the through-going N70° trending fractures seen in section on 
the east wall (Fig. 4.13c). Two types of mineral deposits are present over a large portion of this 
fracture wall (dark portions in Fig. 4.13b and 4.13c). 
 
 
Figure 4.14. Fracture pattern on the top of the quarry east wall. The N70 fractures (green) and 
the small irregular fractures (purple) are represented. 
  
The first type is characterised by the formation of fibrous crystals that formed 
simultaneously with the opening of the extensional fractures. (Fig. 4.15a).  The fibres of the 
crystals grow in the direction of fracture opening (Figs. 4.15c & d; Ramsay and Graham, 1970). 
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The different textures of the crystal fibres as shown in Figs. 4.15c & d indicate two episodes of 
fracture opening. The second type of mineral precipitation forms after the formation of the 
fractures and is made up of randomly oriented crystals which coat the fracture walls (Fig. 4.15b). 
Such deposits may be related to solution and precipitation of minerals during the process of 
karstification. 
Throughout the quarry, two main fracture sets are detected one striking N70° and the other 
N140° (Figs. 4.13 & 4.14). The two sets of fractures are present in both the marly Cretaceous 
and Jurassic limestones. The size and spacing of those inside the Jurassic unit tend to be much 
larger than those within the thin-bedded Cretaceous marly successions. This reflects a typical 
linear relationship between fracture size and spacing with respect to bed thickness (McQuillan 
1973; Narr and Suppe, 1991; Bai et al., 2000).  
Structures formed in a compressive stress field  
A series of structures that were formed in response to compressional stresses are present 
within and in the vicinity of the Prades-le-Lez quarry. These structures include several thrusts 
and a set of en echelon calcite-filled tension gashes. On the east quarry wall, a duplex thrust 
structure is present inside the massive unit of late Jurassic limestone (Fig. 4.16). The two fault 
planes are observed to be sub-parallel, and slickensides are found on the fault planes. The dip 
and dip direction of these faults were measured to be 48° and N162°, respectively. This means 
that the strike of these thrust faults lies along N72°, which is oblique to the general trend of the 
regional Prades fault, i.e. at an angle of ~ 42°. A second smaller thrust fault was observed close 
to the entrance of the quarry within the thin-bedded marly Cretaceous limestone unit. This thrust 
fault dips 50° towards 250° and strike almost perpendicular to the larger thrust that deforms the 
Jurassic rocks. A set of tension gashes displayed in an en echelon pattern was found around the 
thrust, which indicates shear movement along the fault plane. Another thrust fault striking N75°, 
which is similar to the duplex thrust in the quarry, was observed in a road side outcrop about 
200 m north of the Prades-le-Lez quarry (Fig. 4.17). Strike-slip faults and complexly folded 
structures are also observed in many other road side outcrops (Fig. 4.18) in the area.  
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Figure 4.15. Two types of calcite precipitation observed at the Prades-le-Lez quarry. (a) Calcite 
crystal faces with peaks developed perpendicular to fracture plane. (b) Calcite crystals 
overprinted by cave deposits. (c) Formation of fibrous minerals along N70° fracture. (d) A 
sketch of a zoom-in view of the calcite fibres indicates two phases of extensional movements 
were present normal to the sub-vertical fracture walls. 
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Figure 4.16. A duplex thrust structure, striking N72° and dipping 48°, are observed on the east wall of the quarry. 
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Figure 4.17. Road side outcrop located about 200 m north of the Prades-le-Lez quarry shows 
a thrust fault striking N75° 
 
 
 
Figure 4.18. Road outcrops show strike-slip structures in the study area.  
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Figure. 4.19. Karstified features are observed in the quarry. (a) Intensive karstification is 
present in the upper part of the Jurassic limestone unit. (b) An example shows relationship 
between fracture, bedding and stylolites. (c) A zoom-in picture shows horizontal stylolitic 
seams. 
 
Karstification 
Evidence of karstification was found in both Jurassic and Cretaceous units in the quarry. 
Examples include the enlargement of fracture aperture, local formation of karst cavities along 
bedding-parallel stylolites and prominent development of karst cavities along fracture and 
bedding planes (Fig. 4.19). The occurrence of karstification appears to flavour the N70°-
trending fracture set while karstification development along the N140° fracture set is only 
observed in a few places on the south quarry wall (Fig. 4.19a). Hence, it appears that fracture 
orientation has a significant impact in controlling the development of karstification. This may 
partly be because of the fact that most of the N140° fractures have been kept closed by 
subsequent compressive stress regimes after their formation, or cemented by calcite infillings, 
and hence ingress of solution fluids was inhibited. A higher level of karst development is 
present locally along a set of regular, bedding-parallel stylolites in the Jurassic rock blocks (Fig. 
4.19b). The distribution of the karstification of this type appears to be restricted to a specific 
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layer within the Jurassic unit. These stylolites may have formed during the early stage of burial 
and diagenesis, and were karstified in the later emergence stages since the Cretaceous. However, 
the bedding-parallel stylolites appear more developed in the upper part of the east quarry wall 
where they may have been affected heavily by weathering and leaching processes at the present 
day. Therefore, the amount of karstification which caused the enlargement of fracture aperture 
due to palaeo-karstification events can be not readily quantified based only on field 
investigations. Numerous karst cavities are observed along several favourable bedding planes 
(Figure 4.20). Because the beds in the quarry are very gently tilted, the examination of the 
extent to which the karst cavities have developed is only restricted to 2D cross-section profiles 
presented on the quarry walls and other road side exposures near the quarry. On the cross-
sections, the shape of karst cavities along bedding interface appears sinuous, and locally they 
can be as large as several centimetres in size (Fig. 4.20). On the karstified bedding planes, the 
karst cavities may correspond presumably to curvilinear channels that form a connected 
network of conduits. These networks are confined to bedding surfaces. These bedding-planes 
that are favourable for intensive karstification may be referred to as ‘inception’ horizons 
(Filipponi et al. 2009; Jacquemyn et al. 2012) that are particularly susceptible to dissolution, 
and are therefore form the initial sites of severe dissolution.   
 
Figure 4.20. Karstification presents along bedding planes in the Jurassic unit. 
 
4.2.2.2 Lirou cave 
To further understand the karst geometries for the flow modelling, a cave near the Lirou 
fault was visited (Figs. 4.1 & 4.21). After a narrow cave entrance, the passage widens to 
approximately two meters in height and several meters in width (Fig. 4.21a). In cross-section 
the cave passages are generally fissure-like or lenticular, although dome-like alcoves were 
observed in several places on the ceiling of the cave passage (Figs. 4.21b, c & d). While there 
is significant variation in the apertures of cave passages, they are generally traversable by 
humans. Rock dissolution appears to occur rapidly at the intersection of the sub-horizontal 
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bedding planes and the sub-vertical fractures to form the caves. Because the fractures have 
different trends, the path of the solution channels tends to follow a zig-zag geometry (Fig. 
4.21e). Each segment of a passage is very straight and changes to a new orientation abruptly 
(Fig. 4.21e). Clearly, the cave network is formed on the basis of a pre-existing fracture network. 
In addition to the cave that was visited, there is another cave very close to the Lirou fault. The 
main trend of the two caves is generally sub-parallel to the Lirou fault, but they are not 
connected to each other even though their entrances are just a few meters apart (personal 
communication, Veronique Leonardi). All of these observations suggest that the genesis of the 
caves is largely dominated by a local fracture system that is developed in the vicinity of the 
Lirou fault.   
 
Figure 4.21. Lirou cave. (a) Cave entrance. Men for scale. (b) A karstified, folded bedding 
plane is present on the ceiling of the cave passage. (c) Two intersecting fracture planes as 
indicated by the traces on the cave floor, which represent intersections between the fractures 
and a bedding plane. (d) Looking upward in the cave passage, a trace of a dissolved fracture 
plane (dashed line), as indicated by residue mineral deposits and karst cavities, was observed 
on the ceiling suggesting the cave was initiated from an intensively karstified fracture plane. (e) 
A sharp junction of the cave passage which suggests that the cave was formed by selectively 
solving some intersecting fractures. (f) A pattern of en echelon tension gashes was seen on the 
floor of the cave passage.  
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4.3 Analysis of fracture data from borehole video at the Terrieu site 
The borehole videos from the Terrieu wells provide the most direct data for the identification 
of fractures, bedding planes and karstic features that occur in the aquifer at depth. Borehole 
videos have been recorded in 10 out of the 22 wells drilled at the Terrieu site. In situ, close-up 
examination of the geometry and morphology of individual fractures and karstic features, 
allows reliable estimations of size, orientation and aperture, the karstified fractures and karst 
pipes to be obtained. Therefore, these valuable, in situ observations can be used to constrain 
DFN models and enhance our understanding of the hydrodynamics of the karstified Lez aquifer.  
4.3.1 Interpretation methodology 
The borehole video data were collected by lowering a waterproof camera down through the 
borehole sides. In the Terrieu site, the boreholes are all drilled approximately vertical into the 
upper part of the aquifer units. The penetration depth of these boreholes ranges from 50 m to 
120 m. The fractures that intersect the borehole trajectories are captured by the video logger. 
Zoom-in views of the important water-bearing features were recorded where possible. The data 
recorded from the examination of the downhole videos includes location, strike and dip, mode 
(open, partly or totally cemented) and aperture of fractures, and karsified features.  
4.3.1.1 Fracture location and height 
A build-in depth recorder on the camera was used to provide the depth information. Where 
a fracture or karstic feature is encountered, the depth of the feature was read on the camera 
monitoring screen. The effective height of the fractures was then calculated from the difference 
between the depth at which the fracture is firstly seen by the camera and the depth at which the 
camera passed by the fracture.  
4.3.1.2 Fracture aperture and orientation 
Prior to the logging operations, a rope with a 3 mm diameter was placed down into the 
boreholes and fixed at the well heads, to use as a length scale (Fig. 4.22).   The rope was located 
at true north in most of the operations with one exception, well P11, where the rope indicates 
the east. With this orientation reference, the strike and spatial geometry of any geological 
structures detected by the downhole camera were determined. The strike of the fractures had to 
be estimated on a distorted video image (Fig. 4.22b). Our calculation results are only accurate 
within an azimuth of ± 22.5 and we therefore record the results within azimuth bins of this size. 
It is noted that this approximate orientation estimation is enough to get an approximate strike 
of the important flow features. From the borehole width, and the height of the fracture within 
the borehole, the dip angle of the fracture can be calculated using the following formula: 
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𝜑 = 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝐷/ℎ)                                                           (8) 
where 𝜑 is the dip angle of the fracture, D is the diameter of the borehole, and h is the fracture 
height which is determined using the method given in section 4.3.1.1. An illustration of the 
relationship of 𝜑, D and h is shown in Fig. 4.23. The video images are interpreted and visually 
transformed into FMI-liked logs by unwrapping the captured video images seen at depth and 
representing them on a flat surface to better represent the measured data and the interpretations. 
An example of one such log is shown in the Fig. 4.24. In general, the interpretation of the 
borehole videos captures the highly fractured/karstified zones and large individual features well; 
however, some narrow-aperture fractures escape the detection of the naked eyes unless 
additional, close-up examinations were performed, because of the limited resolution of the 
videos and the operation of the downhole camera. 
 
Figure 4.22. Demonstration of the method for interpreting the borehole video data. (a) The 
original snapshot of the borehole video. Note that a fracture which is partly filled by calcite 
(white colour) is present in the image. A rope indicating the true North, shown in the right side 
of the image, is placed down into the borehole prior to each borehole video logging operation. 
(b) Image showing the interpretation method, see text for details. 
 
 
Figure 4.23. An illustration of how the dip angle 𝜑 is determined by using the measurements 
of h, the fracture height, and D, the diameter of the borehole. 
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Figure 4.24. An example of the interpreted FMI-like log. This log was made for borehole P2 at the Terrieu site. The geological features such as fractures, 
bedding planes and karstic features are labelled on the log using different symbols. The properties of each individual features, including strike, dip, dip angle, 
aperture, size and mode, have been recorded in the log. 
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4.3.2 Summary of results from borehole video interpretations 
The investigated interval of the aquifer lies mainly within the Cretaceous-aged marly 
limestone part of the stratigraphy. In most places the limestone beds are separated by thin shale 
layers as was also seen in the Prades-les-Lez quarry. The thickness of these beds observed from 
the video images ranges from several centimetres up to about half a meter. The beds thicken 
downwards along the boreholes. Within the Terrieu boreholes, the beds are estimated to dip at 
about 15-20 degrees; however, this value varies from well to well, and it is difficult to 
accurately estimate bedding dip on the video data.  
A total of 378 fractures have been detected from the borehole videos. This number includes 
both open and cemented fractures. About 10% of all the fractures were observed to be open. 
The borehole data shows that most, if not all, of the fractures stop at major bedding surfaces. 
This suggests that the majority of fractures are strata-bound. Additionally, most of the fractures 
are steep, with a dip of about 60-90° and are sub-perpendicular to major bedding planes. In 
each well about 30-50 fractures are present (Fig. 4.25), and of these about 3-5 are open fractures. 
In spite of their large dip angle, no clear evidence showing displacement was found for the 
fracture observed. This suggests that the fractures are most likely mode-1 fractures. Because 
both the fractures and boreholes are sub-vertical, the frequency of fractures is under-sampled 
by the boreholes (Terzaghi 1965). An estimation of fracture density was not attempted using 
the one-dimensional borehole data, as the classic Terzaghi correction would not provide reliable 
results. It is well known that the Terzaghi weighting approach significantly overestimates the 
fractures sub-parallel to the borehole (Yow, 1987; Wu and Pollard, 2002).   
The observed fractures are rarely in a pristine state, and either secondary mineralization 
(calcite cement) or dissolution enlargement or both is present along the fracture planes. The 
calcite cemented fractures have apertures that range from 3 to 5 mm. In contrast, the open 
fractures generally have apertures of 5-10 mm. Between the two categories, the fractures that 
are partially cemented by calcite normally have small apertures, which consist of vugs, within 
the range of 1-2 mm. All of the observed fractures, whether are cemented or not, can be 
classified into two main sets in terms of orientation: a ENE-ESW (i.e. 67.5 +- 22.5), which is 
partly cemented by calcite; and a NW-SE (i.e. 145+- 22.5), which appears sealed by calcite 
cementation. Although the orientation distribution of fractures varies in different boreholes, the 
two major fracturing orientations are consistently observable in all boreholes (Fig. 4.25). 
Stylolite seams are present within several thick limestone beds (indicated by red arrow in Fig. 
4.26a). Peaks of these stylolites were oriented sub-vertical and approximately perpendicular to 
adjacent bedding planes. 
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Figure 4.25. Fracture orientation data extract from the video logs from 10 boreholes, which are 
marked in blue.  
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Figure 4.26. Features observed from the borehole video images. (a) Stylolite seams whose 
peaks are perpendicular to bedding planes. (b) A karstified vertical fracture (joint). (c) An 
intensively karstified bedding plane. (d) A karstified intersection between a vertical fracture 
and a sub-horizontal bedding plane. (e) Vugs developed on a calcite cemented fracture. (f) The 
important, intensively karstified bedding plane.  
 
Karstic features are seen in all the boreholes. They generally develop either along individual 
large fractures and bedding planes, or at the intersections between two fractures or between a 
fracture and a bedding plane (Figs. 4.26b, c & d). Approximately five karst features are found 
per borehole. Three major types were recognized according to their shape: sheet karst (Fig. 
4.26c), pipe karst (Fig. 4.26d) and vugs (Fig. 4.26e). Significant karstification occurred along 
several important bedding planes, and is in the form of a sheet or stripe as seen in boreholes P8 
and P15 (Fig. 4.26f). This suggests that the development of sheet karst is not pervasive over the 
entire bedding plane; otherwise it would have been seen in all the boreholes. On average, the 
sheet karsts have an aperture of about 5 - 10 mm, and their width on the bedding planes is 
generally larger than the diameter of the boreholes (0.22 or 0.38 depend on the borehole). The 
sheet-like features (Fig. 4.26c) may be tortuous and extend to some distance away from the 
boreholes (e.g. P2, P8, P11, P12, P15 and P20) that intersect them. However, they may not be 
continuous at a constant aperture and information about their spatial distribution and geometry 
cannot be extract from the borehole video data because of the small diameter. The pipe karsts 
(Fig. 4.26d) are dissolutional features with a sub-circular aperture and are generally found at 
the intersections between either two fractures or a fracture and a bedding surface (e.g. boreholes 
P2 and P15. The size of the karstic features of this kind may be controlled by the size of fractures. 
Despite their linear, pipe-like shape, these features have larger apertures range from 5 mm up 
to 20 cm. Moreover, these features tend to be associated with the NE-SW trending fracture set. 
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The vugs (Fig. 4.26e) are local dissolutional features and are found along many fractures and 
within the rock matrix of several thick limestone beds. They have apertures of 5 to 10 mm. 
Unlike the sheet karst and pipe karst, which are continuous (at least in one dimension), the vugs 
are unlikely to be important flow conductors however they can provide a significant amount of 
storage capacity within the groundwater system. 
4.4 Synthesis of fracture and karst data and implications for fracture and flow modelling 
The analysis of fracture data collected from the local-scale outcrops in the vicinity of the 
Terrieu site has shown that two fracture sets, one trending ENE-WSW and another trending 
NW-SE, dominate the entire fracture population (Figs. 4.6 ~ 4.8). The two main sets were 
consistently observed on regional exposures, e.g. at the Prades-le-Lez quarry. The presence of 
the two major fracture sets in the subsurface was also confirmed by the borehole video logs 
(Figs. 4.27 & 4.28). However, the fracture data collected from the outcrops away from the 
Terrieu site and near the Les Mattelles regional fault do not fit in the approximately orthogonal 
fracture pattern. In the Les Mattelles outcrops, the fractures are predominately parallel to the 
orientation of the fault, i.e. along NE-SW direction. The comparison of fracture orientation data 
at different locations implies that when constructing a local-scale model, the most relevant 
fracture data would be those collected in the direct vicinity of the field site, and interpolating 
statistics calculated from fracture patterns distinct from the specific site under study would not 
provide useful and correction information for the fracture modelling. 
 In the local-scale outcrops near the Terrieu site, the ENE-WSW set (i.e. N70 set) was seen 
to be generally longer than the NW-SE set (i.e. N140 set); however, this trend may vary due to 
the mutual abutting relationship between the two main sets. On the large-scale quarry exposures 
at Prades-le-Lez, it was observed that the development of the ENE-WSW set is more persistent. 
The NW-SE set is, in contrast, more secondary and much shorter, and consistently abuts the 
ENE-WSW set. All of these observations suggest that the flow in the Lez aquifer would be 
anisotropic. Even so, it is difficult to directly link the preferential flow orientation to that of the 
fracture set (i.e. the ENE-WSW set) that is longest and has a higher density, because calcite 
infillings and karst cavities have been observed in both fracture sets on borehole video images.  
However, because the fractures are predominately strata-bound, the longest ENE-WSW 
fracture set is also the largest in the third dimension. Accordingly, these fractures would 
conduct much more fluid compared to the other fracture set with a smaller average length. 
Consequently, they would also have a much larger probability to be the sites for intensive 
karstification, i.e. where largest conduits are most likely to generate. Indeed, observations from 
borehole video logs have indicated that the NW-SE set has a higher degree of cementation thus 
its residue aperture for flow circulation is smaller. More importantly, it has been observed in 
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several boreholes (e.g. P2, P5 and P11) that wide karstic ‘pipes’ are found along the 
intersections between the ENE-WSW fractures and the bedding plane (Fig. 4.26d), while very 
few NW-SE trending karst was found. A similar phenomenon that karstification is 
preferentially along the N70 fracture set was also observed in the Prades-le-Lez quarry.  
Moreover, sheet-like karst features with even larger openings were detected in boreholes P2, 
P8, P11, P12 and P15. Using the borehole data only, it is difficult to infer the spatial geometry 
of the karstic features. But based on the experience gained from the investigations in the Lirou 
Cave and the relative lateral locations of these boreholes (Fig. 4.1b inset), it is reasonable to 
consider that the sheet karst features are connected between the observational boreholes and 
the sheet karst conduit extends laterally across the field site following a general ENE-WSW 
trend (which are confirmed in Chapter 5 when dynamic data is integrated into the analysis).  
Due to their large openings (some even up to 20 cm), the karst conduit and karstified 
intersections, which are frequently identified in limestone aquifers (e.g. Hsieh et al., 1985; 
Abelin et al., 1994), may completely dominate the local flow pattern. It follows that the 
principle flow direction at the local-scale is predicted to be approximately ENE-WSW. 
The spatial plane obtained by extrapolating the locations of the observed ENE-WSW 
trending karstic intersections approximately parallel to the trend of the formation beds. This 
suggests (although does not prove) that the flow-dominant features are most likely to be 
constricted to an important bedding plane at a depth varies between 35 m and 40 m. This finding 
is in agreement with the results from the correlation of well log profiles and single well straddle 
packer tests (Chapter 3). The condition where fluid flow is controlled by an individual or several 
karstified bedding plane is not rare (Filipponi et al., 2009; Bodin et al., 2012; Jacquemyn et al., 
2012). If this is also the case for the Terrieu site (which is proven in Chapter 5 by combining 
the hydrodynamic borehole measurements), the flow system can be well modelled by a 
2D/quasi-2D representation of a, single, inclined, fracture with a, varied, heterogeneous, 
aperture distribution, similar to the conceptualization adopted by Moreno et al. (1988) and 
Tsang and Tsang (1989). 
The typical thickness of fracture layers in the fracture model can be determined by using the 
well-known linear relationship between fracture spacing of the longest fracture set and bed 
thickness (McQuillan, 1973; Bai and Pollard, 2000; Bai et al., 2000). A reasonable estimation 
of fracture layer thickness is ~ 0.65 m. The estimation is based on the critical spacing-to-layer-
thickness ratio of 1.0 which was obtained from the numerical models of Bai et al. (2000) and 
using the spacing of the longest set. In addition, the mean spacing values for the two sets also 
give an estimation of the size of the stress shadow zone for the two main sets, which is required 
by the adopted DFN modelling code in this work.  
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4.5 Discussions and concluding remarks 
Based on the existing and new fracture data collected in the study area, discrete fracture 
network and matrix (DFM) models can be constructed. 30 realisations have been generated to 
provide an approximate structural description of the field site. The flow features that are 
required to be included in the DFM models are: a background matrix, a bedding plane, two 
main fracture sets and a karstic conduit. The importance of including the karstic conduit along 
the bedding plane is obvious, as it represents the most permeable part of the flow network and 
creates a flow anisotropy in the model. Because that apertures of the majority of the fractures 
in the two main sets are less than 0.5 m and not significantly permeable compared to the karst 
channel, within the regions that are distant to the main karstified bedding plane, they can be 
dynamically included within a background effective permeability. However, close to the 
bedding plane, the two fracture sets need to be modelled explicitly, for two reasons. Firstly, 
borehole videos have shown that near the bedding plane the two fracture sets are sites for 
intensive karstification, and therefore possess an enhanced permeability. Therefore, they may 
pose a considerable control on the local-scale fluid flow. Contrast in flow properties of the two 
fracture sets can also be included in the model to facilitate capturing the important anisotropic 
flow behaviour. The second is that the two main fracture sets are well-connected and also have 
a good connection to the bedding plane. Explicit modelling of the fractures is therefore 
important to capture the connectivity that may affect significantly the lateral flow pattern on 
the bedding plane and to ensure a good (vertical) connection between the karstified bedding 
plane and the pseudo-matrix, whose transmissivity and storativity represent ensemble averages 
of those of the metre-scale fractures and background rock matrix. This conceptualization is 
computationally efficient, as it captures the most permeable part of the fracture network that 
actually flows but avoids explicit modelling of the unnecessary details in system. 
The emergent DFM models may provide a sufficient geometrical representation of the in 
situ fractured network, but they may fail to characterise the subsurface hydrodynamics at the 
site. A number of reasons may be responsible for the discrepancy between the structure of the 
fracture network and that of the flow network. First of all, within the DFM models, the location 
and organization of fractures can only be statistically modelled. Even though the statistical 
representation may be sufficient for estimating the bulk properties, such as the effective 
permeability, of the system, they are, in general, not reliable for predicating flow dynamics of 
the field site (de Dreuzy et al., 2012). Secondly, field evidence has shown that in fractured 
media, not all of the fractures (even may appear open) has an equal contribution to flow and 
fluid flow is commonly strongly restricted to a few channels on some interconnecting fractures 
within the fracture network (Hsieh et al., 1985; Abelin and Birgersson, 1987; Abelin et al., 
1987 a & b; Tsang and Tsang, 1987). However, because of the simple assumption of a parallel 
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plate model adopted in the DFN simulations, the actual channelling behaviour of flow may not 
be correctly replicated. In addition, in the field, the studied natural fracture networks were 
shown to have experienced diagenetic processes after their formation. Some fractures may be 
sealed by mineral deposits forming flow barriers, while others may be dissolved in response to 
karstification to generate large conduits less resistant to flow. Because of the effect of diagenetic 
modification on fracture aperture, the original flow paths in the fracture network may be 
substantially modified. Unless a reliable characterisation of the hydraulic aperture distribution 
can be established, notable errors are expected if the DFM models based solely on the collected 
fracture data are used to predict flow. 
To overcome these challeges, and to build a representative discrete fracture flow model, 
information extracted from hydraulic well tests needs to be used to further constrain and 
calibrate the discrete fracture network and matrix models. In the chapters ahead, on the basis of 
the fracture characterisation, the use of borehole data such as geophysical well logs as well as 
single-hole and cross-hole well tests will be explored to arrive at an enhanced local-scale, 
hydrodynamic model of the Terrieu site, whose efficiency will also be further 
tested/demonstrated in the subsequent predicting modelling practice.  
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Chapter 5: Local scale modelling of fluid flow in the Terrieu 
experimental site – sensitivity study and preliminary history matching 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the existing geological and hydrogeological data of the Terrieu site and the 
new fracture data, which have been discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, were used to construct a 
local-scale flow model. The main aim was to gain a better understanding of the hydro-dynamic 
behaviour of the local flow system.  
The joint interpretation of the outcrop analogues and well logs has suggested that the main 
local flow occurs in a network of flow features with variable apertures, which is strongly 
restricted to a karstified bedding surface (Chapter 4). On the other hand, it was found that the 
transient interference curves of different boreholes exhibit significant differences (Chapter 3). 
In addition, the transient curves also are found to be clustered into groups. The distinct 
clustering behaviour indicates a multi-permeability structure of the flow network. Intuitively, 
these static and dynamic observations regarding the subsurface may be related, and one 
hypothesis could be that the high heterogeneity and the strong variation of aperture of the 
karstified bedding lead to the hierarchical behaviour of the various transient drawdown curves. 
However, the relevance of this relationship still needs to be tested and quantitatively determined. 
Hence, the purpose of this study is to quantify the effectiveness of a conceptual flow model 
derived from the fracture data and to investigate the effect of spatially variable aperture 
distribution on transient drawdown curves of interference tests.  
To reach this goal, a discrete fracture network and matrix (DFM) model was constructed. 
Even though borehole videos were used to support the fracture modelling, it is still difficult to 
obtain reliable information about a single fracture, let alone about the connectivity of the 
network. Hence, the fracture model was based on the statistical characterisation of fractures on 
outcrop exposures. The model was then used to simulate two key cross-hole pumping tests 
conducted at the Terrieu site. The transient responses from the model were compared to the 
corresponding measured data. 
Because the adopted meshing tool (Ansys ICEM) requires many manual manipulations (e.g. 
definition of element size for each discrete feature group, local mesh improvement, quality 
check) to generate a high quality mesh to be used in the subsequent fluid simulation, it is 
infeasible to automate the process and to generate a large number of alternative models using 
the current workflow. Also, the computational cost for generating a mesh was very high, as the 
DFM model included a large number of metre scale fractures. For these reasons, a 
characterisation of the fracture network involving a large number of realisations is not possible, 
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and the flow analysis was based on one simulated fracture network.  However, two other models 
with local changes to the connectivity between a borehole and the discrete network were 
generated, to investigate the effect of the network geometry on the flow behaviour. 
Although the spatial distribution of flow properties within the fracture network can be very 
complex and heterogeneous, a relatively simple model with constant flow property assignment 
for each flow region (i.e. fracture, karst, bedding plane and matrix) was investigated. Real 
values of flow properties for each flow region which were derived from previous field hydraulic 
tests (Jazayeri Noushabadi, 2009; Dausse 2015) were used in the flow simulations. Even so, 
the range for each model parameter was found to be large. To achieve an efficient analysis, 
flow simulations were designed and analysed by applying an experimental design tool (EST1 
of Total S.A.). Although it may be possible to use this tool to calibrate the flow model against 
real measurements, given that reliable information regarding subsurface fracture property is 
missing, the present analysis is restricted to the level of understanding the relative importance 
of variable parameters on the model responses, i.e. the transient inference curves.  
5.2 Conceptual flow model and relevant hydraulic dataset 
5.2.1 Conceptual flow model 
One of the most important issues in developing geological conceptual models for fractured 
and karstic reservoirs is that of determining the generalised flow paths along with their 
transmissibility, spatial connectivity and hierarchical organization.  
Field observations from the well logs, packer tests and drawdown data from the transient 
pumping tests indicate that the conductivity of the major karstified bedding plane is 3 to 4 
orders of magnitude greater than that of the fractured matrix medium and that the flow is highly 
localised on this feature (Fig. 5.1; Drogue et al., 1976; Jazayeri Noushabadi, 2010). Our flow 
model must therefore capture this important permeable flow pathway.  
 
 
Figure 5.1. Examples of the borehole video data. Note that the aperture of the karstic features 
is up to about 20 cm as shown in (b). 
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The two major fracture sets (N070 and N140 sets whose statistics are shown in Fig. 5.2; 
also discussed in Chapter 4) are approximately metre-scale and have low permeabilities when 
compared to the karst channel, therefore they can be combined with the matrix to form a 
pseudo-matrix. Although the metre-scale fracture network is likely to be under the percolation 
threshold, some of the fractures may provide good connection between boreholes and the main 
karst conduit, especially in the southern part of the test site in boreholes close to the main karst 
channel (e.g. P1, P9, P13, P16, and P21). Additionally, the fractures that intersect, or are located 
near the main karstified bedding plane, may have had their hydraulic apertures enhanced by 
karstification. In this case, the widened fractures may localise flow and have an effect on the 
transient responses to well tests in boreholes to which they are connected, considering the fact 
that the scale of the flow model is small.  Finally, the borehole observations have shown that 
there has been dissolution, generating pipe-shaped karst conduits, at the intersection of steep 
fractures with the karstified bedding plane. These conduits possess significantly enhanced 
hydraulic properties. Therefore, an explicit representation of the fractures that are close to the 
main bedding plane and the pipe-shaped karsts generated at the fracture-bedding intersections 
appears to be important. Even though it is very tight (about 1 mD), the background matrix 
medium is also important and must be included in the flow model, since it provides most of the 
storage for the entire system. Therefore, the three generalised flow paths identified from well 
data along with the estimated hierarchical organization are as follows: 
 The karst conduit is the main conductor (highly localised flow) and crosses through the 
Terrieu site along the main bedding plane with an ENE-WSW trend in the southern 
part of the site. The karstification is a localised ‘stripe’ and does not extend to the whole 
bedding plane.  
 The un-karstified bedding plane is thought to have a much lower permeability. 
Nevertheless, it will have a very good connectivity. 
 The metre-scale fractures (dominantly along directions N070 and N140) are generally 
strata-bound i.e. stop at the main bedding plane. Their vertical extension is estimated 
to be about 1 metres from the bedding plane. The intersections between these fractures 
and the main bedding plane are sites of enhanced solution and now represent linear 
pipe-like features of enhanced hydraulic properties. 
 The fractures that are away from the main bedding surface are conceptualised as being 
homogeneous and their permeability has been dynamically combined with that of the 
matrix to determine a pseudo-matrix. 
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Figure 5.2. (a) Rose diagram of the Terrieu fracture dataset. (b) Log-normal length distribution 
fit of the two main fracture sets.  
 
In fractured medium, the connectivity between a borehole and the permeable fracture 
network is known to have a significant impact on the borehole transient responses, i.e. the way 
in which pressure changes with time. Therefore, a well grouping process was then performed 
by considering all the available well data i.e. whether or not the well intersects an open feature 
as indicated by borehole videos (Fig. 5.1), the PI value (Fig. 5.3a), the well log (Figs. 5.3b & 
5.3c) and pressure curve characteristics (Fig. 5.5), and the proximity of a particular borehole to 
the predicated main flow pathway. As a result, the Terrieu boreholes can be assigned to three 
different classes (Fig. 5.4): 
 Class 1 represents boreholes that intersect the main flow path. These show extremely 
high PIs and a rapid response to the pumping. Boreholes such as P2, P8, P11, P12, 
P15 and P20 belong to this class. 
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 Class 2 boreholes are located proximal to the main flow path with PIs lower than 
group 1. Boreholes in this group may connect to the main flow path through karstified 
fractures. Boreholes P0, P3, P7, P9, P13 and P21 belong to this class. 
 Class 3 represents boreholes located far from the main flow path. They show a 
delayed hydrodynamic response to the pumping event. P4, P5, P6, P10, P14, P17, 
P18 and P19 are members of this class. 
 
 
Figure 5.3. (a) Distribution of productivity index (PI). (b) Temperature log profiles measured 
in boreholes along cross-section AB. (c) Conductivity log profiles measured in boreholes along 
cross-section AB. Modified after Jazayeri Noushabadi et al., 2011. 
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Figure 5.4. Grouping of Terrieu boreholes based on the well data. The region outlined by the 
dashed lines represents the main fluid conductor (i.e. high PI zone) of the site.  
 
As the fractures of interest are at metre scale, they are virtually invisible to geophysical 
surveys (Jazayeri Noushabadi, 2009). Consequently, it is difficult to determine reliably the 
connectivity between boreholes and the subsurface fracture network. For this reason, this 
grouping result is not meant to be unique; however, it provides a crucial starting point for a 
conceptual flow model and integration of the dynamic information into the model in the 
subsequent simulation phase.  
To summarise, this generalised conceptual flow model which includes the main flow 
components and wellbore models is compatible with the local geological setting, and consistent 
with the available hydrogeological data, and has been used as the basis for constructing the 
geometrical karst and fracture model. 
 
5.2.2 Relevant data for transient pressure prediction  
Two sets of cross-hole pumping test data recorded in a dry season are considered here for 
conceptual model validation and calibration. These experiments were conducted by inducing a 
pumping event in one borehole and monitoring simultaneously the water table levels in all other 
21 boreholes (Jazayeri Noushabadi et al., 2011). However, only drawdown data in 11 
representative boreholes are considered in this analysis. The cross-hole pumping test data are 
plotted in Fig. 5.5. During the pumping test in P8, the pumping rate was set at 72 m3h-1 and the 
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duration of the test was 4.5 hours. As P8 intersects the dominate flow path (direct evidence 
from borehole video logs), the pumping event generates water table drops in all other boreholes 
with a relatively small variation (Fig. 5.5a). In the second pumping test, i.e. pumping in P0, the 
registered flow rate reaches the maximum possible value in three steps (Fig. 5.5b): in the first 
15 min the pumping rate was set at 20 m3h-1, it was then increased to 32 m3h-1 for another 15 
min, and then continuing at a rate of 52 m3h-1. The well was shut-in at 2.25 hours and the water 
table level monitoring continued for 6.5 hours. This pumping event induced strongly uneven 
water table drops in the monitoring boreholes: significant drawdowns occurred in boreholes P2, 
P3 and P9 but relatively small drawdowns in other boreholes. The board range of drawdowns 
may be the result of the pumping borehole (P0) not being directly connected with the main karst 
channel but through a connected fracture cluster with a lower average transmissivity compared 
to that of the main flow channel. In both tests, it is clear that significant differences occur 
between various interference curves, but the curves also are clustered into groups. The distinct 
clustering behaviour indicates a multi-permeability structure of the flow network. Three types 
of drawdown behaviours which show a clear hierarchy can be distinguished (Jazayeri 
Noushabadi et al., 2011) and have been marked as types 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 5.5. This hierarchical 
behaviour may be caused by the boreholes being connected to the flow network via the three 
types of flow features whose contrast in hydraulic aperture is high. These observations 
emphasize the challenges in the predictive modelling of the fluid flow in the fracture and karst 
network where the permeability structure is highly heterogeneous and the interconnection of 
different flow features complex.  
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Figure 5.5. Measured drawdown responses to two pumping events: (a) pumping in borehole 
P8 which intersects the karst channel; (b) pumping in borehole P0 which is located close to but 
not directly intersect the karst channel. The dashed lines indicate the start of steady-state flow 
regime.  Three types of drawdown behaviour were observed in both tests, and they are denoted 
in the figures.  
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5.3 Methodology 
5.3.1 Numerical method for discrete network modelling 
The geometries of the fracture networks are generated using a pseudo-genetic DFN code. 
This approach is based on the following simplified mechanical rules for fracture generation, 
propagation and interaction: 
 Fractures propagate from flaws that are randomly generated within the domain 
confined by the model size; 
 Fracture length values are generated randomly from a log-normal distribution (derived 
from the measured fracture data; Jourde et al., 2007); 
 The fracture network is controlled by the ‘saturation’ concept (Rive et al., 1992; 
Renshaw and Park, 1994; Wu and Pollard, 1995) and a stress relaxation zone (Bai et 
al., 2000; Josnin et al. 2002) in the vicinity of fractures is considered, therefore the 
minimum spacing between two fractures is controlled by the geometric parameters 
selected to define the ‘shadow zone’ around each fracture. In addition, these geometric 
parameters provide extra controls on the numerical mesh quality by eliminating 
fracture collocation problem; 
 The chronology of the fracture sets is preserved by adopting a cross-cutting/abutting 
parameter; a percentage derived from field observation can be set up to define the 
amount of younger fractures cross cutting or abutting against fractures of an earlier set. 
 Fractures are bedding normal and have a rectangular shape. This assumption on 
fracture shape is adopted to reduce the modelling complexity. In the field, strata-bound 
joints in sedimentary rocks are most likely to have an elongated penny shape 
(Helgeson and Aydin, 1991).   
The implementation of these mechanical rules (see also section 2.2 in Chapter 2), which 
have been widely observed from laboratory experiments and field observations (Pollard and 
Aydin, 1988), allows more realistic fracture networks to be generated.  
The karst conduit whose spatial extension was determined by the well logging and testing 
data is represented by a 3D NURBS (abbreviation for Non-rational Uniform B-splines) 
object manually drawn using a CAD software. The laterally continuous bedding plane is 
represented by a 2D surface in the 3D domain whose strike and dip is constrained by the 
locations of open features detected in the well logs. The boreholes which are represented by 1D 
lines were added into the model according to their GIS coordinates. 2D planes which form box-
shaped areas are drawn to delineate the different matrix regions (see section 5.4.1) in 3D.  
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5.3.2 Mesh generation and flow simulation 
The generated geometrical models are discretized using unstructured meshes where the 
karst, fractures and bedding plane are modelled as 2D surface elements in between volumetric 
elements which represent the matrix. The meshes were generated using the commercial mesh-
generation tool ANSYS ICEM. Spatially varied mesh size enables the representation of metre-
scale features in the kilometre-scale models. Further refinements are applied at the intersections 
between discrete features in order to capture critical, local, flow exchange between various flow 
features.  
The generated meshes are then assigned with a uniform distribution of initial fluid pressure 
and spatially variable flow properties. Constant flow properties are considered for each type of 
flow feature. A finite element-finite volume flow simulator (CSMP++; Matthäi et al., 1998a & 
b; Matthäi et al., 2004; see also Appendix I) is used to simulate single-phase fluid flow to a 
borehole in a well-test numerical simulation. Multiple production stages are simulated by 
specifying a series of constant flow rate and the corresponding production period on the well 
elements. Constant hydraulic head was assigned to the elements of the outer model boundaries.  
The spatial and temporal distributions of hydraulic head in the model domain are computed 
by solving the following pressure diffusion equation: 
𝑆
𝜕ℎ
𝜕𝑡
= 𝑇∇2ℎ + 𝑞𝑠                                                        (1) 
where h represents the hydraulic head (L); T is the hydraulic transmissivity (L2T-1); S is the 
hydraulic storativity (-); t is the time (T); qs represents the sink term (LT-1). The value of qs is 
zero except for the location of the pumping well. The hydraulic transmissivity of porous rocks, 
T, is related to the hydraulic conductivity (LT-1), K, through T = Kb; the hydraulic storativity is 
related to the specific storage (L-1), Ss, through S = Ssb, where b is the rock thickness (L). The 
transmissivity of a fracture is related to a hydraulic fracture aperture bh (L), as defined by the 
cubic law (Witherspoon et al., 1980): 
𝑇 =
𝑏ℎ
3𝜌𝑓𝑔
12𝜇𝑓
                                                                 (2) 
The specific storage, Ss, describes the change of the weight of fluid, stored in the porosity 
φ, per unit volume of reservoir rock, in response to a unit increase in hydraulic head, h. The 
specific storage is typically calculated from the following constitutive equation (Freeze and 
Cherry, 1979; Matthäi et al., 2007): 
𝑆s = 𝜌𝑓𝑔[𝛼 + 𝜑𝛽]                                                           (3) 
where α and β are the rock and fluid compressibilities (T2LM-1) that are defined as: 
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𝛼 =  
𝜕𝜑
𝜕ℎ
                                                              (4) 
𝛽 =  
1
𝜌𝑓
𝜕𝜌𝑓
𝜕ℎ
                                                          (5) 
The values for rock and fluid compressibilities are shown in Table 5.1. The porosity for all the 
planar discrete features is considered to be 1, which is equivalent to the assumption of parallel 
plane fracture model with no mineral infillings. 
5.3.3 Experimental design 
In order to capture aquifer complexity, groundwater flow models typically include a large 
number of parameters. However, the relative importance of the parameters in influencing model 
responses may vary considerably. It is therefore critical to test the sensitivity of model responses 
to each parameter. The parameters with significant effects on model responses can then be 
adjusted to get a better model in the subsequent calibration stage. Experiments can be used as 
a screening tool to determine the effects of each parameter and their combinations on the model 
responses (Cox and Reid, 2000; White et al., 2001; Jafari and Babadagli, 2009). Traditional 
methods assess parameter sensitivity by sequentially changing parameter values, i.e. one 
variable at a time, in the experiments (Fig. 5.6a). Hence only a fraction of the search space is 
investigated (i.e. the centres of the faces of the multidimensional parameter hypercube), while 
the vertices are omitted. In addition, only the single-variable effect can be determined, and the 
quantification of the interaction effects of the parameters is not possible. Another popular 
approach for exploring parameters space is through Monte Carlo simulations (Fig. 5.6b). This 
method is based on random sampling, and is most useful in quantifying relative uncertainties 
associated with the model parameters. However, this approach generally requires a large 
number of simulations to ensure that the entire parameter space is searched sufficiently. As the 
number of parameter increases, the computational demands become prohibitive. The third 
approach is through applying experimental design techniques. Opposed to the single-variable 
sensitivity tests, the combination of all possible min and max values of all parameters is 
explored, hence the method searches parameters space more systematically. However, this so-
called full factorial method is time-consuming and becomes unreliable as the increase of model 
complexity. In contrast, the experimental-design techniques, such as fractional factorial, or the 
Plackett-Burman designs, can efficiently quantify single-parameter sensitivities as well as their 
combined effects in highly complex models with a relatively small number of flow simulation 
executions (Fig. 5.6c). 
In a two-level factorial design, a design matrix is generated to represent a set of parameter-
value combinations whose responses are measured. Each row of the matrix represents an 
experiment in which each parameter is assigned to one of its extreme levels, i.e. the minimum 
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or maximum value, which are represented by -1 and 1, respectively. Hence, the number of 
experiments, n, (i.e. the number of rows of the design matrix) is determined by the number of 
model parameters, M, as given by: 
𝑛 = 2𝑀.                                                                   (5) 
Once the experiments specified by the design are performed, a response surface model 
(RSM) can be constructed using a polynomial fit with linear regression. Each regression 
coefficient of the polynomial is a function of one or more parameters and is determined by 
solving 
𝛄 = [𝑿′𝑿]−1𝑿′𝒚𝑜𝑏𝑠,                                                          (6) 
where X represents an (n × m) design matrix defined by the experimental design technique; n 
is the number of experiments, m the number of regression coefficients; X’ is the transpose of 
the matrix X; 𝒚𝑜𝑏𝑠 represents the calculated responses.  
 
Figure 5.6. Methods for the exploration of parameter domain. (a) In the two-level single-
parameter sensitivity tests, parameters are sequentially varied (one at a time). Only a fraction 
of the parameter space is investigated. (b) In a Monte Carlo simulation, all the modal parameters 
vary simultaneously and randomly. A large number of simulations is required to explore the 
entire parameter domain. The number of required simulations increases exponentially as 
increasing the number of parameters. (c) In an experimental design, e.g. a two-level full 
factorial design, the entire model parameter domain can be exploited efficiently with a 
relatively small number of simulations.  
 
Compared with a full factorial design, a fractional factorial design significantly reduces the 
number of required experiments by aliasing some higher-order effects, e.g. the quadratic terms 
(Saxena and Vjekoslav, 1971; Montgomery, 2005). However, the main effects of each 
individual parameters and their combined effects can still be adequately preserved. In the 
present study, two-level, fractional factorial designs, available in the EST toolbox of Total S.A., 
are used. The employment of this deterministic method is sufficient for the present work, 
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because it only aims to quantify the predictive limits of the conceptual flow model. However, 
for other more advanced purposes, e.g. to estimate the uncertainty associated with the 
experimental design, stochastic approaches, such as Latin Hypercube Sampling (Iman et al., 
1981), can be used.  
5.4 Results 
5.4.1 Flow network model construction 
Based on the conceptual flow network model of section 5.2, a local-scale hydro-structural 
model is constructed (Fig. 5.7; Table 5.1). The model has a dimension of 100 m by 100 m by 
80 m (Fig. 5.7a). The flow features around the bedding plane are explicitly represented as 
discrete features in the model (Fig. 5.7b & 5.7d). The location and strike of the bedding plane 
were determined based on an extrapolation of the depth measurements of the in-flow features 
detected from the well logs.  A high permeability stripe is manually placed on the bedding plane 
to represent the karst channel (Fig. 5.7d). Two sets of sub-vertical fractures, whose statistical 
properties are shown in Fig. 5.2, are populated in the regions above and below the bedding 
plane with a 1 metre vertical extent each side, but do not cross it. 60% of fractures of the N70 
set were set to abut against the N140 set. All of the fractures are strata-bound and consequently 
terminate at the bedding plane. These interconnected flow features are surrounded by a local 
matrix region. The fractures that are away from the bedding plane are not explicitly treated, but 
are combined with the background matrix to form a pseudo-matrix (Fig. 5.7a). Local adjustment 
of discrete network geometry (e.g. adding or deleting single fractures) was adopted to assure 
the 22 boreholes, (which as noted in section 5.2.1, are grouped into three classes based on the 
available well data) were correctly represented.  
In order to calculate flow, the flow network model is represented by an unstructured finite-
element mesh of tetrahedra (for matrix elements) and triangles (for fracture and bedding plane 
elements; Fig. 5.8). The computational cost for meshing the flow model is high because the 
number of the modelled fracture population is large. Another reason is that the modelled 
fractures are at metre scale; to sufficiently capture the connectivity between fractures, small 
grid size was chosen to mesh the fractures. For the specific model shown in Fig. 8, the total 
number of nodes and elements are 431028 and 2846939, respectively. These numbers are 
chosen in order to achieve a feasible computational time for flow simulations, and at the same 
time, to ensure small-scale flow behaviours to be accurately captured.  The meshing step of the 
currently adopted workflow is difficult to automate, because manually checking and editing of 
the numerical mesh are also required to ensure a high quality of the mesh. As a result, changing 
the model geometry is infeasible. However, to examine the effect of borehole connectivity to 
the various types of flow features, two other models with different configures of borehole-flow 
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feature connections for borehole P17 have been generated (see section 5.4.4). To ensure 
sufficient water supply, the local flow model is immersed within a hydraulic buffer zone of 
dimensions 1000 m by 1000 m by 500 m (Fig. 5.7c); accordingly, a regional matrix is 
parameterized in this region. The size of the buffer zone is chosen such that geologically it 
corresponds to the block area defined by the two regional faults (Fig. 3.1). A no-flow boundary 
condition was assigned to faults and the top and bottom surfaces of the regional model, while 
a constant head condition was set for the other two boundaries. A static water table level of 30 
m is assigned before each flow simulation. It is noted that the hydrostructural model represents 
one possible realisation of the hydrogeological conditions of the site. The uncertainty with 
respect to these conditions (e.g. network configuration, hydraulic boundary conditions) are set 
aside to allow the present modelling task to focus on the study objective. 
 
5.4.2 Screening of most sensitive parameters 
Because the main objective of this study is to build and validate a flow network model that 
is able to capture the key dynamic characteristics of the Terrieu site, the heterogeneity of flow 
properties is restricted to the level of flow features. Flow property variability within each type 
of flow feature is not considered. Therefore, in total 12 parameters are involved in the sensitivity 
analysis. These parameters along with their uncertainty ranges are presented in Table 5.2. In 
the screening phase, a fractional factorial design, with a VI resolution, is applied. The number 
of required simulations is 32. The resulting coded design matrix for the P0 pumping test is 
shown in Table 5.3. The relative importance of the model parameters in influencing the 
simulated responses is shown in the three Pareto charts (Fig. 5.9) that are generated for the 
boreholes (P0, P2 and P4) that are representatives of each group with a certain type of borehole-
flow feature connections (see Figs. 5.4 & 5.5). In the top row of the figure, sensitivities of all 
mono-parameters and their combinations are shown; while in the bottom row, only the effects 
of mono-parameters are presented. It can be seen that the parameter ranking is varied for 
different types of borehole. For a specific well type, the sensitivity to each parameter is also 
very variable. A combined analysis shows that seven parameters have significant influences on 
the simulation responses. They are shown in a schematic diagram showing the inter-
connections between the various flow regions (Fig. 5.10).  As the karst channel dominates the 
local fluid flow, and the bedding plane provides a general lateral connectivity between 
boreholes and all other flow features, it is not surprising that the apertures of the karst channel 
and bedding plane turn out to be the two most important parameters. The porosity of the local 
matrix region has a significant effect since it determines whether or not the water supply, from 
the local area to the connected flow network, is enough to sustain the steady-state hydraulic 
heads measured in the pumped flow network. The storativities of the local, pseudo and regional 
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matrices have high ranks in the list of sensitive parameters because they define how fast the 
water storage can be released from these regions and therefore determines how fast the water 
table stabilization can be achieved during the pumping tests. The observed large impact of the 
pseudo-matrix is also consistent with previous field observation that the aquifer behaves like a 
dual-porosity medium. The borehole responses are also sensitive to the pseudo-matrix 
transmissivity as it controls the level of transmissibility of water from the regional area to the 
pumped local flow network and boreholes. 
Even though the range of the simulated responses is large, which is reflected by the middle-
time drawdowns spreading over 5 orders of magnitude, as shown in Table 5.3, the measured 
responses fall within the range defined by the simulated responses. This implies in general that 
the uncertainty range of the considered parameters is large enough and that the parameters that 
generate similar results to the measured responses are plausible and fall well within the defined 
uncertainty range. Four experiments whose responses (simulated middle-time drawdowns) are 
within one order of magnitude range of the real measurements are highlighted in Table 5.3. 
Although the transmissivity and storativity of the pseudo-matrix are two parameters having 
significant effects, they need to be assigned with the maximum values in order for the simulated 
responses to be close to the real measurements. This means that the uncertain range of these 
two parameters can be reduced significantly. Therefore, they are not considered in the following 
history matching exercise. 
 
Table 5.1. Model parameterisation 
 
100 m
100 m
80 m
1000 m
1000 m
500 m
1 × 10
-10
Pa
-1
1 × 10
3
kg/m
3
0.0012 Pa·s
4.4 × 10
-10
Pa
-1
Rock and fluid properties
DFM model dimension - site scale
Width (Y-dimension)
Thickness (Z-dimension)
Rock compressibility
Water density
Water viscosity
Water compressibility
Length (X-dimension)
able 5.1. Model parameterisation
Width (Y-dimension)
Thickness (Z-dimension)
Length (X-dimension)
Buffer zone dimension - regional scale
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Figure 5.7. Constructed 3D discrete network model. (a) The Terrieu boreholes and the location of transmissive bedding plane whose spatial location is 
determined by extrapolating the locations of in-flow features detected from well logging data. The region bounded by the box represents the area where the 
pseudo-matrix is parameterized. (b) The local flow network consists of a major bedding plane, a fracture network and a karst conduit. These features are 
explicitly represented by discrete planar features. The region surrounding these features is where the local matrix is parameterized. (c) The local box-shaped 
model is immersed within a regional matrix region. The size of the box is determined by the block defined by the regional fault system of the Lez aquifer. (d) 
A plane view of the local discrete flow network.   
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Table 5.2. Uncertain parameter range and scaling considered in the first experimental design 
 
 
 
Figure 5.8. Finite-element mesh used in the transient flow simulations. The size of the elements 
is spatially varied: largest elements have an edge length of 55 metres; smallest elements have 
an edge length of 0.01 metres. (a) Unstructured mesh for the entire model domain. (b) and (c) 
Zoom-in view showing the mesh for the local network of discrete features.  
-1 1
1 Aperture of karst channel a k m 5.0 × 10
-4
1.0 × 10
-2
2 Aperture of fractures a f m 1.0 × 10
-5
1.0 × 10
-3
3 Aperture of bedding plane a b m 1.0 × 10
-6
2.0  × 10
-4
4
Transmissivity of local 
matrix
T local m
2
/s 1.0 × 10
-10
1.0 × 10
-7
5 Porosity of local matrix φ local - 1.0 × 10
-3
1.0 × 10
-2
6 Storativity of local matrix S local Pa
-1
1.0 × 10
-5
1.0  × 10
-4
7
Transmissivity of pseudo 
matrix
T pseudo m
2
/s 1.0 × 10
-8
1.0 × 10
-3
8 Pososity of pseudo matrix φ pseudo - 1.0 × 10
-2
1.0 × 10
-1
9 Storativity of pseudo matrix S pseudo Pa
-1
1.0 × 10
-5
1.0 × 10
-1
10
Tranmissivity of Regional 
matrix
T regional m
2
/s 1.0 × 10
-2 10.0
11 Porosity of regional matrix φ regional - 1.0 × 10
-2
1.0 × 10
-1
12
Storativity of regional 
matrix
S regional Pa
-1
1.0 × 10
-5
1.0 × 10
-2
Index Parameter name Symbol Unit
Parameter scaling
Table 2. Uncertain parameter range and scaling considered in the experimental design I
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Table 5.3. Coded design matrix of the screening analysis 
 
 
P0 P2 P4
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 4876.0 4831.1 3056.9
2 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 0.9 0.9 0.3
3 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 82.4 47.8 43.3
4 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 271.8 271.8 271.7
5 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 612.4 564.3 564.2
6 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 41.0 41.0 36.0
7 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 22.3 12.7 6.4
8 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 461.0 461.0 457.2
9 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 427.4 335.3 300.0
10 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 18.3 18.3 18.2
11 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 32.7 3.4 2.0
12 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 483.2 483.2 483.1
13 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 297.8 252.4 252.4
14 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 6.3 2.3 0.9
15 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 39.1 17.7 17.7
16 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 288.9 288.8 287.7
Middle-time drawdown
* Experiments, in which the generated middel-time drawdowns are within the range of one order of magnitude of the measured drawdowns, are highlighted
S regionalS local T pseudo φ pseudo S pseudo T regional φ regionalRun No. a k a f a b T local φ local
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Table 5.3. Continued 
 
  
P0 P2 P4
17 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 409.0 289.0 34.6
18 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 184.4 184.4 166.4
19 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 179.9 158.2 158.2
20 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 6.5 2.5 0.9
21 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 62.0 4.8 2.7
22 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 227.1 227.1 227.0
23 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 158.8 130.1 128.9
24 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 37.6 37.6 37.6
25 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 163.6 75.9 44.9
26 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 427.6 427.6 411.2
27 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 527.5 506.1 506.0
28 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 23.9 23.9 20.5
29 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 91.4 34.3 28.7
30 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 257.4 257.3 257.3
31 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1742.0 1711.4 1708.1
32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.7 0.7 0.6
* Experiments, in which the generated middel-time drawdowns are within the range of one order of magnitude of the measured drawdowns, are highlighted
T regional φ regional S regional
Middle-time drawdown
φ local S local T pseudo φ pseudo S pseudoRun No. a k a f a b T local
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Figure 5.9. Pareto charts showing sensitivities of borehole responses, to both individual 
parameters and their combined effects (top part), and to mono-parameter sensitivities (bottom 
part). (a) Pareto charts for borehole P2. (b) Pareto charts for borehole P0. (c) Pareto charts for 
borehole P4. Seven parameters are observed to have relatively higher sensitivities.  
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Figure 5.10. Schematic diagram showing the inter-connections between various flow regions 
and the seven most sensitive parameters.  
 
5.4.3 Preliminary history matching based on experimental design 
In the second phase, an attempt is made to calibrate the model to the borehole drawdown 
responses simultaneously using a refined experimental design based on the screening analysis. 
The five parameters chosen are the karst and bedding plane apertures, porosity and storativity 
of the local matrix and the storativity of the regional matrix. The assigned values for other 
parameters, which take the median values of the parameter range considered in the previous 
design, are given in Table 5.4.  
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Table 5.4. Uncertain parameter range and scaling considered in the second experimental design 
 
Fig. 5.11 shows the simulated drawdown curves of the second design. Results for P0, P2 
and P4 are taken as representative examples for the three types of borehole. It can be seen that 
for all the borehole types, the simulated drawdown curves for different sets of parameter values 
are spread over a range (~ 1 order of magnitude) that is much smaller compared to that of the 
screening analysis, and accordingly, the level of uncertainty of parameter estimations is 
dramatically decreased. This finding confirms that the Lez aquifer is a high transmissivity, high 
storativity system. On the other hand, it is found that for each borehole, none of the simulated 
drawdown curves has the exact shape of the corresponding measured drawdown curves. In 
particular, the multiple stages of steady-state and the negative drawdowns after shut-in of the 
P0 pumping test could not be reproduced. This implies that an exact match of the drawdown 
responses over the entire time domain is difficult, if not impossible, to achieve by further tuning 
the parameters of the current, simply parameterised model. Nevertheless, it is still promising to 
obtain a match of the middle-time observational data (i.e. the steady-state drawdowns) for each 
individual borehole. Fig. 5.12 presents the closest possible match between the simulated and 
measured data. A comparison between Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.12 further indicates that a 
simultaneous match of the drawdown data of all the boreholes, even for only the steady-state 
part, is not achievable as the relative magnitude of simulated drawdowns are still quite different 
from that of the measured data. For example, a large dispersion of the type-1 drawdowns is 
predicted in the simulated data of P8 test which is contradictory to the much smaller range of 
the measured type-1 drawdowns (Figs. 5.5a and 5.12a); type-2 drawdown behaviour is 
measured in P2 and P9 during pumping in P0, however this type of behaviour is predicted to 
occur in P2 and P8 in the simulations (Fig. 5.12b). These discrepancies may be caused by the 
limited number of parameters and constant flow properties assigned to each parameter in each 
experiment. However, the important hierarchical flow behaviour is preserved by the model. It 
can be seen from Fig. 5.12 that the three main types of drawdowns that are observed in the two 
-1 1
1 Aperture of karst channel a k m 5.0 × 10
-4
1.0 × 10
-2
2 Aperture of bedding plane a b m 1.0 × 10
-6
2.0  × 10
-4
3
Transmissivity of pseudo 
matrix
T pseudo m
2
/s 1.0 × 10
-4
1.0 × 10
-1
4 Storativity of pseudo matrix S pseudo Pa
-1
1.0 × 10
-2 1.0
5
Storativity of regional 
matrix
S regional Pa
-1
1.0 × 10
-5
1.0 × 10
-2
Index Parameter name Symbol Unit
Parameter scaling
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pumping tests are predicted by the model, although the order following which the drawdown 
curves are displayed is quite different from that of the real measurements as shown in Fig. 5.5. 
Nevertheless, the ability of the model in reproducing the three distinct drawdown behaviours 
validates the adopted conceptual model. 
Figure 5.11. Comparisons of simulated experimental drawdown curves (grey dotted line) to 
real measurements (black dotted line) for the three types of boreholes. The pumping is 
conducted in borehole P0. (a) Drawdown curves for borehole P0, which is close to the karst 
channel and is connected to the channel by interconnected fracture cluster. (b) Drawdown 
curves for borehole P2 which is directly intersect the karst channel. (c) Drawdown curves for 
borehole P4 which is away from the karst channel. Its connectivity to the karst channel is 
provided by the bedding plane. Even though an exact history matching cannot be achieved, the 
measured test data fall within the range defined by the simulated data of the experimental design. 
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Figure 5.12. Simulated drawdown curves which are the closest possible joint estimation 
(among all simulated drawdown curves) of the real cross-hole pumping tests in boreholes P8 
and P0. Note that three types of drawdown behaviours are observed. 
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5.4.4 Sensitivity of drawdown response to borehole-flow feature connection type 
To further understand the control of borehole-flow feature connection type on the 
drawdown response, three flow network models are used to simulate the P8 pumping 
experiment. The limited number of models is due to the fact that the mesh generation process 
is not automated and tedious manual operations are required to ensure high mesh quality for 
successful flow simulation. The local geometry of the fracture network is manually adjusted 
(by adding or deleting fractures) around borehole P9 such that three connection scenarios 
between the P9 and the main karst flow channel are formed. In the first scenario, P9 is connected 
to the karst channel through an interconnected fracture cluster, i.e. the connection type is 
borehole-fracture-karst (Fig. 5.13a). In the second scenario, P9 intersects a local fracture cluster 
which is not directly connected to the karst channel, but through the connectivity provided by 
the bedding plane. Accordingly, the connection type is borehole-fracture-bedding plane-karst 
(Fig. 5.13b). In the third scenario, P9 intersects the bedding plane and the fluid exchange 
between P9 borehole and the channel is through bedding plane-fracture-karst (Fig. 5.13c). 
Because of the high aperture contrast between the fractures and the bedding plane, the velocity 
at which the pumping signal travels in the flow path between P9 and the karst channel is 
expected to vary significantly and to be dependent on the borehole-karst channel connection 
type. This is confirmed by the simulated drawdown responses of the three connection scenarios, 
in particular the early-time behaviour before steady-state (Fig. 5.14). The simulated drawdowns 
of the three scenarios have a considerable discrepancy. At a given time, the first scenario 1 
generates the largest drawdown compared to the other two. It can be seen that, when scenario 
1 is adopted, a rapid, early drawdown is predicted. The shape of the drawdown curve is in 
general similar to that of drawdown in the pumping well. In the second scenario, the drawdown 
starts later and its rate is lower compared to scenario 1. An even later onset of drawdown 
(starting at about 45 min after pumping) is observed in the third scenario. However, although 
the drawdown of scenario 3 has a lower magnitude, its rate is much higher than that of the 
scenario 2 as reflected by the slope of the early-time drawdown curves. This anomaly arises 
because the borehole is connected to different flow features. In scenario 2, the connection to 
the fracture cluster of the borehole P9 is equivalent to increasing its effective hydraulic radius. 
Because the fractures have a larger hydraulic aperture than the non-karstified parts of the 
bedding plane, their ability to sustain water table level is also higher, i.e. higher storage capacity. 
This may result in the relatively lower drawdown rate. On the other hand, a larger hydraulic 
aperture also leads to a higher hydraulic transmissivity which may be responsible for the earlier 
break off of the drawdown in P9.  
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Figure 5.13. Three different fracture patterns used for testing the sensitivity of drawdown 
responses to borehole-karst channel connectivity. (a) In scenario 1, the borehole P9 is connected 
to the karst channel through a connected fracture cluster. (b) In scenario 2 the borehole P9 is 
connected to a fracture cluster, but the fracture cluster does not intersect the karst channel. The 
connection type is borehole-fracture-bedding plane-karst channel. (c) In scenario 3, the 
borehole P9 intersects the bedding plane but not the fracture network. The connection type is 
borehole-bedding plane-fracture cluster-karst channel.   
 
 
Figure 5.14. Simulated drawdowns for pumping well (P8) and the three scenarios of borehole-
karst channel connection of Figure 5.13.  
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5.5 Discussions 
A groundwater model is a means of synthesizing interpretations of all available data from 
various sources regarding a subsurface flow system. A good model can shed light on the 
underlying mechanism of flow dynamics of a complex flow system. In this study, a flow model 
based on a simple conceptual model and data from outcrop, well logging and testing was 
constructed to represent the flow network of the Terrieu field site. The purpose of the modelling 
was not to represent all details of the site, but to understand the mechanisms that dominate key 
characteristics of the dynamic system. The capability of the model in reproducing the three-
level, hierarchical drawdown behaviours observed suggests that the current conceptualization, 
in which the flow network is modelled as being comprised by three types of discrete flow 
features (i.e. a karst channel, a fracture network and a bedding plane) with distinct hydraulic 
apertures, is an appropriate representation of the complex flow system. This in turn validates 
the compatibility of the interpretations of collected static and dynamic data and confirms that 
the flow network of the Terrieu site is formed by three types of permeable features with a high 
permeability contrast.  
The study also demonstrates the advantages of using an experimental design technique for 
fast validation of the conceptual flow model and estimation of corresponding flow properties. 
Compared to Monte Carlo simulations, the experimental design technique does not provide sets 
of precise estimation of the model parameters and their uncertainty range. However, it can 
systematically determine the limits (or extremes) of the predictive capacity of the model.  For 
example, the simulated drawdown responses of the present work correspond to the extreme 
scenarios of responses that the flow model can generate because the simulations were 
performed only with the parameter-value combinations of the minimum or maximum values 
for each parameter, which were generated by the fractional factorial designs. Since the 
simulated middle-time, steady-state drawdowns fall in the range defined by responses of the 
experiments as demonstrated in Fig. 5.11, it means that the constructed flow model, even 
though simplified, is in general capable of reproducing the observational data for each well if 
the values of the model parameters are further tunes.   
The modelling approach is based on the hypothesis that the flow rate in the subsurface 
fracture and karst network is sufficiently low such that the Darcy’s law is valid for 
characterising the flow through the network. However, when a high pumping rate is applied, 
turbulent flow may occur in the system, in particular in some of the karst in the near-wellbore 
region, where the Reynolds number exceeds a ‘critical’ value of 10 (Zimmerman et al. 2004). 
More appropriate pressure-drawdown predictions in the numerical simulations can be obtained 
by employing the Forchheimer equation (Wu, 2002a; Mathias et al., 2008; Mijic et al., 2013). 
Although different results are expected, the important clustering behaviours of drawdown 
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curves of boreholes connected to different flow features (e.g. Figures 5.12) will probably still 
be preserved. This is because for a well subject to a constant pumping rate, the non-Darcy flow 
effect causes an additional constant drawdown term to the drawdown predicted using the 
Darcy’s law (Mijic 2009; Mijic and LaForce, 2012; Mathias and Wen, 2015). For the 
observation wells, the additional drawdown term, which varies consistently with respect to the 
distance to the pumping well, can be estimated using the existing analytical and semi-analytical 
solutions of transient Forchheimer flow (e.g. Sen 1988; Wu 2002a; Mathias et al., 2008), or 
using the finite-element or finite-difference numerical models of non-Darcy flow (e.g Ewing et 
al., 1999; Wu 2002b). These approximate solutions are all based on the assumption that the 
hydraulic properties of the medium are homogeneous. If a heterogeneous medium (such as the 
Terrieu site considered in this thesis) is concerned, numerical models of Forchheimer flow need 
to be further developed to take into account the effect of formation heterogeneity. 
The fact that it was impossible to simultaneously history-match the real drawdowns from 
multiple boreholes over the entire testing period may be caused by the simplified 
parameterisation of the present flow model. Only uniform aperture distributions were 
considered for each flow feature. However, it has been observed in the borehole videos, that 
the aperture of flow paths is variable on the level of a single fracture or karst conduit. The 
incorporation of this spatial heterogeneity is expected to exert a significant impact on the 
transient pressure behaviour as it can influence the local flow partitioning. Further adjustments 
of borehole-to-flow feature connection type and the fracture network geometry would also 
improve the history-matching results. The effect of fracture network geometry on drawdown 
response was only qualitatively investigated in section 5.4.4. This is because with the adopted 
DFM modeling workflow, generating a suitable unstructured grid for an efficient flow 
computation is quite challenging; however, the fracture geometries need to be entirely 
remeshed if any change (even to add or delete one fracture) is made. To overcome this challenge, 
the embedded DFM (EDFM) modelling approach can be used (Lee et al., 2001; Li and Lee, 
2008; Moinfar et al., 2014; Karvounis and Jenny, 2016). The discretisation method of the 
approach is similar to the dual-medium concept, in which a structured grid is adopted to 
represent both the matrix and fractures. The matrix and fracture control volumes are defined in 
two separate computational domains. The difference is that through adopting the concept of 
non-neighboring connections (NNCs), in EDFM models, each gridblock can communicate with 
any other gridblock in the same or a different computational domain, allowing each fracture to 
be modelled explicitly while the coupling between the two continua (i.e. the fracture and matrix 
domain) is properly handled (Moinfar et al., 2014). Whenever new fractures are added or 
existing fractures are removed, only the non-neighboring connection map needs to be updated 
with a low computational expense, but the original numerical mesh remains unchanged. 
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Therefore, the method is ideal for performing flow simulations for a large number of different 
fracture networks.  
The multiple stages of steady-state flow during the early stages of the experiment, as well 
as the negative drawdowns after shut-in observed in the P0 pumping test data indicate other 
dynamic processes are involving on different scales. A systematic hierarchical fracture 
modelling framework may be required in order to preserve these behaviours (Lee et al., 2001). 
Also, the conceptual model validation is only based on interference drawdown data, mismatch 
may occur if the model is used for trace concentration prediction. In order for the model to be 
compatible with trace experimental data, further adjustments to the model are likely to be 
required. In addition, it is noted that the present hydrostructural model is very likely to be over-
connected, because it cannot explain the lack of connectivity between some boreholes and the 
main flow network, e.g. boreholes P6, P7, P18 and P19 which are located in the north part of 
the site. This compartmentalization behaviour will be investigated in future studies. 
Nevertheless, the hydrostructural model provides a numerical laboratory for understanding the 
hydrodynamics of the Lez aquifer in further studies. 
  
5.6 Summary and Concluding remarks 
This study presents a systematic workflow for the hydraulic characterisation of the Terrieu 
experimental site based on a discrete fracture network and matrix (DFM) model. The objective 
was to obtain a better understanding of the hydrodynamic mechanisms that govern the main 
flow in the aquifer. It starts with a thorough review and synthesis of data from various sources 
(i.e. fracture mapping, borehole logging and pumping tests). Based upon a joint analysis of all 
available data, a conceptual model for the target flow system is proposed. The conceptual flow 
model consists of a composite porous continuum medium and a local, discrete, network of flow 
features. The continuum medium is made up of local, pseudo- and regional matrix regions while 
the discrete network comprises a transmissive bedding plane, a fracture network and a karst 
channel. Because the input flow properties of the various flow features have a large uncertainty 
range, an experimental design approach is coupled to the flow simulator to reduce 
computational cost by determining the range of model responses. Dominating parameters of 
the current parameterisation are screened out and their controls on the major flow is understood. 
Simulation results show that the observation data fall well within the range defined by responses 
of the tested cases and the three hierarchical types of middle- time drawdowns are predicted by 
the model. Therefore, the conceptual flow model is validated. It has also been found that the 
connectivity of the observational borehole to different flow features has a considerable control 
on the drawdown responses. The inability of the current flow model in capturing the early-time 
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and late-time behaviour and in achieving a simultaneous history matching of all borehole 
response may be caused by the lack of complexity of the current parameterisation. To generate 
a better flow model, the heterogeneity of flow properties in each type of flow feature should be 
accounted for. In addition, optimization of spatial location of fractures and the karst channel 
will also be considered in further studies.   
5.7 Nomenclature
T   hydraulic transmissivity 
K   hydraulic conductivity 
S   hydraulic storativity 
α   matrix compressibility 
β   fluid compressibility 
qs   sink term 
b   rock thickness 
bh   hydraulic aperture 
φ   rock porosity 
Vf   fluid volume 
g  gravitational acceleration 
term 
𝜌𝑓                   fluid density 
𝜇𝑓                   fluid dynamic viscosity 
yobs                  calculated model response 
X   design matrix 
M  number of model 
parameters 
n   number of experiments 
𝜕  partial differential 
operator 
  
5.8 Note 
1. EST is a Total in-house software tool designed to quantify uncertainties in reservoir flow 
simulations. Based on experimental design theory and statistical methods, EST allows users to 
define, create and analyse multiple simulations for systematic sensitivity studies involving 
multiple geological and dynamic parameters. However, EST is not restricted to reservoir studies, 
and can be applied to a wide range of uncertainty problems such as design of laboratory 
experiments, optimising well models, etc.   
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Chapter 6: Inverse modelling of hydraulic properties and history 
matching of local-scale interference tests - a quasi-Newton approach  
6.1 Introduction 
As have discussed in Chapter 5, the integrative discrete fracture network and matrix (DFM) 
model constructed based on both the static and dynamic data can only capture the hierarchical 
characteristic of the cross-hole pressure transient curves; however, the predicted responses still 
differ significantly from the measured data (even for steady-state). This failure may be 
attributed to the inadequate consideration of the site-scale spatial variability in hydraulic 
properties (Neuman, 1988). The same problem has also been noticed in interpretations of 
pressure interference tests between boreholes (Vesselinov et al. 2001a, 2001b; Illman and 
Neuman, 2001) and joint analyses of interference test and tracer transport tests (Tsang and 
Neuman, 1995; Ando et al. 2003). 
To achieve an improved site-scale characterisation of heterogeneous and anisotropic 
transmissivity fields, inverse modelling can be used (Gottlieb and Dietrich, 1995; Yeh and Liu, 
2000; Illman et al., 2007; Hao et al., 2008). In this chapter, a quasi-Newton based inversion 
approach is used to reconstruct the fine-scale (the smallest grid size is 0.25 m), spatially-
dependent, transmissivity field of the Terrieu site. Eight sets of cross-hole, steady-state, 
pumping test data recorded in the 22 observational boreholes (yielding in total 176 data points) 
during a sequential aquifer test are jointly analysed in the hydraulic tomography application. 
To handle the high computational demands induced by the high-dimensional parameterisations 
(at least 2160 parameters), an effective optimization algorithm, the sparse nonlinear optimiser 
(SNOPT), is adopted.   
Although no unique solution exists for such an underdetermined (i.e. high contrast exists 
between the number of measurements and that of the observational data) inverse problem, it 
may be possible to discern rational solutions among equally plausible realizations by adding 
numerical constraints, which are inferred based on hydrogeological knowledge of the study 
area, into the inversion models. Specifically, we explore the impact on the inversion results of 
putting restrictions on the following model aspects: 
 With and without initial connectivity model 
 Local and regional transmissivities (upper and lower bounds) 
 Model discretization size (1 m, 0.5 m and 0.25 m) 
 Strategy of using the hydraulic data (sequentially added or combined analysed) 
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6.2 Conceptual flow model 
The results from the well logging and packer test data have shown that the groundwater 
flow on the local scale is strongly constrained within an important karstified bedding plane (Fig. 
6.1). This indicates that the main conduit network can be modelled in 2D. Although the fracture 
data collected in the study area can be used to construct DFN models which may appear to be 
more appropriate to model the fractured site, the parameterisation and calibration of the DFN 
models are challenging as field data describing the geometrical and hydraulic properties of each 
individual fracture and karst feature are limited. For this reason, the forward model of the 
inversion algorithm uses a 2D equivalent porous medium (EPM) representation. Although the 
EPM models may seem to be oversimplified, they can still capture the spatial variability of flow 
properties and the connectivity of preferential flow path. Moreover, because their simplicity in 
having no pre-assumption about the location and geometry of the flow conduits, they are well 
suited for the hydraulic tomography practise considered here. Because only inversions of the 
steady-state data are considered here, the 2D network model may be sufficient to represent the 
hydrodynamic system. If inversions of transient pumping tests are concerned, 3D model must 
be developed to incorporate also the effect of the pseudo-matrix, as it provides the most water 
storage in the system (see e.g. Figures 5.9 and 5.10). 
 
Figure 6.1. (a) Cross-section trace between well P11 and well P20 at the Terrieu site. (b) 
Temperature log profiles measured in boreholes along the cross-section AB (modified from 
Jazayeri Noushabadi et al. 2011). Note that the deflections in the temperature profiles define 
the location of the karstified bedding plane, i.e. the preferential flow path. The general dip of 
the bedding is also indicated by the dashed lines. (c) 3D geometry of the karstified bedding 
plane determined by the correlation of borehole temperature logs and borehole videos. It is 
found that the groundwater flow on the local scale is strongly constrained within this bedding 
plane. It has been used as the conceptual model in this work. 
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6.3 Methodology 
6.3.1 Forward model 
In two-dimension, steady state groundwater flow in an isotropic, heterogeneous and 
confined aquifer is governed by the following simple continuity and constitutive equations: 
∇ ∙ 𝑢𝑑 = 𝑄𝑠      (1) 
𝑢𝑑 = −𝑇∇ℎ      (2) 
that are subject to the following boundary conditions: 
ℎ = ℎ𝐷   on Г𝐷     (3) 
−𝒏 ∙ 𝑇∇ℎ = 0    on Г𝑁    (4) 
where 𝑢𝑑  represents the Darcy velocity (flux, in m s
-1); 𝑄𝑠 (m s
-1) represents the hydraulic 
sources/sinks due to pumping events; 𝑇  (m2 s-1) represents transmissivity; ℎ(m) represents 
hydraulic head; 𝒏 denotes the unit vector normal to the boundary, Г𝑁. Equations (3) and (4) 
represent the Dirichlet condition imposed on boundary Г𝐷  and the Neumann boundary 
condition applied at boundary Г𝑁, respectively. The specific boundary conditions used in the 
models described here will be discussed in detail in the next section. The finite element 
simulator CSMP++ (Matthai et al., 2007) was used to perform the forward flow simulations. 
6.3.2 Inverse problem 
The main objective of inverse modelling in this work is the reconstruction of the spatially 
distributed hydraulic transmissivity field by matching the simulated hydraulic responses 
recorded in each borehole with the observations in the corresponding borehole during a set of 
sequential pumping tests. In order to achieve this goal, we minimise the following objective 
function with bounds constraints imposed on the transmissivity field: 
minimise 𝐽(𝒉f , 𝒔) = (𝒉f − 𝐹(𝒔))
𝑇
𝑅−1(𝒉f − 𝐹(𝒔))                                 (5) 
Subject to  l s u         
where J represents the objective function value; 𝒉𝒇 denotes the 𝑛 × 1  vector of real 
measurements; 𝒔 represents the 𝑚 × 1 vector containing the unknown values of the logarithm 
of the hydraulic transmissivity, log10𝑇; 𝐹(𝒔) represents the forward problem operator taking a 
log hydraulic transmissivity field 𝒔 as input while predicting the 𝑛 × 1 hydraulic head values; 
𝑹 denotes the 𝑛 × 𝑛 diagonal covariance matrix of the measurements errors. l and u are the 
lower and upper bound vectors respectively for the constraint of the transmissivity field. During 
the inversion, the unknown transmissivity updating was performed on a structured grid (Figure 
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6.2). The updated transmissivity field was then mapped to a finite element grid where forward 
flow simulation is performed (Figure 6.3).  
Even though some a priori information derived from the aquifer tests has been used to 
define the initial conditions at the initiation of the inversion process, there is no spatial penalty 
matrix or variogram used to regularise the inversion model. The reason for this is that the 
inherent extreme heterogeneity and anisotropy of the bedrocks at the field site induced by the 
fractures and karstic features pose significant uncertainties in estimating the structural 
parameters such as the variances and correlation lengths of the variogram. Such data are 
generally easier to define in less heterogeneous and isotropic geological media as described by 
Cardiff et al. (2009), Cardiff et al. (2012), and Jardani et al. (2012). It is known that the 
hydraulic inverse problems have non-unique solutions. In order to filter out the reliable 
solutions, upper and lower limits are often employed to constrain the inversion model and to 
exclude the undesirable values in the parameter field. These bounds for hydraulic properties are 
strongly depending on the inherent nature of the heterogeneous geological medium. 
Consequently, we choose to deal with a bound-constrained problem. The inversion algorithm 
adopted in this study is the Sparse Nonlinear Optimizer (SNOPT; Gill et al., 2002; see also 
Appendix I). This algorithm is a proven gradient-based routine in optimisation and especially 
effective for solving large-scale, nonlinear problems whose functions and gradients are 
expensive to evaluate (Jockenhovel et al., 2003; Gill et al., 2005; Cardiff and Kitanidis, 2008; 
Fowler, 2010). The SNOPT algorithm is efficient for models with a large number of constraints 
and a moderate number of degrees of freedoms. It computes the exact analytic derivative of the 
objective and constraint functions using the adjoint method (Gill et al., 2002, 2005 & 2008). 
These advantages make it suitable for solving distributed hydraulic inverse problems of the 
type being addressed in this paper, which are nonlinear, ill-posed and underestimated. We note 
that even in the coarsest model used in this work, the number of hydraulic unknowns is 2160. 
In such a large-scale inverse problem, the computational costs in computing the Jacobian 
(sensitivity) matrix and in minimising the objective function are prohibitive and cannot be 
handled by the classical methods. Therefore, the subsequent results from this work are valuable 
especially for the hydraulic characterisation of fractured and karstic aquifers using field data. 
Accordingly, this field application of hydraulic tomography techniques to fractured and karstic 
aquifers should be significant for readers who are interested in the hydraulic characterisation of 
such kind of aquifers.  
6.3.3 Inversion model setup and convergence performance criteria 
The Terrieu site is modelled as a 2D rectangular domain (60m × 36m; Fig. 6.2). The 
domain is regularly discretized into square grids. This local model is enclosed by a large buffer 
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region of 1.2 km by 1.2 km in order to reduce the influence of the hydraulic boundaries on the 
local inverse problem. Geologically, this region also corresponds to the block area between the 
two major faults running through the Lez aquifer (Fig. 3.1). Constant hydraulic properties are 
considered in the buffer region. A no-flow boundary condition is applied to the faults and 
constant head condition is set for the other two boundaries. The initial condition is set in the 
entire model by assuming a static water table level (30m) prior to each pumping tests.  
 
 
Figure 6.2.  Inversion model setup with an initial transmissivity field derived from connectivity 
interpretations based on the cross-hole pumping tests at the Terrieu site.  
 
Case tests are designed to investigate the influences of the initial local transmissivity model, 
local and regional transmissivity bounds, grid sizes, and inversion strategies on the inversion 
of local transmissivity field. To quantify the inversion performance and monitor the 
convergence for each inversion model, we calculate both the objective function value at the 
beginning and the end of the inversion, 𝐽𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 and 𝐽𝑒𝑛𝑑, and the root mean square, 𝑅𝑀𝑆 = √
𝐽𝑒𝑛𝑑
𝑁
, 
where 𝑁 is the number of measurements used in the inversion model. Generally, if the condition 
0 < 𝑅𝑀𝑆 < 1 holds, the inversion converges, while if 𝑅𝑀𝑆 > 1 holds, the inversion does not 
converge. 
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6.3.4 Validation of the inversion methodology: a synthetic case study 
Prior to field application, synthetic experiments were set up to test the feasibility and 
effectiveness of applying the proposed methodology for detecting the highly conductive zones 
and their quantifying their connectivity. We generated three sets of discrete fractures restricted 
to the regions around the borehole using the mapped Terrieu fracture statistics. A karstic conduit, 
which passes through the test domain, was placed manually in the model. The real locations of 
the Terrieu boreholes were used for positioning the boreholes in the DFN model. This created 
three types of borehole-network connectivity (Fig. 6.3a), and the model was then discretised 
using a finite element mesh (Fig. 6.3b) to perform synthetic pumping tests. In the synthetic 
experiments, the matrix flow is simulated by using Darcy’s law (Eq. 2), whereas the fluid 
velocity through the discrete fractures and the karst channel is calculated based on the parallel 
plate model (Witherspoon et al., 1980; Jourde et al., 2002b): 
h
ga
u
p
d 


12
2
      (6) 
where du  (m s
-1) is the Darcy velocity (flux) through each discrete feature (a fracture or a karst 
conduit); h  is the hydraulic head (in m); 
pa  (m
-1) denotes the aperture of individual fractures 
or karst channel;  (kg m-3) denotes the fluid density;  (kg m-1 s-1) denotes the fluid dynamic 
viscosity; g (m s-2) is the acceleration of gravity.  Values of  1 mm, 20 mm, 10−8  m2s−1 and 
10−5  m2s−1  were set for the apertures of discrete fractures and karst conduit, and the 
transmissivities of matrices in the local and regional areas, respectively. Real pumping rates 
was used to conduct the synthetic studies.  
Inversion of these tests was performed on two regularly discretised models with grid sizes 
of 1m by 1m and 0.5m by 0.5m, respectively (Fig. 6.3c and Fig. 6.3d). As expected, both models 
achieved good convergence (Fig. 6.4) and it can be seen that, in general, the hypothetical 
fracture pattern was successfully resolved by the inversion: the connectivities between the karst 
channel and the fracture clusters, and between the boreholes and different flow regions (i.e. 
karst, fracture or matrix) were all preserved. For instance, boreholes P0, P2, P8, P12, P15, P11 
and P20 were assumed to sit on the karstic channel, and similar connections were captured in 
the inverted transmissivity fields (Fig. 6.3c and Fig. 6.3d). Good agreement was also found 
when the boreholes were connected to the fractures or the matrix. In addition, a comparison 
between Fig. 6.3c and Fig. 6.3d indicates that a more reliable transmissivity distribution was 
obtained by using a finer grid. These results confirm the capability of the proposed hydraulic 
tomography method to determine the distribution of the main conductive conduits and 
characterise their connectivity. 
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Figure 6.3.  (a) DFN model used in the synthetic experiment. Three types of borehole-network connectivity were considered in this work are: borehole-karst, 
borehole-fracture and borehole-matrix (b) Finite element mesh used for flow calculation. (c) Inverted transmissivity field with a grid size of 1m by 1m. (d) 
Inverted transmissivity field with a grid size of 0.5m by 0.5m.  
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Figure 6.4. Correlations of inverted vs. measured hydraulic heads. (a) Results for inversion 
model with a grid size of 1m by 1m. (b) Results for inversion model with a grid size of 0.5m 
by 0.5m. 
 
6.4 Application to Terrieu site dataset 
6.4.1 Case 1: Influence of initial model on the inversion results 
Fig. 6.5 shows two resulting transmissivity fields reconstructed using the same hydraulic 
head measurements but with different initial models. In the first inversion model (Fig. 6.5a), a 
constant transmissivity value of (10−4 m2s−1) was set for both the regional and local areas. 
We use this value because it is a typical transmissivity for fractured and karstified aquifers and 
it is also consistent with the interpretation of single-hole test data given by Jazayeri Noushabadi 
(2010). However, in the second inversion model (Fig. 6.5b), an initial transmissivity field as 
shown in Fig. 6.2 was adopted for the local region and the same constant transmissivity value 
as in the first inversion model (Fig. 6.5a) was applied to the regional area. This initial model 
was derived from the connectivity interpretations based on the cross-hole pumping tests at the 
site. Both tests were realised with the same grid size of 1 m by 1m and the same range of 
[10−8, 10−1] (m2s−1) for constraining the local transmissivity values.  
As it can be seen, both models converged and, even though slightly different, good fitness 
of the inverted and measured hydraulic data was obtained for both models (Fig. 6.6). Despite 
the fact that highly heterogeneous transmissivity fields were predicted by both the inversion 
models, the spatial patterns of the resulting transmissivity fields are significantly different. 
Using a constant initial transmissivity in the entire inversion model, the vast majority of cells 
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within the imaged local transmissivity field tend to be filled with extremely high or low values 
of the given local transmissivity range. Only a few cells, which are primarily located around 
the boreholes, registered with moderate transmissivity values (Fig. 6.5a). In other words, the 
resulting transmissivity field in this case tends to be binary with high and low values. In contrast, 
a more diffused, heterogeneous pattern of transmissivities is reconstructed when the initial 
transmissivity field (Fig. 6.2) was used in the inversion (Fig. 6.5b). It is also noted that, when 
this initial transmissivity field is considered, the inversion resolved more continuous NE-SW 
trending and relatively less NW-SE trending conductive structures, which is consistent with the 
fracture statistics shown in Fig. 4.8 of Chapter 4.  
 
 
Figure 6.5. Comparison of inverted transmissivity fields obtained by using (a) a constant initial 
transmissivity value (10−4m2/s) for both the local and regional areas as the initial condition 
in the inversion; (b) an initial transmissivity field, shown in the Fig. 6.2, as the initial condition 
in the inversion. 
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Figure 6.6. Scatter plots of observed hydraulic heads versus predicated hydraulic heads: (a) 
result for using a constant initial transmissivity value (10−4𝑚2/𝑠) for both the local and 
regional areas as the initial condition in the inversion model; (b) result for using an initial 
transmissivity field which is shown in the Fig. 6.2 as the initial condition in the inversion.  
 
Unlike many previous geostatistical studies in which a priori knowledge derived from 
hydrogeological or hydrogeophysical measurements were integrated into the objective function 
as a penalty criterion to regularise the parameter field, in this work, the inter-well connection 
information was used only as an initial condition to trigger the inverse modelling. We note that 
the well connection data were integrated in the initial models (Fig. 6.2) merely through 
subjective interpretations. More rational integration of connectivity data could be achieved by 
applying the simulated annealing method proposed by Day-Lewis (2000) or the method of 
Carle and Fogg (1997) which is based on transition probability geostatistics. Applications of 
these methods would require the use of a considerably large number of field measurements to 
condition the geostatistical simulations.  Nevertheless, even in these relatively simple and 
subjective models (Fig. 6.2), the comparison of the calculated transmissivity fields in Fig. 6.5 
still reveals the influence of the use of the inter-well connection information in guiding the 
gradient-inverse modelling in fractured media. Adopting the a priori connection information 
as an initial condition in the inversion produces transmissivity patterns which are more 
consistent with the fracture data. Accordingly, we believe the results obtained from this 
approach are more realistic and reliable. In the remaining part of this chapter, the same initial 
transmissivity field presented in Fig. 6.2 is consistently used in the inversion simulations.  
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6.4.2 Case 2: Influence of transmissivity bounds for the regional and local regions on the 
inversion results 
6.4.2.1 Bounds for the regional bulk transmissivity 
The reconstruction of the hydraulic transmissivity field of the local domain is affected by 
regional transmissivity because the interconnecting fractures and karst channels have developed 
beyond the studied domain, which is demonstrated by the high productivity of the P0 borehole.  
We considered a range of [-5, -2] to represent the range of the logarithm of the transmissivity, 
log10T (m
2s−1), in the regional buffer area which encloses the local model. Within the local 
region, the same transmissivity range of [10−8, 10−1](m2s−1), was set as in previous inversion 
models discussed.  
It is found that over the range of [-4, -2] for the log regional transmissivity, there is a good 
correlation of the hydraulic head data, and in addition, good convergence performances have 
been achieved (Fig. 6.8; Table 6.1). The inverted local T patterns in these models are generally 
similar (Fig. 6.7a, Fig. 6.7b and Fig. 6.7c). However, outside the range, both the convergence 
performance and fitting of head data becomes much worse (Fig. 6.8d; Table 6.1). Notice that 
when the value -2 is used, although the inversion model still converged, the value of the 
objective function at the end of the inversion for this model is about 10 times higher than that 
when a value in the range of [-4, -3] is adopted. This indicates that this value (T = 10-2  m2s−1) 
is not the best value to be considered for the large-scale regional transmissivity. The analysis 
done by Jazayeri Noushabadi et al. (2011) on the regional pulse test data indicates that the 
highest estimated permeability value is around 50,000 mD at the kilometre scale. This 
permeability corresponds to a transmissivity value of 10−2(m2s−1), if it is assumed that the 
effective height for flow is 20 m. However, the true effective height for flow in the Terrieu site 
is far smaller, i.e. the major groundwater flow is found to be strongly constrained within the 
intensely karstified bedding plane with a largest opening of only about 20 cm.  The flow through 
the intergranular matrix is very limited because of the extremely low permeability of the tight 
limestones in the Terrieu field site area. All of the former hydrogeological investigations, now 
supported by the inversion result, lead us to believe that the upper bound for the regional bulk 
transmissivity is less than 10−2(m2s−1). However, as can be seen from the inversion results 
(Fig. 6.8d), the regional transmissivity value cannot be as small as 10−5(m2s−1). When this 
low value was used to represent the transmissivity in the buffer region, the inversion model did 
not converge and in addition, the fit between inverted and measured, steady-state, head data 
was much worse. Therefore, in the present authors’ opinion, the small range of [-4, -3] for the 
log regional transmissivity is appropriate and probably gives a good estimate of the regional 
scale equivalent transmissivity.  
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Figure 6.7. Comparison of transmissivity fields inverted using different regional transmissivity value. Values of 10−2𝑚2/𝑠, 10−3𝑚2/𝑠, 10−4𝑚2/𝑠, and 
10−5𝑚2/𝑠 were set in the model (a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively. The range set for the local transmissivities in all the four simulations was [−8, −1] 
(log10T; 𝑚
2𝑠−1).   
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Figure 6.8.  Scatter plots of observed hydraulic heads versus predicated hydraulic heads for the 
study of hydraulic transmissivity bounds in the regional buffer area. The inverse models were 
run by using four different regional transmissivity values. See Table 6.1 for the inversion 
performance of the four simulations. 
 
Table 6.1. Inversion performance of regional transmissivity bounds tests 
log(T) J_end
Root mean square 
(RMS)
-2 102.9 0.97
-3 24.8 0.47
-4 16.9 0.39
-5 3530.5 5.67
Inversion performance
 
Note: all the tests used the initial transmissivity field shown in Fig. 6.2 as 
initial condition thus in all cases, J_start = 4099336 
 
It can be seen from Fig. 6.8d that, among all the test data, the use of low regional 
transmissivity exerts more impact on the head data of the P0 test and the inverted hydraulic 
heads are systematically lower than the measured heads. This suggests that P0 well may connect 
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to the main flow path existing on the regional scale and pumping in this well reflects regional 
hydrodynamic properties. When the regional bulk transmissivity is given a much lower value 
than the real averaged transmissivity, there is not enough water supply from the regional area. 
This results in larger drawdowns in most of the observation boreholes in the inversion model. 
 
6.4.2.2 Bounds for the local, spatially varying transmissivities 
It is also known that changing the constraining bounds of local transmissivity values may 
also affect the inversion results. To investigate this issue, we considered five different sets of 
bounds, i.e. [-10, -1], [-8, -1], [-7, -2], [-6, -3] and [-5, -4], for the log transmissivity values in 
the local system. In all the five inversion models, a constant value of )sm(10
124 
was 
assigned to the transmissivity in the buffer region.  
It can be seen that good data-fits are obtained for the large ranges of [-10, -1] and [-8, -1] 
(Figs. 6.5 and 6.10 and Table 6.2). However, as the range becomes smaller, which means the 
local transmissivity field is forced to be more homogeneous, both the correlation of inverted 
and measured head data and the inversion convergence become progressively worse (Table 2). 
Thus if it is assumed that the heterogeneity of the transmissivity field is low in a region where 
it is in fact high (for example at the Terrieu site as has been shown from former hydrodynamic 
and geological investigations) a misfit would be expected between the predicted and observed 
values of hydraulic head. In addition, the inverted transmissivity fields show significantly 
different flow patterns (Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.5b). In general, as the range applied to constrain the 
spatial variability of local transmissivities becomes smaller, the resolved flow features become 
larger and more randomly oriented deviating from the fracture characterisation and borehole 
video observations. It is also noted that, on the transmissivity maps shown in Fig. 6.9b and Fig. 
6.9c, more conductive features were depicted in the areas that are not constrained by any 
borehole measurements, e.g. the massive conductive zones resolved in the lower-middle and 
lower-right areas of Fig. 6.9b and the upper-left area of Fig. 6.9c. All of these results confirm 
the extremely heterogeneous nature of the fractured and karstified limestones of the Terrieu 
experimental field site. It is clear that when the local domain is assumed to be more 
homogeneous, we obtained poor representations of the transmissivity fields with high 
uncertainties.   
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Figure 6.9. (a) Transmissivity field inverted using [10−10, 10−1] (  m2s−1 ) for the local transmissivity range; (b) Transmissivity field inverted using 
[10−7, 10−2]( m2s−1) for the local transmissivity; (c) Transmissivity field inverted using [10−6, 10−3]( m2s−1) for the local transmissivity; (d) Transmissivity 
field inverted using [10−5, 10−4]( m2s−1) for the local transmissivity. Note in all the cases, a constant value of 10−4m2/s was considered for transmissivity in 
the buffer region. See Fig. 6.5b to compare with the inverse model run with a [10−8, 10−1]( m2s−1) range for local transmissivities. 
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Figure 6.10. Scatter plots of observed hydraulic heads versus predicated hydraulic heads for 
the investigation of bounds for local transmissivities. The inversion models were run with five 
different ranges for the local spatially varying transmissivities. The regional transmissivity was 
set to be 10−4(m2s−1) for all the five simulation models. See Table 6.2 for the inversion 
performance of the five simulations. 
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Table 6.2. Inversion performance of local transmissivity bounds tests 
log(T) range J_end
Root mean square 
(RMS)
(-10, -1) 26.5 0.49
(-8, -1) 16.9 0.39
(-7,-2) 2208.9 4.48
(-6,-3) 14879.5 11.63
(-5,-4) 18856.4 13.09
Inversion performance
 
Note: all the tests used the initial transmissivity field shown in Fig. 6.2 as 
initial condition thus in all cases, J_start = 4099336 
 
In summary, in order for the inversion model to represent the observed hydraulic behaviour 
of the fractured and karstified system in the Terrieu site, a large range of transmissivities, 
[10−8, 10−1](m2s−1) , is required within the local system and a smaller range of 
[10−4, 10−3](m2s−1)  is needed for the bulk transmissivity in the buffer region. Having 
determined the range of transmissivity over which a good correlation exist between the 
measured hydraulic head and that predicted by the model, the uncertainties in quantification of 
the flow properties in the study area are dramatically reduced.  The difference in the 
transmissivity ranges on the local and regional scales, i.e. large range for the local scale and 
small range for the regional scale, may also reflect the scaling of the flow properties of the 
studied flow network. As can be seen from Figs. 6.8 and 6.10, on a regional scale the range of 
transmissivity is smaller compared with the range of transmissivity for the local scale. In other 
words, the flow is highly heterogeneous on the local scale while the flow appears to be more 
homogeneous as the scale increases and reaches the REV of the studied flow network. If this 
relationship is persistent in the study area, it should be possible to determine a support scale of 
the REV for the multi-scale fractured system.   
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6.4.3 Case 3: Influence of the grid size on the inversion results 
Fig. 6.11 presents two transmissivity fields reconstructed by using different grid sizes: 0.5m 
by 0.5m and 0.25m by 0.25m. These transmissivity fields can be further compared to the Fig. 
6.5b, which uses a grid size of 1m by 1m. A local transmissivity range of [10−8, 10−1](𝑚2𝑠−1) 
and a regional transmissivity value of 10−4(𝑚2𝑠−1) are considered in these models.  
When the transmissivity patterns of Fig. 6.5b and Fig. 6.11a are compared it can be seen 
that the use of a smaller grid allows more fine-scale flow structures to be resolved by the 
inversion using the same set of field data. The flow pattern inferred from the transmissivity 
field predicted on the finer scale is apparently more localised and restricted to few conductive 
conduits. Even though, at a first glance, the transmissivity field shown in the Fig. 6.5b looks 
different to that presented in the Fig. 6.11, many high-conductivity paths can be seen on both 
transmissivity fields at similar locations. For instance, the large continuous path between the 
P21 and P8 wells, as well as some local, smaller conduits in the triangular region defined by 
wells P8, P16 and P19 are common features shared by the two transmissivity fields. In addition, 
a similar connectivity pattern between some boreholes, e.g. P2-P9, P4-P10, P6-P7, P8-P21, is 
also captured by both grid sizes. These consistencies between the resulting transmissivity fields 
on different scales show that even with a limited number of steady-state field measurements, 
the highly parameterised inversion models are still capable of providing reliable and realistic 
results.  
Regarding the inversion performance and computational efforts, the inversion model using 
a grid size of 1m by 1m ran for about 1 hour and converged; the inversion model with a grid 
size of 0.5m by 0.5m ran for about 8 hours and also converged. However, the last inversion 
model in this series, with a grid size of 0.25m by 0.25m, ran for two days, until the pre-defined 
maximum number of objective function evaluations was reached but the inversion did not 
converge. An additional inversion run was performed for this last model and a higher value for 
the number of objective function evaluations was set. The inversion model ran for about three 
and half days but unfortunately it still did not converge. Generally, it is found that as the grid 
size becomes smaller, a major mismatch between the prediction and the observed behaviour 
occurs (Fig. 6.6b and Fig. 6.12). Two possible reasons for this are: firstly, from the geological 
point view, it may reflect the fact that the grid size, i.e. 0.25m, is close to or falls below the 
scale of the major features (these are as large as 0.2-0.3m as can be seen in the borehole video 
data; see Fig. 4 for reference) controlling the groundwater flow. Alternatively, from the point 
of view of numerical calculation, this reduction of grid size from 1m by 1m to 0.25m by 0.25m 
may have led the model being over-discretised thereby reaching the limit of the SNOPT 
algorithm in solving the overestimated nonlinear inverse problem.  In addition, when a finer 
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grid size is used, the complexity of the inverse problem may overwhelm the sparse database 
employed to constrain the problem. It follows that when limited field data are available it is 
important to determine the appropriate parameterisation when modelling highly heterogeneous 
fractured/karstified aquifers. 
 
 
Figure 6.11. Comparison of transmissivity fields inverted using different grid sizes. In (a) the 
grid size is 0.5m by 0.5m; in (b) the grid size is 0.25m by 0.25m. Both models were run by 
using a constant regional transmissivity value of 10−4(𝑚2𝑠−1) and the range for the local 
transmissivities in these models was set to [10−8, 10−1](𝑚2𝑠−1). In both cases, the a priori 
transmissivity field shown in Fig. 6.2 was used as the initial condition for the inversion. See 
also Fig. 6.5b to compare with inverted transmissivity field obtained by using a grid size of 1m 
by 1m. 
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Figure 6.12.  Scatter plots of observed hydraulic heads versus predicated hydraulic heads: (a) 
using a 0.5m by 0.5m grid size; (b) using a 0.25m by 0.25m grid size. We note that the inversion 
model run with the grid size 0.25m by 0.25m did not converge. See text for discussion.  
 
6.4.4 Case 4: Influence of the manner of using the sequential hydraulic test dataset on the 
inversion results 
In order to study the influence of inversion strategies, i.e. the ways of use the pumping test 
data in the inversion, we performed inversion using two inversion approaches. In the model 
implemented with the sequential inversion approach, the eight series of cross-hole pumping test 
data are added sequentially, one series at a time, into the inversion loop. In the second model 
which applies the combined inversion approach all the eight series test data were treated as a 
whole and analysed jointly. The scatterplots of the measured against inverted head data along 
with the convergence performances for the two approaches are shown in Figs. 6.14a and 6.14b, 
respectively. Fig. 6.13a and 6.13b show the results of reconstructed transmissivity maps using 
the two approaches.  
It is found that both models converged and the fitness of the inverted and measured head 
data of all the 8 pumping tests is equally good (Fig. 6.14). Some similarity can be clearly seen 
in these transmissivity fields (Fig. 6.13). Firstly, both the inverted transmissivity fields show 
that the local flow system is composed of several highly conductive zones embedded within a 
low-permeability matrix background. Secondly, the highly conductive conduits are 
predominately trending along an approximately NE-SW direction with a second minor flow 
direction in a NW-SE direction. In addition, some major conductive zones are present in similar 
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locations on both transmissivity fields. We also note that these results are consistent with the 
statistical interpretation of structural data (fracture mapping) collected on both the Terrieu 
pavement and other nearby outcrops. This consistency between the geological and hydraulic 
results suggests the predicted flow anisotropy is compatible with the structural anisotropy 
measured at the local field site scale.  
 
 
Figure 6.13. Comparsion of transmissivity fields inverted by following (a) the sequential 
approach; (b) the cominbed approach discussed in section 3. Both models were run by using a 
constant regional transmissivity value of 10−4(m2s−1)  and the range for the local 
transmissivities in these models was set to [10−8, 10−1](m2s−1). In both cases, the a priori 
transmissivity field shown in Fig. 6.2 was used as the initial condition for the inversion. 
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Figure 6.14. Scatter plots of observed hydraulic heads versus predicated hydraulic heads: (a) 
result for the sequential inversion approach; (b) result for the combined inversion approach.  
 
Even though the inverted transmissivity fields using the sequential inversion and combined 
inversion approaches share many common characteristics, it is worth paying extra attention to 
one significant difference between the two resulting fields. That is, the two inversion strategies 
lead to two distinct flow patterns. In general, treating the data sequentially reveals highly 
localised behaviour of the flow in the system (Fig. 6.13a); in contrast, when the data is 
considered as a whole, i.e. all the pumping data are analysed together at each iterative step in 
the inversion loop, a much more diffused flow pattern is predicted (Fig. 6.13b). This difference 
reflects the non-uniqueness of solution of a hydraulic inversion problem. Only from the 
perspective of numerically calculation, the two inverted transmissivity fields are seemingly 
equivalent for characterising the heterogeneous structures and the complex organization of flow 
in the subsurface system of the Terrieu site. However, our knowledge from the site geology, 
e.g. information from the borehole videos and fracture mapping at outcrop, convinced us to 
believe that the transmissivity field with highly localised flow paths (Fig. 6.13a) may be a more 
appropriate choice.  
6.5 Summary and Concluding remarks 
Modelling of the groundwater flow in the fractured and karstified aquifers is inherently a 
challenge because of the nature of the extremely high heterogeneity and anisotropy of the 
systems and the scarcity of field measurements. However, by careful selection of the modelling 
approach and coupling inversion techniques, we can still obtain reliable results with the 
available data set. In this article, we applied the hydraulic tomography technique to jointly 
analyse eight sets of cross-hole pumping tests based on a simple, regularly-parameterised 
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equivalent porous medium model and demonstrated the ability of this method to estimate the 
transmissivity field of a test site located within a real fractured and karstified aquifer. We note 
that the modelling task undertaken in this paper involved solving a large-scale inverse problem 
where the computational demands are prohibitive. Such large-scale inverse problems have 
rarely been addressed in the water resources literature, except for some recent work conducted 
by Kitanidis and co-workers (e.g. Lee and Kitanidis, 2014). However, we recognise that this 
work is achieved by using a dense borehole network in a limited area and an extensive hydraulic 
dataset, even though the hydraulic data are still apparently sparse compared to the large number 
of hydraulic unknowns (2160 in the coarsest model) in the large-scale inverse problem 
addressed in this work. This may imply that based only on this case study it is difficult to claim 
that the hydraulic tomography technique is a generally applicable method for aquifer 
characterisation in fractured media and that its applicability need to be further tested using other 
datasets.  
Results have shown that the use of the initial connectivity information derived from 
pumping tests significantly improves the inversion results. It was also found that in order for 
the inversion models to represent the observed behaviour of the system, a large range of 
transmissivities, [10−8, 10−1](𝑚2𝑠−1), is required within the local system and a smaller range 
of [10−4, 10−3](𝑚2𝑠−1) is needed for the bulk transmissivity in the buffer region. A series of 
spatially distributed transmissivity fields that produce similar hydraulic behaviours to the real 
pumping tests were obtained. These transmissivity fields allow the identification of the 
preferential flow paths that are complexly organised within the low-permeability background 
matrix. A predominate NE-SW flow direction was identified. These inverted transmissivity 
fields are believed to be reliable and representative for the Terrieu site since they are consistent 
with the hydrodynamic and geological measurements gathered there. However, for a more 
rigorous validation of the inversion results, new pumping test data from other boreholes, other 
than the eight boreholes considered in this work, can be collected. On the other hand, forward 
flow simulations using the inverted transmissivity fields can be performed to forecast pressure 
distributions. If the forecasted pressure drawdowns agree with the field data, the inverted 
transmissivity fields can then be said to be representative of the hydrodynamic system, and be 
used for future pressure and flow predictions.  Also, since only pressure calibration is 
considered in the present study, the inversion results may completely fail for predicting tracer 
concentrations. To obtain a more plausible characterisation of the site heterogeneity may 
require joint inversion of piezometric data and other data such as solute concentration, electrical 
and geophysical data. The methodology of joint inversion of piezometric and solute 
concentration data collected at the Terrieu site is currently being conceived and will be 
addressed in the future work. 
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Even though the regularly parameterised model used in this study is seemingly 
oversimplified and might not be considered appropriate for modelling the complex flow path 
network in the intensely fractured and karstified system observed at the field site scale, it 
possesses the flexibility to characterise the spatial location and connectivity of the main flow 
paths. In future work, it will be useful to apply derivative-free methods such as the Markov 
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach to take into account the non-uniqueness solution and the 
uncertainties of the inverse modelling. The inversion results and effectiveness of both the 
gradient-based and derivative-free approaches could then be compared. Furthermore, as the 
fracture network at the Terrieu site has been mapped and statistically characterised, it would be 
worth constructing a set of DFN/DFM models and to apply the hydrodynamic datasets used in 
this work to condition them to invert the distribution of aperture for fractures in the network. 
Such approaches would not only allow the major controls of the geometry and connectivity of 
the main flow paths to be determined, but would also enable the complex channelling behaviour 
of multiphase flow that may have a major impact in fractured oil/gas reservoirs on the fluid 
exchange between the conductive flow paths and the bulk fracture rock, to be captured.  In 
addition, future work will also involve a quantitative comparison of the flow pattern inferred 
from the inverse modelling and the fracture pattern mapped in the vicinity of the Terrieu site 
by computing the equivalent permeability tensor. 
6.6 Nomenclature 
T   hydraulic transmissivity 
ud   Darcy velocity 
Qs   hydraulic source/sink 
h  hydraulic head 
Г𝑁   Neumann boundary 
Г𝐷   Dirichlet boundary 
J  objective function value 
J_start  objective function value at 
the beginning of inversion 
J_end  objective function value at 
the end of inversion 
∇  derivative operator 
s inverse parameters 
(log10T) 
N number of inverse 
parameters 
l  lower bound for inverse 
parameters 
u  upper bound for inverse 
parameters 
R diagonal covariance 
matrix 
hf  real hydraulic 
measurements 
F(s)  forward model operator 
RMS   root mean square error 
ap aperture of fractures/karst 
channel 
   fluid density 
   fluid dynamic viscosity 
g  acceleration of gravity
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Chapter 7: Inverse modelling of hydraulic properties and history matching of local-scale 
interference tests – a stochastic quasi-Newton approach 
7.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 6, the heterogeneous transmissivity field of the Terrieu experimental site has 
been characterized by using a deterministic approach. Even though both the location and flow 
properties of main flow channels can be identified by the inversion method, only deterministic 
transmissivity fields can be obtained. However, the deterministic optimizations do not allow 
uncertainties, which are inevitably associated with any sampling and modelling processes. 
Without rigorously assessing the parameter uncertainty, the confidence in the hydraulic 
tomography experiments is substantially limited (Bohling and Butler, 2010). To account for the 
uncertainties, in this chapter, a novel Bayesian method which combines the stochastic Markov 
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling and quasi-Newton optimization is applied to infer the 
distributions of model parameters statistically.  
7.2 Overview of past research on stochastic inverse modelling 
In recent years, stochastic approaches based on Bayesian inference have become popular 
in aquifer characterisation (Subbey et al., 2004; Christie et al., 2006; Castagna, and Bellin, 
2009; Fu and Gomez-Hernandez, 2009; Mondal et al., 2010; Cui et al., 2011). These methods 
using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations to generate samples from the posterior 
target distribution of the model parameters and allow for inference of both the unknown 
parameters and the uncertainties associated with the analysis. In a traditional MCMC simulation 
that relies on a single-site updating scheme, a large number of forward model runs (equal to the 
number of parameters) are required to perform a single parameter sweep (Metropolis et al., 
1953). The required number of simulations becomes prohibitive for high-dimensional inverse 
problems that include a large number of model parameter. A popular approach to make the 
sampling adaptive for high-dimensional models is to construct surrogate models or emulators 
based on polynomial approximations (e.g. polynomial chaos or KL expansions) that reduce the 
dimension of the problem (e.g. Marzouk and Xiu, 2009; Laloy et al., 2013). The approach is 
often improved with a two-stage scheme to achieve a better sampling efficiency (Liu 2001; 
Dostert et al., 2009; Cui et al., 2011). However, because of the requirement of smoothness in 
the model response fields, the emulator-based methods can not be applied to highly 
heterogeneous media such as fractured and karstic aquifers where sharp changes in the spatial 
distribution of hydraulic head/flux are commonly observed. Another approach for improving 
the efficiency of MCMC sampler is to adopt a multivariate proposal density (e.g. Haario et al., 
2006; Fu and Gomez-Hernandez, 2009). For instance, the delayed rejection adaptive metropolis 
(DRAM) MCMC resorts to constructing an approximation to the posterior covariance matrix 
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to guide the sampling process. Recently, many authors have proposed to use local derivative 
information (gradient and Hessian for the forward map) in the construction of proposal density 
(Girolami and Calderhead, 2011; Flath et al., 2011; Martin et al., 2012). Because the proposal 
distributions are tuned using derivative information contained in the past chain, the proposal 
distribution evolves to the target density much more efficiently. Although using Hessian 
information in conditioning MCMC samplers has been previously considered, most of the 
applications have been restricted to models with a relatively small number of parameters or to 
high-dimensional linear problems where the derivative information (gradient and Hessian) is 
easy to obtain (Flath et al., 2011). The applicability of the method to complex, nonlinear, 
hydrogeological models remains to be demonstrated. Therefore, in the present study, we have 
attempted to extend the Hessian-based McMC method to infer the posterior distribution of the 
unknown and uncertain parameters in a high-dimensional groundwater model.  
7.3 Conceptual flow model 
As discussed in Chapter 5, the results of the joint analysis of borehole videos, well logs, 
interference tests and straddle packer tests indicate that an open bedding plane which intersects 
the boreholes at the 25 ~ 40 m depth conducts most of the flow in the Terrieu site. These 
observations have given rise to the following two-dimensional, conceptual model (Fig. 7.1a) 
which reasonably represents the main heterogeneous flow pathways of the Terrieu site: 
1) A sub-horizontal fracture with a small aperture (i.e. 0.1 cm), i.e. the transmissive bedding 
plane, represents the main flow path of the site; because of its small aperture, this horizontal 
fracture only conducts a small amount of flow during hydraulic tests, but it nevertheless 
provides an important lateral connectivity. 
2) The aperture of the horizontal fracture is locally increased by the intersections of the 
sub-vertical joints and the bedding plane and by the karstic features developed along some of 
these intersections. 
In other words, the flow system can be viewed as a single fracture with variable apertures 
(Tsang and Tsang, 1987; Moreno et al., 1988) where a set of 2D heterogeneous channels made 
up by the interconnecting joint-bedding plane intersections and karstic conduits, which are 
characterised by two types of enhanced apertures, is embedded within a sub-horizontal fracture 
which has a small, ‘background’ aperture. Because of the increased apertures, enhanced flow 
occurs along the intersections (some of which have been karstified) during hydraulic tests.  
      In order to perform flow simulations, an equivalent porous medium (EPM) representation 
of the 2D conceptual geological model is adopted in this study. The advantage of adopting this 
approach in the forward model of the inversion process has been discussed in section 6.3.1 (see 
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Chapter 6). The constructed model has a dimension of 60 m by 36 m. The domain is discretised 
using regular square grids with a grid size of 1 m by 1m.  It is noted that the grid size chosen 
here is a compromise between a smaller size required to capture the spatial variability of the 
parameter field and a larger limit above which the fine-sized parameterisation is inappropriate 
for the underdetermined inverse simulation because of the limited number of available 
hydraulic measurements. By using this coarse grid size which is generally larger than the width 
of an individual flow feature (e.g. a karstified conduit), only the effective hydraulic 
transmissivity of the flow features, averaged over the square which contains them, is modelled. 
 
 
Figure 7.1. A 2D conceptual model of the Terrieu site. (a) A transmissive bedding plane with 
variable aperture represents the main, heterogeneous flow paths. (b) Three distinct classes of 
aperture of the conductive bedding plane were observed from the downhole video data. 
 
7.4 Methodology 
7.4.1 Transition probability geostatistical method 
7.4.1.1 Categorical indicator classification 
      Because the transition-probability geostatistical approach, which is detailed in the following 
section, is essentially an indicator-based method, it is necessary to define the categorical 
indicators. A good criterion for distinguishing one rock type from another is hydraulic 
transmissivity. The three indicators defined for further stochastic, categorical simulations are:  
1) ‘bedding plane’ which has a transmissivity on the level of 10−8(𝑚/𝑠) and corresponds to 
the flow areas characterized by the intact aperture of the bedding plane;  
2) ‘fracture’ which has a transmissivity on the level of 10−5(𝑚/𝑠) and corresponds to the grids 
characterized by the increased apertures at the intersections between sub-vertical joints and the 
bedding plane; and  
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3) ‘karst’ which has a transmissivity on the level of 10−2(m/s) and corresponds to the grids 
characterized by the increased apertures due to karstification (Fig. 7.1b). 
The values for the three categories are the mean transmissivities that are obtained from the 
hydraulic data (Dausse, 2015).   
7.4.1.2 Geostatistical approach for generating prior models 
      A conditional geostatistical method based on Markovian transition-probability is adopted 
in this study to generate a priori transmissivity models (T-PROGS; Carle, 1999; Carle and Fogg, 
1999; Appendix I). The method represents a variant of the indicator-based methods that address 
the categorical nature of geological data. The method can integrate not only the hard data but 
also semi-quantitative constraints that are inexpensive and readily available from outcrops, 
borehole videos and other general geologic sources, and therefore reduces the reliance of the 
geostatistical models on expensive direct measurements (Weissmann et al., 1999). The method 
has been applied to characterize fractured crystalline rocks (Park et al., 2004; Blessent et al., 
2011). The approach starts with describing the spatial transmissivity samples in terms of 
transition probabilities, 𝑡𝑗𝑘(𝒉), as defined by: 
𝑡𝑗𝑘(𝒉) = 𝑃𝑟{𝑘 occurs at 𝒙 + 𝒉 | 𝑗 occurs at 𝒙},                      (1) 
where Pr denotes probability; k and j represent the geological rock types treated as categorical 
indicators; x and h denote a spatial location vector and a separation vector, respectively. 
Through a curve fitting process, a Markovian model for the direction 𝜑 can be constructed by 
the matrix exponential, 
𝑻𝒓𝑛×𝑛(ℎ𝜑) = exp (𝑹𝜑ℎ𝜑),                                   (2) 
where 𝑻𝒓(ℎ𝜑) denotes a n by n matrix of transition probabilities; n is the number of categorical 
indicators; 𝑹𝜑 denotes an embedded transition probability matrix, which is given by 
𝑹𝜑 = [
𝑟11,𝜑 … 𝑟1𝑛,𝜑
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑟𝑛1,𝜑 … 𝑟𝑛𝑛,𝜑
] ,                                     (3) 
      Note that the above-stated workflow represents the standard way for developing a spatial 
Markov model, and is only practical for site characterisations where a large number of 
measurements is available. In the case with a limited amount of hard measurements, one can 
construct the Markov model by explicitly specifying the embedded transition probability matrix. 
In fact, the entities of 𝑹𝜑, i.e. 𝑟𝑗𝑘,𝜑, represents the rate of changing from category j to category 
k per unit length in the direction 𝜑. The diagonal elements of the transition rate matrix 𝑟𝑘𝑘,𝜑 
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and off-diagonal transition rates 𝑟𝑗𝑘,𝜑 relate to the mean length of a certain indicator category 
and the juxtapositional tendencies between the two corresponding categories, respectively, as 
𝑟𝑘𝑘,𝜑 = −(
1
?̅?𝑘,𝜑
)                                                                 (4) 
𝑟𝑗𝑘,𝜑 =
𝜋𝑗𝑘,𝜑
?̅?𝑗,𝜑
       (𝑗 ≠ 𝑘),                                                    (5)  
where 𝜋𝑗𝑘,𝜑  is the off-diagonal elements of the embedded transition probability matrix and 
denotes the probability of rock type k occurs next to rock type j when rock type j is present; 
?̅?𝑘,𝜑 represents the mean length of rock type k in direction 𝜑. For the three-category system of 
the present study, the embedded transition probability matrix is written as: 
𝑹𝑗𝑘,𝜑 =
𝑀
𝐹
𝐾
𝑀    𝐹    𝐾
[
0.8 0.2
0.6 0.4
0.2 0.8
]                                                     (6) 
where M, F, and K represent matrix, fracture, and karst rock types, respectively. The diagonal 
elements of the matrix are blank because in Markov analyses, the ‘auto-transitions’ are 
considered as unobservable (Ethier, 1975; Weissmann et al., 1999). These auto-transition terms 
are prescribed with the estimated mean length of the categories in the T-PROGS simulations 
(Carle, 1999). 
In the geostatistical simulations, the transmissive features are prescribed a general trend of 
N70°, which is trend of the open fracture set (Jazayeri Noushabadi et al., 2011). The mean 
length for each indicator category is difficult to determine because of the absence of in situ, 
continuous, lateral samples of transmissivity. For this reason, a plausible lateral extension for 
each indicator is determined from outcrop fracture data. The estimation is based on fracture 
zones rather than individual fractures. Along the azimuth direction (i.e. N70°), the mean length 
for the ‘fracture’ category is estimated to be 3 meters, which is smaller than the average 
borehole spacing (~ 5 m). The ‘karst’ category is assigned a mean length of 1.5 m. This value 
is determined based on the field observations: in general, karst develops only over a part of the 
entire length of some of the joint-bedding plane intersections. The ‘bedding plane’ category is 
defined as the ‘background’ category and its mean length is 10 m. In the direction normal to 
the azimuth direction, both the ‘fracture’ and ‘karst’ categories are assigned a mean length of 1 
m, which is defined by the grid size. The ‘bedding plane’ category has a mean length of 3 m 
corresponding to the spacing of the main fractured zones that were seen on outcrops. The 
volumetric proportion of each category is also obtained on the basis of the outcrop data and the 
values are estimated as 65%, 25% and 10% for the ‘bedding plane’, ‘fracture’ and ‘karst’ 
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categories, respectively. In addition, the qualitative field observation that the development of 
karst is primarily constrained within connected fracture networks is also integrated in the 
geostatistical simulations through using a high probability of transitioning from karst to fracture 
(0.8) compared to from karst to matrix (0.2).  
The hard conditional data are located at the 22 boreholes (Fig. 7.2). It can be seen that the 
clusters of the categorical indicators are elongated along a ~NE trend, which differs slightly 
from the expected N70° (Fig. 7.3a). This is because of the computational grid used is coarse, 
and thus an exact N70° trend of the indicators is not visible. Because the number of hard data 
is small, a large range of equally plausible realizations were generated. To reduce the range, a 
second conditioning step is considered. In this step, a path-finding process is applied and the 
inter-borehole connection information derived from the cross-hole hydraulic tests is used to 
further constrain the transmissivity models (Fig. 7.3b). Only the indicator distributions that 
match all the direct borehole measurements as well as satisfy all the borehole-connection 
conditions are selected for the subsequent inversions.  
 
 
Figure 7.2. Rock type (indicator category) distribution in the 22 boreholes obtained from the 
borehole videos. This distribution is used as hard conditional data in generating the 
geostatistical rock type models. 
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Figure 7.3. Geostatistical realisations generated by the transition probability based approach. 
(a) An unconditioned geostatistical realisation. (b) A geostatistical realisation conditioned to 
both borehole measurements and inter-borehole connection information. The red solid lines 
indicate possible, connected paths between boreholes. 
 
7.4.2 Stochastic quasi-Newton inversion method 
7.4.2.1 Inverse method 
The central problem considered in this work involves the reconstruction of the spatial 
configurations of a large number of n transmissivities T = [T1, T2, …. Tn] using a collection of 
m hydraulic observations, hobs = [h1, h2, …. hm], where n and m denote the numbers of model 
parameters and measurements, respectively. The relationship between the model parameters 
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and responses is defined by the forward model hobs = f (T), in which the steady-state, single-
phase flow equation is solved. Based on Baye’s rule, the relationship between the probability 
density distributions of the posterior model parameters, πpost (T), and the prior model parameters, 
πprior (T), and the likelihood function, π (hobs|T) is given as     
𝜋𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑻) ∝ 𝜋𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟(𝑻) 𝜋(𝒉𝑜𝑏𝑠|𝑻).                                       (7) 
Suppose that the measurement errors are additive and can be modelled as a Gaussian 
distribution with zero mean and a covariance matrix, Γnoise, and that the prior density of the 
model parameters can also be modelled as Gaussian with a mean, ?̅?𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟, and a covariance 
matrix, Γprior, then, the posterior probability density of the model parameters can be explicitly 
expressed in the L2 norms: 
        𝜋𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑻) ∝ exp [−
1
2
‖𝑓(𝑻) − 𝒉𝑜𝑏𝑠‖𝜞𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒
−1
2 −
1
2
‖𝑻 − ?̅?𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟‖𝜞𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟
−1
2
]              (8) 
Eq. 8 represents the statistical solution to the inverse problem. Note that a full and explicit 
characterisation of Eq. 8 is generally impossible, because it requires to obtain the solution of 
the forward model, f (T), at all location of the parameter space. The challenge is compounded 
when the parameter dimension is high and/or when the forward model is expensive to evaluate.  
However, here only the moments such as the mean and covariance of the target density, 
𝜋𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡, are of interest. In such a case, one could approximate its structure by using a set of 
independent and identically distributed samples that are drawn from the target density. The 
Markov chain Monte Carlo (McMC) method is the most popular approach for sampling the 
posterior density distribution. The conventional MCMC methods, such as the random walk 
Metropolis-Hasting approach (i.e. RWMH in Algorithm 1; Metropolis et al., 1953) treats the 
parameter-to-observable map as a black-box and employ Gaussian proposal density functions. 
Even though easy to implement, these methods are not applicable to high-dimensional inversion 
problems because of two major reasons. Firstly, the high dimension of the model-parameter 
space, which is resulted from detailed discretization of the partial differential equation 
coefficients necessary to capture the high aquifer heterogeneity, makes the exploration of the 
probability density function prohibitive. Secondly, because of the high nonlinearity of the 
forward model, the posterior density distribution is generally non-Gaussian. Hence, the 
generally assumed Gaussian proposal density function may be easy to sample but can lead to 
poor sampling performance. These challenges motivated the idea of improving the sampling 
efficiency of the McMC methods by devising an appropriate proposal density that is 
simultaneously easy to sample and a good approximation of the underlying target density. To 
this end, the advanced tools devised for fast solution of deterministic inverse problems are ideal 
to be exploited.  
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Algorithm 1. Metropolis-Hastings MCMC Algorithm 
Set initial parameters, 𝑻0 
for k = 0, ……, N – 1 do 
1. Draw a sample y from the proposal density 𝑞(𝑻𝑘 , 𝒚) 
2. Compute π(𝒚), 𝑞(𝑻𝑘 , 𝒚) and 𝑞(𝒚, 𝑻𝑘) 
3. Compute the acceptance probability 𝛼(𝑻𝑘 , 𝒚) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {1,
𝜋(𝒚)𝑞(𝒚,𝑻𝑘)
𝜋(𝑻𝑘)𝑞(𝑻𝑘,𝒚)
} 
4. Accept and set 𝑻𝑘+1 = 𝒚 with probability 𝛼(𝑻𝑘 , 𝒚); otherwise, reject and set 𝑻𝑘+1 =
𝑻𝑘 
end for 
 
It is straightforward to show that the statistical solution of the inverse problem is found 
when the posterior density, i.e. Eq. 8, is maximized, which requires the negative exponential 
term 
1
2
‖𝑓(𝑻) − 𝒉𝑜𝑏𝑠‖𝜞𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒
−1
2 +
1
2
‖𝑻 − 𝑻𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟‖𝜞𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟
−1
2
 to be minimized. This is equivalent to 
minimizing the least-square cost function of a deterministic inverse problem as long as we 
interpret the first term of the expression as a data misfit term weighted by the inverse of noise 
covariance and the second prior term as a regularization term of deterministic optimizations. 
Also, the inverse of the Hessian matrix of the deterministic cost function is an approximation 
of the covariance of the posterior density (Flath et al., 2011). By recognizing these connections 
between the deterministic and stochastic inverse problems and approximating the probability 
density locally as Gaussian, a tailored proposal density function that is based on the local 
gradient information can be obtained (Geweke and Tanizaki, 2003; Qi and Minka, 2002; Martin 
et al., 2012): 
        q(𝑻𝑘 , 𝒚) =
(𝑑𝑒𝑡?̃?)
1 2⁄
(2𝜋)𝑛 2⁄
exp [−
1
2
(𝒚 − 𝑻𝑘 + ?̃?
−1𝒈)?̃?(𝒚 − 𝑻𝑘 + ?̃?
−1𝒈)]           (9) 
where y is the new sample, and 𝒈(𝑻𝑘) is the local gradient as given by 
         𝒈(𝑻𝑘) = 𝑱
𝑇𝜞𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒
−1 (𝑱𝑻𝑘 − 𝒉𝑜𝑏𝑠) + 𝜞𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟
−1 (𝑻𝑘 − ?̅?𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟),                    (10) 
?̃? is an approximation of the Hessian matrix which is given by an eigenvalue decomposition 
of the Hessian matrix defined as  
         𝑯(𝑻𝑘) = 𝑱
𝑇𝜞𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒
−1  𝑱 + 𝜞𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟
−1 ,                                    (11) 
and 𝑱(𝑻𝑘) is the measurement-to-parameter sensitivity matrix (i.e. the Jacobian). Note that Eq. 
9 is essentially a Gaussian distribution centred at 𝑻𝑘+1 = 𝑻𝑘 − ?̃?
−1𝒈 and with covariance ?̃?−1. 
The term −?̃?−1𝒈 represents a Newton step of the classical Newton method. Replacing the 
standard Gaussian proposal in Algorithm 1 with Eq. 9 gives rise to the stochastic Newton (SN) 
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method (Algorithm 2; see also Appendix I). The proposal density function of Eq. 9 differs from 
the random walk proposal in two aspects. Firstly, an additional deterministic term −?̃?−1𝒈 is 
introduced. This drift term attempts to lead the chain to regions of high probability density. 
Secondly, a stochastic term 𝑁(0, ?̃?−1) adds randomness to the Markov chain by drawing 
random variables from a Gaussian distribution characterised by the inverse of the Hessian 
matrix.   
Algorithm 2. A scaled stochastic Newton MCMC algorithm 
Set initial parameters, 𝑻0 
for k = 0, ……, N – 1 do 
1. Calculate 𝛁log (𝜋(𝑻𝑘)) and 𝑯(𝑻𝑘) 
2. Draw a sample y from the proposal density 𝑞(𝑻𝑘 , 𝒚), as defined in Eq. 9 
3. Compute π(𝒚), 𝑞(𝑻𝑘 , 𝒚) and 𝑞(𝒚, 𝑻𝑘) 
4. Compute the acceptance probability 𝛼(𝑻𝑘 , 𝒚) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {1,
𝜋(𝒚)𝑞(𝒚,𝑻𝑘)
𝜋(𝑻𝑘)𝑞(𝑻𝑘,𝒚)
} 
5. Accept and set 𝑻𝑘+1 = 𝒚 with probability 𝛼(𝑻𝑘 , 𝒚); otherwise, reject and set 𝑻𝑘+1 =
𝑻𝑘 
end for 
 
7.4.2.2 Fast computation of the sensitivity matrix 
The determination of the local gradient and Hessian information requires the calculation of 
the measurement-to-parameter sensitivity matrix, 𝑱(𝑻𝑘). The computation of 𝑱(𝑻𝑘) represents 
the most computational demanding step of the algorithm. Conventionally, a simple 
approximation of 𝑱(𝑻𝑘) can be established by applying the finite difference method. However, 
it would require the expensive forward problem be solved as many times as the number of 
unknown parameters, T. Because the dimension of the parameter space considered in the 
present work is very large, i.e. several hundreds of parameters are involved, it is not efficient 
to use the finite difference approach for determining  𝑱(𝑻𝑘). Alternatively, an adjoint-state 
method for fast computing the sensitivity matrix is adopted (e.g. Sun and Yeh, 1990, Cardiff 
and Kitanidis, 2008; Soueid Ahmed et al., 2014). 
At a given state of a Markov chain where the current estimates of the parameters are given 
by 𝑻𝑘, the hydraulic forward problem is solved to determine the distribution of the hydraulic 
head, 𝒉𝑘
𝑜𝑏𝑠. Then, a set of adjoint-state equations for each observation point is solved. The 
governing equation and boundary condition for the adjoint-state variable 𝛹 are: 
−∇(𝑇∇𝛹) = 𝛿(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠)                                    (11) 
𝜓 = 0 on Γ𝐷                                                   (12) 
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  −𝐧 ∙ 𝑇∇𝛹  on Γ𝑁                                             (13) 
where T denotes the hydraulic conductivity field, x the spatial coordinates, 𝑥𝑖
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠  the 
coordinates of the i-th measurement location. The sensitivity of each hydraulic head 
observation ℎ𝑖
𝑜𝑏𝑠 to each unknown hydraulic transmissivity 𝑇𝑗 is then given by 
                          
𝜕ℎ𝑖
𝑜𝑏𝑠
𝜕𝑇𝑗
= −ln(10) ∫ 𝑇∇ℎ∇𝛹𝑑Ω𝑘Ω𝑘
.                                (14) 
The integration of equation 8 is performed using the Gauss-Legendre quadrature method. 
Note that compared to the finite difference method, the use of adjoint operators not only reduces 
the computational demands but also provides a better estimation of the sensitivity matrix by 
using the integral (14). 
7.4.2.3 Low-rank Hessian approximation 
To draw samples from the proposal density function, q(𝑻𝑘 , 𝒚), i.e. Eq. 9, the Hessian 
matrix ?̃? must be positive definite . However, this condition is only satisfied in the vicinity of 
local minima of the least-square cost function, and at an arbitrary location of the parameter 
space the Hessian matrix is not guaranteed to be positive definite (Martin et al., 2012). 
Therefore, to ensure the convergence of the Markov chains, a suitable modification of the local 
Hessians is necessary. On the other hand, evidence gained from deterministic inverse problems 
indicates that the Hessian of the data-fit term of Eq. 9 is a compact operator. In fact, for many 
underdetermined inverse problems only a limited number of elements of the parameter field are 
informed at a given inversion step. Hence, it is reasonable to replace the local Hessian matrix 
by its low-rank variant.  
In the statistical setting, the Hessian is composed of two parts: 
      𝑯 = 𝑯𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑡 + 𝜞𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟
−1                                         (15) 
where 𝑯𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑡 represents the subspace of the parameter field in which the parameter is mostly 
constrained by the measured data. This term is a good candidate for the construction of a low-
rank approximation. In the case where the number of available measurements is limited, it is 
extremely useful to take advantage of the prior information of the parameter fields. Thus, a 
better strategy for constructing a low-rank Hessian would be also to include the effect of the 
prior density. For this purpose, Eq. 15 is rewritten as: 
        𝑯 = 𝑳−𝑇(𝑳𝑇𝑯𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑳 + 𝑰)𝑳
−1                                (16) 
where 𝑳 is the Cholesky factorisation of the prior covariance matrix 𝜞𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟. The r-th order low-
rank approximation of the prior-conditioned Hessian of the misfit term is obtained by taking an 
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eigenvalue decomposition such that 𝑳𝑇𝑯𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑳 = 𝑽𝑟𝑫𝑟𝑽𝑟
𝑇. Thus, the low-rank approximation 
of the local Hessian H can be obtained by (Martin et al., 2012): 
          ?̃? = 𝑳−𝑇(𝑽𝑟𝑫𝑟𝑽𝑟
𝑇 + 𝑰)𝑳−1                                     (17) 
It is noted that in Eq. 17, 𝑽𝑟 only contains the dominant eigenvectors and the diagonal 
elements of 𝑫𝑟 represent the corresponding dominant eigenvalues.  The subscript r denotes the 
order of rank of ?̃?, which is determined by truncating the decomposition. The eigenvalues that 
are smaller than a pre-defined threshold value 𝛼 are considered mostly constrained by the prior, 
and hence are eliminated. This truncation also ensures that the resulting low-rank Hessian, ?̃?, 
is positive definite.   
7.4.2.4 Optimal sampling in high dimensions 
The stochastic Newton approach is derived based on an essential assumption that the target 
density is a Gaussian distribution. Both the deterministic and stochastic terms of the proposal 
density function (i.e. Eq. 9) work well when the target density is close to Gaussian. However, 
for hydraulic problems where the forward model is highly non-linear and the parameter-space 
dimension is large, it is very likely that the target density is different from Gaussian. In this 
case, if a full Newton step, −?̃?−1𝒈, is still applied, the Markov chain may be trapped in regions 
of low probability. It is therefore reasonable to truncate the Newton stop. On the other hand, 
the stochastic term needs to be adjusted if the target density is not Gaussian; otherwise, the 
proposal is likely to be rejected. To this end, a proposal variance 𝜎2 is introduced to Eq. 9, 
which can now be written as: 
q(𝑻𝑘 , 𝒚) =
(𝑑𝑒𝑡?̃?)
1 2⁄
(2𝜋)𝑛 2⁄
exp [−
1
2
(𝒚 − 𝑻𝑘 +
𝜎2
2
?̃?−1𝒈) ?̃? (𝒚 − 𝑻𝑘 +
𝜎2
2
?̃?−1𝒈)]        (18) 
It is noted that although this modification is small, it is crucial to the successful application 
of the stochastic Newton method. This is because the proposal variance determines the 
acceptance rate of the chain and controls the mixing-time (i.e. the number of steps of the 
Markov chain necessary to explore the stationary density distribution). Results from optimal 
scaling theory of the Langevin-McMC method (Gareth et al., 1997; Ole et al., 2005) suggests 
that for large-scale problems, in the transient phase, i.e. before the proposal starts to explore the 
stationary density distribution, the proposal variance scales optimally as 𝜎2 = 𝑙2𝑛−1 2⁄ as the 
number of parameter approaches infinite, and scales as 𝜎2 = 𝑙2𝑛−1 3⁄  in the stationary phase. 
Here, 𝑙 is a scaling constant and 𝑛 represents the number of unknown parameters of the inverse 
problem. In addition, numerical experiments by Bui-Thanh and Ghattas (2012) indicate that 
freezing the Hessian, ?̃?, and its inverse in calculating the acceptance ratio 
𝜋(𝒚)𝑞(𝒚,𝑻𝑘)
𝜋(𝑻𝑘)𝑞(𝑻𝑘,𝒚)
 also 
facilitates improving the mixing rate for high dimensional inverse problems.   
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7.5 Results 
7.5.1 Synthetic case study 
Prior to applications to real data, the proposed stochastic Newton inverse approach is 
validated using a synthetic case study. A synthetic rock type (i.e. indicator category) field was 
firstly generated on a 60 × 36 grid using the geostatistical method described in section 3.2. 
Three rock types, i.e. ‘karst’, ‘fracture’ and ‘bedding plane’, were considered in the model. The 
rock type field was then translated into a transmissivity field by assigning a constant initial 
hydraulic transmissivity to each rock type. Gaussian noise (σ = 0.02) was then added to the 
‘fracture’ and ‘karst’ cells of the transmissivity field. The resulting transmissivity field was 
considered as the ‘true’ T field (Fig. 7.4a) in the synthetic model based on which five cross-
hole pumping tests were performed to yield a total number of 110, ‘true’, steady-state, hydraulic 
measurements.  
Two inverse processes were then conducted aiming to recover the ‘true’ T field using the 
‘true’ head measurements. The inversions were conducted only in the ‘fracture’ and ‘karst’ cells 
(i.e. total number of 638 parameters) while keeping the transmissivity of the ‘bedding plane’ 
cells as a known constant (1 × 10-8 m2/s). This was attempted to reduce the under-
determinedness of the inverse problem by reducing the number of model parameters. In both 
inverse models, a constant initial model with a T = 1 × 10-5 m2/s was considered for ‘fracture’ 
and ‘karst’ cells. In the first case only one set of cross-hole measurement (22 data points) was 
used while the second case used all five sets of cross-hole head measurements (110 data points). 
The reconstructed T fields from the two cases are shown in Figs. 7.4b and 7.4c. The Markov 
chains of the two synthetic models are shown in Fig. 7.5. It can be seen that the chain of the 
first model converges much more rapidly to root mean square error (RMSE) values around 0.4. 
In contrast, the second model required more forward model runs (more than 800) before 
converging to a limiting distribution of RMSE whose mean is slightly higher than that of the 
first model (Figs. 7.5 and 7.6). However, the oscillation of the chain of the first model appear 
much larger than that of the second model (Fig. 7.7). The maximum and minimum RMSE 
values after convergence (by inspection) for the first model are 1.2 and 0.052 compared to 0.98 
and 0.18 of the second model. These effects may be caused by the number of measurements in 
the second model is much larger than that in the first model. Good correlations between the 
inverted and measured heads were obtained for both cases (Fig. 7.6). The posterior mean RMSE 
calculated using the last 500 samples of the chain for the two cases are 0.41 and 0.44. However, 
it can be seen that the recovered T fields from the two cases are quite different. When one set 
of data is used, no apparent high-T structures of the true T field (Fig. 7.4a) had been 
reconstructed. As more observational data are included, the high-T channel of the synthetic 
model becomes more apparent (Fig. 7.4c) and a much smaller difference between the synthetic 
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T field and the recovered T field (Fig. 7.7c compared to Fig. 7.7a) is observed. The inclusion 
of more data also lead to a narrower interval of uncertainty for the model parameters (Fig. 7.7d 
compared to Fig. 7.7b). In addition, the synthetic tests also demonstrate that the number ratio 
between the measurements and parameters (i.e. ~ 100 to 600) may be sufficient for key features 
in the ‘true’ T fields to be imaged. This rule of thumb is adopted in the subsequent inversions 
performed on realistic pumping test data. 
 
Figure 7.4. (a) Synthetic transmissivity field. (b) Inverted transmissivity field using one set (P2) 
of cross-hole pumping test data. Note that only the local high-T structure near P2 well is 
resolved. (c) Inverted transmissivity field using five sets of cross-hole pumping test data. Most 
of the high-T zones in the synthetic field have been reconstructed.  
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Figure 7.5. MCMC chains of the two synthetic inverse models with one and five sets of data. 
Note that the model with one set of data seems converge faster than the model with five sets of 
data. 
 
 
Figure 7.6. Scatter plots of measured hydarulic heads veruse inverted hydraulic heads. (a) 
Inversion results for using one set of cross-hole hydraulic test data (22 steady-state head 
measurements); the posterior mean root mean square error (calculated using the last 500 
sampled RMSE) is 0.41. (b) Inversion results for using 5 sets of cross-hole hydraulic test data 
(110 steady-state head measurements); the posterior mean RMSE is 0.44. 
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Figure 7.7. Comparisons of results from the two inversion simulations. (a) and (c) show the differences between the synthetic T field and the posterior mean T 
fields inverted using one set and five sets of hydraulic test data, respectively. (b) and (d) are the corresponding error bar plots showing the posterior variances 
of the first 30 parameters. It is clear that more hydraulic measurements improve the quality of inversion.  
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7.5.2 Inversion of real Terrieu pumping tests 
The proposed inversion workflow was then applied to the dataset of actual observation 
from the Terrieu field site to jointly invert five cross-hole, steady-state, pumping tests. By using 
the wellbore rock type data and the inter-well connectivity data, a large variety of equally 
plausible geological models were generated using the proposed geostatistical method. Three of 
them are examined here (Fig.7.8). It can be seen that, although the rock type distribution is 
different in each realization, the trend and locations of fracture and karst zones are consistently 
modelled among these realizations. These rock type models were next transformed into 
transmissivity fields by assigning constant hydraulic transmissivities (1 × 10-2 m2/s for ‘karst’ 
cells; 1× 10-4 m2/s for ‘fracture’ cells; 1× 10-8 m2/s ‘bedding plane’ cells) to each rock type. 
These transmissivity fields were then used as prior transmissivity models in the hydraulic 
inversions. In the inversions, only the cells of fracture and karst were considered, and bounds 
for T values were set to be [-8 -1] according to experience gained from previous inverse 
modelling at the site [see Chapter 6; Wang et al., 2016]. The mean and standard deviation of 
the posterior T fields, and the correlation between inverted and measured hydraulic heads 
(based on the last 500 samples) are shown in Figs. 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11, respectively. As can been 
seen from Fig. 7.11, the three inversions have all converged and good correlations between the 
inverted and measured mean heads are obtained. However, as different prior models were used, 
it is predictable that the inversion method produced slightly different inversion results, which 
is reflected in the difference in the inverted spatial T fields (Fig. 7.9). Nevertheless, there is a 
remarkable consistency in the trend and location of the high-T channels. Besides, the 
uncertainty associated with each prediction of the spatially varying T field were also obtained 
from the posterior models (Fig. 7.10). Overall, all parameters appear reasonably identified. It 
has been found that around boreholes where the measurements are made, the uncertainty of 
posterior parameters is in general lower than the regions where no hydraulic measurements are 
present. For instance, the variance of the posterior T model in the region bounded by P4, P5, 
P6 and P7 on Fig. 7.10a are almost three time smaller than that of the region between P7 and 
P21.  
7.5.3 Model complexity versus predictive capacity 
Not all a priori models generated from the Markovian geostatistical method lead to a 
successful inversion of the hydraulic data. One such unsuccessful posterior T distribution is 
shown in Fig. 7.12a. The insufficient data integration is clearly demonstrated by its large mean 
posterior RMSE after 5000 evaluations of the forward model (Fig. 7.13a and Table 7.1). A 
follow-up inversion was performed based on the emergent posterior model, however the 
constraints on the inversion model geometry was relaxed. Instead of inverting the T values in 
only the ‘karst’ and ‘fracture’ grids, the follow-up inversion was performed on all grids 
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contained in the modelled domain, i.e. including the cells of ‘bedding plane’. In the latter case, 
the model complexity was increased as the increased number of parameters. The inversion was 
finally converged to a limiting distribution of RMSE around 0.56 (Fig. 7.13b and Table 7.1). 
The resulting mean posterior T distribution (Fig. 7.12b) differs from the initial model (Fig. 
7.12a) significantly. For example, the location of high T channels between P21 and P8 has 
changed. In addition, new high T channel has been identified in the region around P8, P9 and 
P1. Indeed, because the T values of the background rock type (i.e. the bedding plane cells) are 
fixed during the first inversion, P1 was isolated from P8 and P9 in the original model. In the 
follow-up inversion, the local interconnection between P1 and P8 and P9 must re-established 
in order for the inverted head data to match the measured ones.  Local change in borehole 
connectivity is also observable around P4, P10 and P14. It is interesting to note that despite 
these local modifications of inter-well connection, the change in other background regions, e.g. 
the vast ‘blue’ regions in the lower and upper left parts of Fig. 7.13b is negligible. It is clear 
that the original prior T model (Fig. 7.13a) does not capture sufficiently the important inter-
well connectivity even though a precondition step for connectivity (see Fig. 7.13b) was 
performed using cross-hole pumping test data. 
              
  Table 7.1. Performance of the inverse models   
      Inversion performance   
  
Test name Obj_end RMSE (m) 
  
  
Synthetic test 1 18.491 0.41 
  
  
Synthetic test 2 21.296 0.44 
  
  
Real test 1 43.65 0.63 
  
  
Real test 2 36.9 0.58 
  
  
Real test 3 48.85 0.66 
  
  
Geometry test 1 142.96 2.14 
  
  
Geometry test 2 33.28 0.56 
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Figure 7.8. Three realizations of geostatistical rock type distribution generated for inverse 
modelling of the heterogeneity of the Terrieu site using the transition probability approach. 
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Figure 7.9. Three reconstructed T fields for the Terrieu experimental site using 5 sets of 
hydraulic test data. Note the similar trend and locations of high-T zones are observed in the 
multiple realizations. 
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Figure 7.10. Maps of standard deviation of the posterior parameter distributions for the three 
inversion model of Figure 7.9. These maps were generated using the last 300 samples of the 
MCMC chains. In general, the uncertainty of parameters is smaller around the boreholes 
compared to the regions that are away from the boreholes.   
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Figure 7.11. Correlation between measured and inverted hydraulic heads for the three inverse models as shown in Fig. 7.9. The caluclations were based on the 
last 500 samples of the chains.  
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Figure 7.12. Inverted transmissivity fields. (a) T field obtained by inversion performed only on 
cells where fracture and karst rock types are present. (b) T field obtained by inversion on all 
cells in the model domain. It is noted that the original channel geometry of (a) is changed, in 
particular in the two region, one around boreholes P0, P1, P2 and P9, and another around P4, 
P10 and P14.  
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Figure 7.13. Correlation between the measured and the posterior mean hydraulic heads for the 
two inverse models in Figure 10. Note that the data points that have largest difference from the 
measured data were observed in boreholes P0, P2, P9 of pumping tests of P0 and P2. As the 
constraint on the inverse model geometry is released in model (b), a RMSE of about 10 times 
less than that of the model (a) was obtained.  
 
7.6 Discussions 
The proposal density function of the proposed stochastic quasi-Newton (SN) method is 
composed of a deterministic part and a stochastic part. The stochastic Newton approach 
outperforms the deterministic inverse methods because it allows not only the mean but also the 
uncertain range of the transmissivity field to be quantified. On the other hand, the proposal 
density of the stochastic Newton method is dynamically adjusted during the evaluation of the 
MCMC chains. Hence, compared to the traditional MCMC methods, a significant faster 
convergence of the chain was achieved. Nevertheless, several issues regarding the inverse 
approach still needs to be addressed in future work.  
On the algorithm side, much efforts are required to thoroughly understand the effect of the 
scaling constant, l (in the optimal proposal scaling 𝜎2 = 𝑙2𝑛−1 3⁄ ) on the convergence 
performance of Markov chains. One observation from the numerical experiments is that the 
value of l need to be varied considerably in order to avoid the chain being trapped in local 
minima. One possible reason is that the use of approximation to the actual Hessian breaks down 
the theory of optimal scaling of SN chains (Bui-Thanh and Ghattas, 2012). The SN proposal 
density requires the local Hessian to be positive definite, which is not always guaranteed even 
if the actual Hessian can be feasibly computed. In this work, a low-rank approximation 
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technique was used to avoid the indefiniteness of local Hessian. However, the effect of the 
truncation process on the evolution of the MCMC chain remains to be investigated. 
On the application side, the inversions were performed based on a collection of steady-state 
hydraulic head data. The synthetic tests have shown that the currently adopted ratio between 
the number of measurements and that of parameters is sufficient for recovering the spatial T 
field at the field site scale. Even so, the inversion results may be further improved if transient 
data as well as transport and geophysical data can be jointly analysed in the inversion. A more 
rigorous characterisation of the T field would also require a large number of inversions to be 
performed. The likelihood of the ensemble forecasts (e.g. P10, P50 and P90 confidence 
intervals) can then be quantified (Irving and Singha, 2010; Arnold et al., 2016). It is also clear 
that adequately capturing flow network connectivity and ensuring enough flexibility for 
inversion (in our case ensuring the number of parameters is large enough) in the prior model 
are the key to successful applications of the proposed inverse approach. This is because pre-
conditioning the flow model to inter-well connection data may largely reduce the ill-posedness 
of the underlying inverse problem. However, overly increasing model flexibility may 
overwhelm the gradient information provided by the scarce hydraulic measurements. Indeed, 
some inverse models (not shown here) fails to recover an acceptable distribution of flow 
channels, if the inversions were performed on all model grids or initiated at some specific prior 
T distributions. Moreover, as the number of parameters increases, the computational demands 
of calculating the Jacobin matrix increases accordingly. Nevertheless, inversion models need 
to be smartly designed such that a counter-balance between model complexity and predictive 
capacity can be established (Gomez-Hernandez, 2006; Doherty, 2011).  
7.7 Concluding remarks 
To conclude, in this chapter, a new stochastic quasi-Newton approach has been used for 
imaging the spatial transmissivity field of a real fractured and karstic aquifer. By integrating 
available geological and hydrogeological information collected from outcrops and boreholes, a 
2D conceptual flow model was firstly conceptualized. On the basis of a regular parameterisation, 
a transition-probability-based geostatistical method was adopted, to generate a series of equally 
plausible geological models of the system. These models were conditioned to ‘hard’ 
measurements obtained from the boreholes. A further screening procedure was performed to 
select models that are consistent with the inter-well connection data. The resulting models were 
transformed into ‘static’ transmissivity fields that were then used as the a priori models in the 
subsequent inversion processes. A novel inverse approach combining both the deterministic 
and stochastic inversion methods was developed for inferring the a posteriori distribution of 
the unknown parameters. The effectiveness of the approach was demonstrated by a synthetic 
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study. High-dimensional, under-determined, inverse problems, which involve 638 parameters, 
but with only 22 or 110 measurements, were solved. When more conditional data (110 
measurements) are used, the important features of the ‘true’ transmissivity field, such as the 
trend and location of the high-T channels, were sufficiently recovered. In addition, the 
uncertainties associated with the conditioned parameters were found to be largely reduced for 
the case where more data were used to constrain the inverse problem. The inverse approach 
was then applied to a real hydraulic dataset. A series of inverted transmissivity fields that 
produce similar hydrodynamic responses and are consistent with site observations. Furthermore, 
the MCMC simulations also allow the uncertainty of the inverted transmissivity fields to be 
quantified.  
 
7.8 Nomenclature 
𝑡𝑗𝑘   transition probability from rock type j to rock type k 
Pr   probability 
Tr   transition probability matrix 
ℎ𝜑   spatial separation in direction 𝜑 
𝑹𝜑   embedded transition probability matrix 
rnn  entities of embedded transition probability matrix 
?̅?𝑘,𝜑   mean length of rock type k in direction 𝜑 
M  matrix rock type (indicator category) 
F  fracture rock type 
K  karst rock type 
T  hydraulic transmissivity 
hobs   hydraulic head observations 
πpost   posterior probability density distribution of model parameters 
πprior   prior probability density distribution of model parameters 
Γnoise  covariance matrix of hydraulic measurements 
Γprior   covariance matrix of prior model parameters 
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?̅?𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟   mean of prior model parameters 
f   forward model operator 
exp[·]      exponential function 
q   proposal density function 
y   new sample of model parameters 
H   Hessian matrix of the cost function 
?̃?   low-rank approximation of the Hessian matrix 
𝑯𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑡   subspace of the parameter field constrained by measured data 
g   local gradient of the cost function 
J   measurement-to-parameter sensitivity (Jacobian) matrix 
N   Gaussian distribution 
𝛼   acceptance rate (probability) 
x   spatial coordinates 
𝛹   adjoint-state variable of the model parameters 
Γ𝐷   Dirichlet boundary condition 
Γ𝑁   Neumann boundary condition 
Ω𝑘   sub-region of the model domain 
∇ℎ   hydraulic head gradient 
𝜕   partial differential operator 
𝑳   Cholesky factorisation of 𝜞𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 
𝑽𝑟   dominant eigenvectors 
𝑫𝑟   dominant eigenvalues 
det   matrix determinant 
n   number of unknown parameters 
m   number of hydraulic measurements 
RMSE   root mean square error 
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Pn  borehole name 
Obj_end  objective function value at the end of the inversion 
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Chapter 8: Summary, conclusions and suggestions for future work 
8.1 Key research questions solved in the thesis 
This thesis has focused on modelling the hydrodynamic behaviour of fracture and karst 
networks with a specific focus on a major carbonate aquifer (the Lez aquifer) in the north of 
Montpellier, southern France. The Terrieu experimental site, which investigates the topmost 
~60 m of the Lez aquifer, has been used to understand the local-scale fluid flow processes. 
In fractured media, the intricate geometry of fracture networks and the strong spatial 
variability of flow properties lead to significant uncertainties and challenges in understanding 
the fluid flow behaviour. The complexity is compounded by the presence of karstification. 
Because of their large openings, karstified features may completely dominate the fluid flow. 
Hence, predictive characterisation of karst (e.g. trend and preferential locations) in the system 
is the key to constructing accurate flow models. This key question is addressed in Chapter 2 by 
simulating single-phase flow in a series of discrete fracture network models. In particular, the 
relationship between the structural and hydraulic properties of fracture networks on early-time 
karstification has been investigated by using a multi-fractal analysis of the flow distribution 
within synthetic networks. Based on the simulation results, a new model for predicting the type 
and preferential locations of incipient karst is proposed. 
In order to model and simulate the subsurface fracture and karst system, it is important to 
understand how the development and spatial distribution of fractures and karsts in the study 
area relate to tectonic settings (extension or compression), lithology and bed thickness. To 
answer this question, the tectonic history of the Lez aquifer was first reviewed (Chapter 3). 
Field analogues at four regional locations and borehole video data from ten boreholes at the 
Terrieu site were examined to try to unravel the variation of characteristics of fracture and karst 
pattern with respect to lithology and bed thickness (Chapter 4). The borehole video data 
provided the most important and direct source of information regarding subsurface fractures. 
However, borehole data alone are not adequate to define the 3D fracture geometry and to predict 
features important for flow such as the network connectivity in the subsurface. Therefore, new 
fracture data were mapped from outcrops that are located both upstream and downstream of the 
field site and used as an additional source of information to extrapolate from the well data to 
interpret the 3D geometry of fractures. Based on the combined analysis of the borehole and 
outcrop data, the main fracture sets and karstic conduits were identified, and their attributes 
such as the type, orientation, size, spacing were determined. This structural analysis provides a 
foundation for modelling the local-scale static system.  
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Even though the analysis of the fracture data acquired from outcrop analogues and borehole 
videos may provide a good conceptual fracture model, the fracture model only represents a 
static characterisation of the field site and its application to fluid flow is uncertain.  The 
efficiency of the conceptual model in predicting the field site hydrodynamic behaviour was 
then examined and demonstrated by converting the conceptual model into a numerical model 
which is based on a discrete representation of fracture network and matrix (i.e. DFM models; 
Geiger et al., 2004; Belayneh et al., 2004) and simulating two key sets of cross-hole transient 
drawdown tests within the model. Because the numerical model involves a number of 
parameters and that the uncertainty range for each parameter is large, significant uncertainties 
are associated with the model responses. To reduce these uncertainties, an experimental design 
routine (EST of Total S.A.) was coupled to the finite-element-finite-volume flow simulator 
CSMP++ to systematically quantify the impact of each individual parameters and their 
combined effects.   
Although the observational data from hydraulic tests provide direct measurements of the 
subsurface, they integrate the contributions of all flow elements in the reservoir. Therefore, 
information regarding hydraulic properties of each individual fracture and karst is limited. In 
addition, characterising the erratic flow heterogeneity and anisotropy is not possible with the 
scarce hydraulic measurements from boreholes. These challenges are addressed by solving an 
inverse problem using an equivalent porous medium representation (EPM) and the available 
cross-hole hydraulic test data. In Chapters 6 and 7, two inverse algorithms were applied. The 
first inverse method (Chapter 6) relies on a least-squares analysis where the spatial 
transmissivities are (deterministically) optimised until a satisfactory correlation between the 
modelled and measured head data is achieved. Although fast, and capable of solving high-
dimensional inverse problems, this method produces a unique solution for each inversion model 
but does not take into account the uncertainties which are inevitably associated with any data 
collecting and modelling practice. To characterise these uncertainties, the second method 
formulates the inverse problem as a Bayesian inference (Chapter 7). The novel method is 
termed stochastic quasi-Newton method, because the method combines the advantages of both 
quasi-Newton deterministic method and the stochastic McMC method. Compared to traditional 
MCMC approaches (e.g. random-walk MCMC; Metropolis et al., 1953), this new approach 
exploits the advanced tools for fast solution of the deterministic optimizations to construct the 
proposal density function of the MCMC simulations. As a result, the MCMC approach was 
made adaptive, and for the first time applied to stochastically solving large-scale field inverse 
problems (which, in the studied cases, involved at least 638 parameters). Both inverse methods 
were validated using synthetic tests and applied to the real Terrieu hydraulic dataset. From the 
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inversion studies, distributions of flow channels in the Terrieu site were obtained. The trend of 
the flow channels was found to be consistent with that of the main fracture sets. 
8.2 Key findings of current research 
In Chapter 2, the bed-normal flow behaviour in layered, fractured networks was 
investigated using 3D discrete fracture network models with single/multiple fracture sets and a 
horizontal bedding plane. The effects of fracture intensity contracts between two layers and 
aperture ratio 1) between horizontal bedding planes and vertical joints and 2) between 
orthogonal fracture sets on flow localization along the bedding plane and on bed-normal 
permeabilities have been investigated. Based on these results a method for predicting the type 
and location of incipient karst was developed. It was shown that: 
 The bedding plane to joint aperture ratio, abed/ajoint, is the most important parameter in 
controlling the behaviour of fluid flow along the bedding plane.  
 The magnitude of this ratio controls the occurrence of three flow regimes: i.e. abed/ajoint 
< 0.1 for joint-dominate flow (pipe flow); 0.1 < abed/ajoint < 1 for transition flow (stripe 
flow); and abed/ajoint > 1 for bedding plane-dominate flow (sheet flow).  
 These flow regimes are suggested to govern the initiation of three different types of 
karst morphologies i.e. pipe karst, stripe karst and sheet karst, on the important bedding 
surfaces in layered, fractured carbonate rocks. 
 For a specific flow regime, the introduction of the second joint set increases the network 
connectivity and therefore increases the level of conductance of the system. This results 
in a more distributed flow pattern. However, the critical state at which the transition of 
flow regimes occurs does not seem to be affected. 
This chapter has formed a research article submitted to Advances in Water Resources. 
Chapter 3 documents the tectonic and stratigraphic settings of the study area. During the 
evolution of the tectonic history, the three main tectonic phases that have affected the study 
area are: 
 Jurassic NW-SE extension 
 Pyrenean N-S shortening during Eocene 
 Oligocene to Miocene NW-SE extension 
The Jurassic extension phase is responsible for the formation of the major faults in the study 
area, e.g. the Matelles fault. These faults may have been re-activated significantly during the 
Pyrenean Orogeny in the Eocene. The regionally persistent main joint sets may have formed 
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during this time. The most recent major event of karstification is likely to have occurred in 
Miocene time because of the significant sea level drop during the Mediterranean salinity crisis. 
The controls of the tectonic settings, lithology and bed thickness on the development of 
fracture patterns in the studied region are further investigated in Chapter 4 by examining 
outcrop analogues and borehole video logs. In particular, the structural analysis led to the 
following key findings useful for guiding the construction of a discrete fracture flow model for 
the Terrieu site: 
 Two main fracture sets, trending ENE-WSW and NW-SE, were identified on local-
scale outcrops in the vicinity of the field site. Borehole video data validated the 
existence of these fracture sets in the subsurface. In addition, observations on regional 
outcrops (e.g. Prades-le-Lez quarry) suggest that the two main fracture sets persist 
regionally and the only substantial variation close to the Matelles Fault that forms the 
western boundary of the Lez aquifer (e.g. Les Matelles exposure). The two main sets 
are dominantly mode-I fractures, i.e. joints. On local-scale outcrops, the majority of the 
two main sets is less than 1 m, while they were observed to be as large as several tens 
of meters in size on the quarry walls. The mutual abutting geometry observed on the 
outcrops close to the field site indicates that the two main sets on the local-scale may 
have formed in the same time during uplifting.  
 The contribution to fluid flow of the two main sets differ significantly. On the borehole 
video images, the NW-SE set was found to be preferentially cemented by calcite filling 
while the ENE-WSW set was intensely karstified. Similar karst pattern was also 
persistently confirmed by the quarry study at Prades-le-Lez where the outcropping rock 
units are the same as in the Terrieu site. Therefore, the principle flow direction at the 
local field site is predicted to be approximately ENE-WSW. 
 The vertical distribution of flow features also varies significantly. On the borehole 
video logs, most of the dominant flow features were found to be restricted to an 
important bedding plane which intersects the boreholes at a depth between 25 m and 
40 m. This suggests that the main flow conduit network may be well modelled in 2-
dimensions. Although the karstified fractures and fissures in the layers adjacent to the 
main karstified bedding plane may represent the majority of the storage, they do not 
directly conduct flow to the boreholes; and hence they can be combined with the matrix 
to form a pseudo-matrix in the flow model.  
 Other geometrical information useful for fracture modelling such as typical fracture 
spacing, bed thickness and size of stress shadow zone of the joints was also derived 
from the structural analysis.  
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Chapter 5 presents a field application of dynamic flow characterisation. By integrating all 
available geological and hydrogeological data, the local fractured system was modelled using 
discrete fracture network and matrix (DFM) models. Single phase flow was then solved in these 
models to quantify the predicative capacity of the conceptual flow model by simulating two 
important interference tests. The main steps of the workflow and the key findings includes: 
 By jointly analysing the fracture data collected from nearby outcrops and borehole 
videos, well logging data as well as single-hole and cross-hole hydraulic tests data, it 
was found that the local-scale fluid flow is mainly restricted to a transmissive bedding 
plane whose opening has been modified by karstification. Accordingly, a conceptual 
model of a single fracture plane with variable distribution of hydraulic aperture 
embedded within a composite porous continuum medium is proposed.  
 The efficiency of the conceptual model was systematically explored by applying an 
experimental design approach and using field derived flow properties. The sensitivity 
of the model response to each parameter were quantified and the uncertain ranges 
associated with the hydraulic properties were largely reduced.  
 Because the observation data fall well within the range defined by responses of the test 
cases and the three hierarchical types of middle- time drawdowns were predicted by 
the model, the conceptual flow model is proven to be a relevant representation of the 
subsurface flow system. 
 Even through large data sets are available, from, for example, outcrop analogues and 
hydraulic tests, it is still difficult to calibrate the model to match completely the 
transient drawdown responses. The inability of the current flow model in capturing the 
early-time and late-time, and in achieving a simultaneous history matching of all 
borehole response may be caused by the non-uniqueness of the problem, and/or the 
lack of complexity of the current parameterisation. Another reason may come from 
the inability of the current model to account for the spatial distribution of hydraulic 
properties of the fracture networks.  
 The connectivity between the observational boreholes and different flow features has 
a considerable control on the drawdown responses.  
The characterisation of the spatial field of transmissivity is addressed using both 
deterministic and stochastic inverse models in Chapters 6 and 7, respectively. Both methods 
have been demonstrated to be capable of solving the large-scale, steady-state, inverse problem 
where a large number of model parameters and measurements are involved. Spatial 
transmissivity distributions that generate good correlations between measured and predicted 
hydraulic data were obtained from both approaches.  
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 In Chapter 6, a deterministic algorithm, SNOPT, based on quasi-Newton iteration was 
adopted (published in Advances in Water Resources; Wang et al., 2016). The key findings are: 
 The inverted transmissivity fields allow the identification of the preferential flow paths 
that are complexly organised within the low-permeability background matrix. 
 The use of the initial connectivity information derived from pumping tests significantly 
improves the inversion results. When a constant model was used, the resulting 
transmissivity field tend to be binary, while initial models integrating well connectivity 
information lead to transmissivity fields within which the trend of the conductive 
structures is more consistent with the mapped fracture data. 
 The small range of [-4, -3] for the log regional transmissivity is appropriate and 
probably gives a good estimate of the regional scale equivalent transmissivity.  
 In contrast, the range for the log local transmissivity needs to be large, at least from -8 
to -1 in order for the inverse model to converge. This finding, in turn, confirms the high 
heterogeneity of the local system. 
 Due to the sparse hydraulic measurements, it was found that the grid size of the model 
cannot be smaller than 0.5 m, below which the high complexity in model 
parameterisation overwhelms the limited information provided by the hydraulic data. 
Recognizing the fact that the deterministic optimization can only yield unique solutions but 
cannot quantify the uncertainties contained in the data collecting and flow modelling, A new 
stochastic Newton inverse approach was applied in Chapter 7. The major results of this work 
are: 
 The implementation of a new Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) scheme. The 
proposal density of the stochastic Newton (SN) method consists of a deterministic part 
and a stochastic part. The deterministic part is essentially a Newton step of the classical 
derivative-based method, which attempts to drift the Markov chain Monte Carlo chain 
to region of higher probability. Hence, the method inherits the advantage of the 
classical deterministic methods in capable of dealing with models with a large number 
of unknown parameters and/or data. The stochastic part of the Markov chain Monte 
Carlo sampler is a multivariate Gaussian distribution constructed using the local 
Hessian as the inverse covariance matrix through which the shape and size of the 
proposal density of the parameters are systemically adjusted during the evaluation of 
the Markov chain Monte Carlo chains.  
 The use of a transition probability based geostatistical method (T-PROGS) to generate 
equally plausible geological representations. The method was able to capture the high 
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heterogeneity and sharp changes in spatial hydraulic properties of fractured and karstic 
media and therefore provided more realistic geological models.  
 A further screening procedure was performed to filter out the geological models that 
are consistent with the inter-well connection data derived from cross-hole pumping 
tests. The resulting models were transformed into ‘static’ transmissivity fields which 
were then used as the a priori models in the subsequent inversion processes. 
 This approach was firstly validated using a large-scale underdetermined synthetic 
model including 638 parameters but 22/110 measurements. Results show that inverted 
transmissivity fields were effectively conditioned to the observational hydraulic data. 
When sufficient measurements are used, the important features of the ‘true’ 
transmissivity field, such as the trend and location of the important high-T channels, 
were sufficiently recovered. Because of the use of advanced tools (adjoint-based 
gradient and Hessian) of deterministic optimization, the efficiency of the Newton-
MCMC sampler was significantly improved, and hence efficient stochastic inverse 
modelling for high-dimensional problems was achieved. 
 The approach was then applied to the Terrieu hydraulic dataset. As expected, the 
method generated slightly different inversion results as different a priori geostatistical 
models were used. However, the trend and locations of fracture and karst zones are 
consistently modelled among these geostatistical models. In addition, the uncertainty 
associated with each resolve parameter is quantified.  
8.3 General conclusions 
In terms of predictive flow modelling in fractured/karstic reservoirs, particular effort should 
be devoted to understanding: 
1. How the tectonic settings affect the development of fracture networks, and how the larger 
faults impact on the type and principle orientation of small-scale fractures. 
2. The overall connectivity of the flow network. 
3. Which flow conduits are the most important and the hierarchy of the flow conduit network. 
It is commonly observed that most of the flow is concentrated in a few clusters of inter-
connected fractures or even, as this study found, by a single karstified bedding plane.  
4. The large contrast in flow properties between different flow components. As found by this 
study, sharp jumps (over a short distance) in transmissivity are common features within the 
local-scale transmissivity field. 
5. The main factors that give rise to flow heterogeneity and anisotropy; i.e. whether the flow 
heterogeneity and anisotropy are caused by strongly uneven spatial organization of 
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fractures or by heterogeneous distribution of flow properties (e.g. transmissivity or 
storativity) within the fracture network. 
6. The connectivity between the borehole and the fracture network. It has been shown in this 
work that the interference response of a borehole intersecting the main karst conduit differ 
significantly from that of a borehole intersecting a conductive fracture cluster or an isolated 
fracture. Although it in general relies on manual implementation, the connection between 
a borehole and the fracture network has to be properly included in the flow model. 
In terms of inverse modelling of fluid flow, it is worth considering especially: 
1. The development of appropriate a priori models. It has been shown that borehole inter-
connection data derived from cross-hole pumping tests are very useful in constructing good 
prior models which provide good inversion results that are consistent with field structural 
data. 
2. The choice of proper inequality constraints and regularization models. This is relevant not 
only for constraining the inversion solution, but also for reducing the ill-posedness of the 
high-dimensional inverse problems. 
3. The site-specific counter-balance between model complexity and available data. Complex 
inverse models may fail to converge while oversimplified models may converge fast, 
however they may not extract complete the information stored in the observational data and 
provide clear results with details at the desired level. However, a general rule for finding 
this compromise does not exist. The modeller has to follow a trial-and-error procedure to 
determine the optimal design. 
4. The way of using hydraulic data in hydraulic tomography applications. It has been shown 
that using the multiple sets of cross-hole hydraulic test sequentially or jointly lead to 
different inversion results. 
8.4 Suggestions for future study 
In this thesis, the local-scale flow characterisation in DFN/DFM models was based on an 
assumption of a homogeneous permeability/transmissivity for the entire fracture population or 
for a fracture set. It could be very useful to extend this work to test the effect of heterogeneous 
distributions of flow properties for fracture sets and the fracture-scale heterogeneity on the fluid 
flow behaviour in fracture networks. For the latter, geostatistical simulations of channels can 
be generated and mapped onto individual fractures. These treatments may help to characterise 
the flow localisation and channelling behaviour observed in the field (Tsang and Tsang, 1989; 
de Dreuzy et al., 2012).  
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The flow modelling was restricted mainly to the scale of field site. However, the modelling 
technique can be easily extended to the regional scale. On the regional scale, due to limitation 
of current computational powers, it is impractical, if not impossible, to model discrete fracture 
networks with a large number of fractures. Hence, it would be very useful to investigate how 
to use the current local-scale model results to guide the modelling of heterogeneous flow on the 
regional scale using equivalent permeabilities. On the other hand, the fault networks on multiple 
scales in the Languedoc region of southern France exhibit an apparent self-similarity scaling 
behaviour (Lei and Wang, 2016). It is very likely that the scaling of fracture network would 
have a significant impact on the scaling of property of the flow network. Therefore, it may be 
interesting to investigate such influence by combining the flow simulations from different 
scales and/or by developing flow modelling technique for construct multi-scale flow models.  
In this thesis, flow in discrete fracture network or equivalent porous media is restricted to 
the case of single-phase, and assumed to obey Darcy’s law. However, due to the presence of 
karst conduits and karstified fractures, turbulent flow is very likely to occur. Therefore, with 
more powerful simulators, these limitations can be relaxed, and the understanding on complex 
channelling behaviour of multiphase flow, which may have significant impact in fractured and 
karstic reservoir on the fluid exchange between preferential flow paths and bulk fracture rock, 
may be significantly improved. 
Regarding the inverse modelling, even though the resolution of the inverted transmissivity 
fields appears to be sufficient for current understanding of the trend and location of flow 
channels, the inversion results can be further improved by using transient hydraulic test data 
and/or tracer transport data and other geophysical data such as self-potential signals (Revil et 
al., 2003; Irving and Singha, 2010). In addition, only two-dimensional steady-state flow was 
modelled in this thesis. In complex fracture networks, fluid flow is most likely to be three-
dimensional. Therefore, it would be very useful to extend the inverse approach to the more 
general 3D cases. However, this will result in heavy computational loads, and thereby 
necessitates parallel computing on multiple processors (Zhu and Yeh, 2005; Soueid Ahmed et 
al., 2015). 
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Appendix II 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure Apx1.1 – New fracture patterns mapped from the Terrieu downstream outcrops. 
 
 
 
Figure Apx1.2 – New fracture patterns mapped from the Terrieu upstream outcrops. 
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Figure Apx1.3 – Rose diagrams for fracture frequency and cumulative length. (a) – (f) are for 
Terrieu downstream outcrops 1 – 6, respectively.  
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Figure Apx1.4 – Rose diagrams for fracture frequency and cumulative length. (a) – (f) are for 
Terrieu upstream outcrops, 1 – 6 respectively.  
 
 
 
 
